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ABSTRACT

Detailed observations were made of the microstrucfural changes occurring near

the surface of a Cr-Mo-V alloy tool steel rod (Assab XW10) which had been subjected to

nitrogen ion implantation at 350"C by the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology

organiza1ton (ANSTo) using the Plasma Immersion Ion Implantion (PIQ technique

which they developed at their Lucas Heights Research Laboratories in Sydney, NSW'

Using a newly developed specimen preparation technique, transmission electron

microscope studies were carried out at depths beneath the surface of the nitrogen ion

implanted rods varying from 5 - 400 ¡.rm. These microstrucfural observations were

correlated with microhardness measurements and showed the presence of a series of

well defined layers beneath the surface: I - IV'

Layer I (0 - 10 pm) contained two finely dispersed carbo-nitrides, MX (MaX3) and

M2X plates (X = C, N; M = Cr, Mo, V, Fe) in tempered martensitic laths. Coarse Fe¿N

precipitates that were precipitation hardened by fine MX spheres reinforced the lath

boundaries. Flowever, the hardness this layer (1100 FfV25, at 5 pm) was less than the

peak value which could be explained by an enlarged ferrite grain size. There was a

notable absence of the primary carbides, MzgCe and MzC¡, in this layer. Layer II (10 - 20

¡rm), showing the peak hardness (1500 FfV25r), had a ferrite grain size close to the bulk

material and contained a third fine precipitate (CrN) which interlocked with the MX

and M2X platelets. The primary carbides were still not found, but complex strucfured

CrN spheroidal precipitates were identified with the same morphology as the original

primary carbides. Layer III (20 - 40 ¡rm) had intermediate hardness (1100 FIV25g) with

no fine CrN precipitates or coarse Fe¿N but the primary carbides gradually emerged

while the coarse CrN spheroids disappeared. Layer w (40 - 100 pm) showed ever

decreasing hardness with coarse FegC sheets containing primary carbides. The
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microstructure of the material deeper than 100 ¡rm (650 HV25r) was consistent with a

treatment temperafure of 3S0'C containing only fine Fe3C precipitates within ø-Fe laths

and smooth surfaced primary carbides'

Mathematical modelling of the PIII process was carried out to investigate the

variations of temperature with time and depth beneath the surface. Simulations of the

present implantation found that the surface temperature rose by only 2'2"C at the end of

a S0 prs ion pulse and rapidly equilibrated with the bulk material. Thus, temperature

variations did not seem responsible for the apparent grain growth that occurred in the

surface layer. However, the concentration of vacancies near the surface resulting from

the ion implantation process was suggested to be above the level necessary for the

recrystalli zattonof ferrite and the decomposition of primary cr-carbides.

To estimate nitrogen penetration during implantation, the limitations of

conventional (Fick's) diffusion modelling from a pulsed nitrogen source were explored.

It was found tha! in the present case, the sparsity of ions striking the surface of the rod

and low diffusivity of nitrogen invalidated pulse by pulse treament. Nevertheless, the

diffusion from an averaged flux from the combination of many thousands of pulses was

modelled. That simulation showed that Fick's diffusion of nitrogen could not

reasonably explain the TEM observations of the nitride rich layer: the nominal dose was

suggested to be too low, while the nitrogen diffusivity was also too low'

The industrial application of this new treatment to the combs and cutters used in

sheep shearing handpieces was investigated. Full evaluation of the technique as

applied to combs could not be carried out because of equipment delays at ANSTO'

Flowever, the requirements to aPply PIII to combs were clearly delineated: 1)

manufacfure combs from a high quality secondary hardening tool steel; and 2) use a

comb sharpening process which does not damage the metallurgical strucfure of the

surface of the comb.

The wear damage on conventional shearing combs resulting from shearing use

were examined in detail to form a basis to evaluate surface modified combs. Abrasive

wear of the ground faceby grit was once again found to be the primary cause of loosing
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wool fibre severance. Wear of the rake faces (edge faces of comb teeth) was examined

for the first time since it has immediate relevance to the survival of hardened surface

layers applied to combs. Abrasion by grit caught between comb and cutter cutting

edges were suggested as the primary mechanism for rake face wear. Further, a model

of the conditions where wool fibre severance breaks down through wear of the cutting

edges was proposed based on the rotation of wool fibres around the cutting edges (cf. a

sheet metal guillotine). This model could reasonably predict the critical wear

parameters.

Sfudies on earlier failures of WC-Co "D-gun" coated combs showed that the

development of fatigue cracks in the r¡ phase resulted in a loss of integrity of the coating

which prematurely degraded the cutting edges of the combs.
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INTRODUCTION

L,1. GENERAL.

The current research program focuses on the application of Radio Frequency Plasma

Immersion Ion Implantation (PID to two tool steels. The primary aims of this work

were to determine the effectiveness of the PIII Process in enhancing the surface

properties of a secondary hardening tool steel proposed for commercial shearing comb

manufacfure, and to elucidate the mechanisms by which this occurred. Substantial

enhancement of the surface properties and extreme modifications to the steel adjacent to

the surface were indeed observed. Techniques of analytical transmission electron

microscopy and scanning electron microscopy were employed to map changes in the

microstructure across the modified surface layer' Comparisons were made, as part of

this sfudy, into structure and property changes which could be induced into this same

steel by a commercial nitriding process. In order to provide a basis for understanding

these changes, mathematical modelling of the thermal effects caused by this ion

implantation process was undertaken. The conventional steel used in shearing comb

manufacfure was not examined in such detail since that steel responded poorly to

surface treatment due to its low thermal stability'

In addition, sfudies were made on the application of PIII technology to a

commercial problem: the short service life of sheep shearing tools. Detailed

examinations of wear damage on unimplanted shearing combs were made to provide a

basis to surface treat combs.
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I.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND.

This project was initiated in the Materials Engineering Group at the University of

Adelaide by prof. D.R. Miller, after his involvement in both the ion implantation of

materials using the pIII process, and investigations into the surface modification of

sheep shearing tool steels.

In 1985, D.R. Miller and T. Zujic investigated the failure mechanism of thermally

sprayed coatings on shearing combs. Their work suggested not only that fatigue was

responsible for the breakdown of these coatings, but also that ceramic coatings, of this

kind, may be inappropriate for use in shearing combs' NexL as part of a four-

organizatron consortiumt , D.R. Miller initiated a research program to determine the

specific property and strucfure changes induced by PIII orç amongst other materials,

the steel used in shearing comb manufacfure. Through the efforts of this consortium, a

Government Industrial Research and Development (GIRD) grant (No. 15023) was

awarded in December, 1988, from the Commonwealth Department of Industry,

Technology and commerce (DITAC). Since there was no provision for postgraduate

student funding for the present thesis, an application was made to the WRDC (Wool

Research and Development Council) of the Australian Wool Corporation in october,

19gg. In March 1g}g, a Studentship was awarded to the author of this thesis by the

WRDC. During part of this time, R,f. Finch worked as a Research Officer on the GIRD

grant project. Later, in1993, R.D. Young was employed as a Research officer, through

an AWC grant,to investigate alternative methods to resharPen shearing combs.

1..3 PLASMA IMMERSION ION IMPLANTATION.

For many decades industry has benefitted from treating iron-based engineering

components which are subject to wear, by nitriding Processes. Particular applications

have been in cases where the untreated service life is short, or when the manufacfuring

cost of the component is high compared to the material cost. Commercially available

r ANSTO (Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Oryantzabion); CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific

Industrial Research organization) Div. Applied nhysJ vtetal Manufacturers Ltd., Woolongong, Australia.
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nitriding treatments for steels have evolved in recent years from "pack cyaniding" to

"gu, nitriding" to "ion nitriding" along with increased efficiency and decreased

environmental impact. However, a persisting limitation of these conventional

treatments is the slow gas/metal absorption kinetics at the component surface. This

dictates that the process temperature be a minimum of around 500"C for steels, to

overcome the activation energy for nitrogen absorption, usually resulting in undesirable

softening of the hardened steel beneath the modified surface layer (even in secondary

hardening steels: ChaPter 3) .

Recently, a solution to this problem has been found by applying ion implantation

technology, a process developed for semiconductor manufacfure nearly thirty years

ago. This process is able to inject nitrogen directly into the component surface from a

particle accelerator source. However, the relatively high cost of this technology and the

"line-of-sight" restrictions have not afforded it general appeal in the manufacfuring

community.

Nevertheless, in the last ten years, two new processes have emerged which are

based on the ion implantation principle. They could be described as hybrids of

traditional nitriding and ion implantation, using a nitrogen plasma generated around

the component to implant nitrogen into the entire surface simultaneously by high

voltage pulses. One of these processes is Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation (PIID 1,

which is under development at the A.N.S.T.O. Lucas Heights Research Laboratories

and, in this investigatiory has been used for relatively high temperafure implantation of

tool steels, ê.g., above 200"C. Research efforts made by the previously mentioned

consortium have demonstrated that PIII can offer significant advances over

conventional surface hardening treatments. Not only has the rapid growth of nitride-

rich surface layers been seen at substantially lower temperatures, but also, surface

lavers with higher peak hardness can develop, and higher substrate hardness can be

retained: see Chapter 3. Another plasma based ion implantation project termed Plasma

Source Ion ¡nplantation (PSÐ is currently under research at the University of

Wisconsin, Madison, also with interesting results 2. Flowever, it is understood that
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neither process has reached the point of commercial introduction as a surface treatment

alternative.

Implantation trials on type HL3 steel, a secondary hardening tool steel, first

demonstrated that rapid development of a deep hardened surface layer (e.g., 50 ¡rm)

could be achieved by the PIII process 3. Earlier trials on a low alloy, high carbon steel

proved unsuccessful for reasons given in Chapter 3. These experiments emphasized

that the effects of the PIII process on the microstrucfure of materials were not clearly

understood, Therefore, the principle objective of the present sfudy was to determine

the precise nature of the microstructural changes induced in the surface of a secondary

hardening tool steel by the PIII process (Chapter 4)'

Microhardness measurements on cross-sections of the modified surface layers in

HL3 steel, and later XW10 steel, showed that sharp hardness gradients existed beneath

the treated surface. As will be shown in Chapter 4, the important microstrucfural

feafures in the hardened layers had dimensions of only 10 x 100 nm, so the important

advantages offered by analytical transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were needed

to charac terize such fine microstrucfures. For example, by using the diffraction

capabilities of the TEM, the habit planes and crystallographic orientation relationships

between these fine particles and their matrix, essential to understand the hardening

mechanisms, could be examined.

Substantial experimental difficulties are usually encountered when attempting to

prepare electron transparent cross-sections of thick surface layers (> 5 pm) with sharp

hardness gradients. A new TEM specimen preparation technique was developed which

enabled the previous experimental difficulties to be overcome, as described in

Appenclix 3. Extensive TEM experiments were then conducted to record the

crystallography, composition and geometry of all phases throughout the surface layer

with the highest peak hardness developed during PIII experiments in XW10 tool steel.
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1.4 SHEEP SHEARING.

The shearing of sheep is a major industry in Australia that has long been plagued

by short cutting tool life. These tools have a relatively high maintenance cost due to

their rapid wear. For this reason, shearing is a rigorous environment in which to

evaluate the performance of PIII surface treatments on steels' The aim of this work was

to investigate the how to apPty the PIII process to shearing tools, and to test surface

modified tools in a sheep shearing environment'

Standard shearing tools consist of a thirteen tooth comb and a four-toothed cutter

4. The comb is clamped in a handpiece and manually guided next to the skin of the

sheep while the cutter oscillates over the comb in an arc, creating a scissoring action

which severs the dense '1,0 - 20 ¡rm diameter wool fibers in the fleece. The cutting edges

must remain in close proximity, as they scissor, to fracfure the small diameter wool

fibers. Since the tools invariably wear, this close proximity becomes impossible after a

period of use, and the tools must frequently b" withdrawn from operation to be

sharpened.. Abrasive wear has been cited as the principle mechanism which leads to

the loss of fiber severance. Therefore,by increasing the wear resistance of the critical

surfaces of the tools, additional wool severance life in-between sharpening is

anticipated.

Of the tools, shearing combs were selected for PIII treatment, in preference to

cutters, as a conventional comb is more expensive, will usually survive longer before

sharpening is required, and offers more surface area to treat. However, implanting the

surface of combs that are in direct contact with cutters was not thought to be

worthwhile, because the resulting modified surface layers would be progressively

removed during sharpening. In fact, during shearing use, some wear of the mating face

of the comb is desirable, Nevertheless, as shown in Chaptet 7, the edge faces of comb

teeth were found to be critical areas to limit wear damage. In this case, a sharpening

process could rejuvenate the comb's cutting edges without sacrificing the enhanced

surface properties on the edge faces'
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In the course of these studies, questions were raised about conventional

technologies used to manufacture and operate shearing tools. As mentioned above, the

most promising pIII surface treatment results were obtained for secondary hardening

tool steels. Early shearing trials using implanted "silver" steel, a low alloy, high carbon

steel used in conventional comb manufacfure, could not show the potential benefits of

pIII treatment. Thus special combs, manufacfured from XW10 steel by Sunbeam

Australia, pty. Ltd., were treated by the PIII process and prepared for shearing trials.

Flowever, due to some unusually large chromium carbides present in the initial

microstrucfure of the steel, the thin tips of many comb teeth did not have adequate

toughness to resist fracfure during rigorous shearing use. This problem could not be

rectified during the period of the authols research because the PIII equipment suffered

fire damage and was inoperational for all of 1992. Nevertheless, other research was

conducted to help introduce ion implantation to shearing combs.

Damage to the ion implanted edge surfaces of comb teeth was anticipated if the

aggressive sharpening method presentþ used on conventional combs was used to

sharpen modified combs. The research group of Miller, Young and Watkins developed

and tested an alternative sharpening process, although it is not reported here.

The principle direction of the authols research on shearing combs was to

characterize the wear processes that lead to the breakdown of wool fiber severance in

conventional combs. The specific aims of this sfudy were to suggest the critical wear

processes, and to create data by which fufure shearing experiments on modified combs

could be evaluated. To this end, detailed analyses of the wear patterns resulting from

controlled shearing experiments were made. In order to explain some wear feafures

and to further understand comb/cutter edge interactions, modelling of the interaction

of grit and wool fibers with a pair of cutting edges was undertaken. A subsidiary goal

of this project was to investigate alternatives to PIII treatment for the improvement of

shearing comb life. To this end, failure analysis of a thermally sprayed WC/Co coating

on a standard comb was undertaken [presented at the hrternational Conference on

Surface Engineering, Adelaide, Australia,12-14 Marclu 1991 (Appendix 7)].
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Chapter 2

PLASMA IMMERSION ION IMPLANTATION
AS A SURFACE MODIFICATION TECHNIQUE

2.1 INTRODUCTION.

As mentioned in S 1.3, ion implantation as a means of surface treating steels on

an industrial scale has moved from the conceptual stage, with experiments using ion

beam implanters, towards a realistic process through the introduction of PIII and PSII

technology. The need. for an alternative surface hardening Process has been long-

standing because of the relative inefficiency of conventional nitriding processes.

The main limitation of gas nitriding and its later development plasma nitriding

5, is the way in which the nitrogen enters the components surface: these processes rely

on relatively slow gasf metal surface chemistry to evenfually absorb nitrogen before it is

available for diffusion within the metal lattice 6. This absorption tends to be an

equilibrium process, with the surface saturation of nitrogen limiting the nitriding rate,

dictating higher treatment temperatures to achieve a reasonable rate. Thus, a typical

treatment to gain a 50 pm wear resistant surface on H13 steel is 30 hours at 500"C,

resulting in a retained substrate hardness of 635 tN2sst7. Ion nitriding, which uses a

small D.C. bias on the componen! offers an improvement albeit, not dramatic.

In the last 20 years, ion implantation has been extensively developed for the

doping of semiconductors, a process which uses an ion beam to inject atoms directly

into surfaces of materials. For semiconductor processing, this technique relies on

precise control of the ion beam, ion species and energy level, and stringent cleanliness.

Numerous research efforts have been made to expand this technology into the surface
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treatment a myriad of other materials (pure metals, common alloys, plastics, etc.). To

obtain uniform coverage of the workpiece from a single ion beam, the beam can be

rastered across the surface. As a potential surface treatment for steels, the major

advance of ion implantation is that it overcomes the equilibrium nafure of conventional

treatments by injecting nitrogen directly into the surface of a component.

Initially, research efforts on nitriding of iron concentrated on room temperafure

implantation because of traditional practices in semiconductor manufacfure. Later,

because of the limited penetration depths of ions achievable at these temperafure, ê.$'r

100 nm for 50 keV nitrogen into cr-Fe (see Chapter 5), some implantation experiments

were done between room temperafure and 300'C 8-12, but total diffusion depths of

nitrogen have usually not exceeded 1 Lrm. The use of much higher accelerating voltages

have also been sfudied, but normally result in undesirable radiation damage to the

surface.

The limitations of implanting nitrogen through an ion beam are: 1) the relatively

high cost of ion acceleratorc; 2) obtaining a uniform ion dose with a discrete ion beam;

and 3) the restricted supply of ions to the surface. Nevertheless, target manipulators

have been designed to obtain uniform ion beam coverage on non-planar components,

and some commercial ion implanters are in use'

Notwithstanding this, a consequence of the large amount of research that has

been done on "line-of sight" implantation is the fundamental understanding gained of

the processes that occur during ion implantation. This is of great importance to the

development of the new plasma based nitriding treatments'

As explained in the next section, the use of nitrogen plasmas as the ion source

has sparked interest in the surface hardening field as this type of ion source surrounds

the target which can overcome line of sight restrictions and high unit costs of

conventional ion implantation. Conrad et ø1., in Madisory Wisconsin, USA, first

investigated these techniques under the name of Plasma Source Ion Implantation (PSD

2. A group at ANSTO, Lucas Heights, Australia, has been developing a related process/

plasma Immersion Ion Implantation (PIII) 1. The PIII process constitutes a significant
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advance over both traditional nitriding treatments and ion beam techniques, as

diffusion depths of 50 pm have been observed with this treatment in significantþ

shorter times and lower Process temperatures'

2.2 PRINCIPLES AND OPERATION OF THE PIII PROCESS.

The pIII process and equipment have been previously described by Collins et øl'

13. However, a brief description is given here for completeness.

The key features of the PIII equipment are: 1) the ability to implant nitrogen ions

into the entire surface of a target simultaneously; 2) a high regeneration rate of nitrogen

ions in the plasma surrounding the target through the injection of radio frequency

waves, allowing a minimum of ion depletion during typical pulsed treatments; 3)

implantation of the ions in discrete pulses by applying a large negative potential across

the target and grounded wall of the working vessel; 4) control over the target

temperature by modulating the pulse duration and frequencli 5) uniformly high

implantation rates of the ions irrespective of the surface orientation... Thus, in principle,

a high nitrogen concentration can be maintained within the workpiece surface at all

times during processin g, at any desired workpiece temperafure (NB. at or below the

temperafure range used in conventional nitriding treabnents).

The pIII equipmen! Figure 2.1, consists of a vessel connected to a vacuum

system, a high voltage Power supply and pulse modulator, a radio frequency generator

and antenna, and various diagnostic apparafus. The workpiece is located near the

centre of the vessel and is supported by a shielded conducting rod attatched to the

pulse modulator. The vessel is evacuated and then filled with nitrogen gas to a pressure

of - 1x10-3 mbar. A plasma of primarily Nr+ ions and electrons is continuously

generated by the injection of R.F. waves into the chamber: typically 250 W of R.F' power

at12 -L3 MHz which gives a plasma density of around 1x1010 .tt -'. Th" ion life in the

plasma, e.g., before recombination with electrons, is of the order of L0-6 s. Energetic

t- N.B. there is an increased rate of implantation in the vicinity of sharp edges: see Watterson 92
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electrons liberated from the ionization process play a significant role in maintaining the

plasma density. The R.F. antenna is located outside the chamber if the vessel is made

from borosilicate glass, or inside if the vessel is steel'

The workpiece is biased to a large negative potential (-50 kV) in discrete pulses;

The pulse bias, pulse duration pulse frequency and plasma density are controllable

during the implantation process. These parameters determine the heat flux injected

into the workpiece which occurs through the energy transfer between the high speed

ions and the target lattice. This heat input must be balanced by a heat extraction

process to avoid overheating of the workpiece. When the heat input is balanced by heat

loss, a stable processing temperature is reached. For the experiments in this thesis,

temperature control was achieved by varying the pulse frequency alone, while heat was

extracted from the workpiece through a conduction and radiation patþ achieving stable

temperafures within 10 minutes of starting the treatment. An infra-red pyrometer was

used to measure the target temperature during implantation. However, the specimen

rod had a low emmissivity polished metal surface which prevents pyrometric

measurement at these temperafures. To overcome this, the temperafure of graphite

painted radiating blocks was measured, as discussed further in Chapter 5.

During the high voltage pulses, the electrons are repelled from the target surface,

while the nitrogen ions are attracted, albeit at a much slower rate due to their mass

difference. This particle motion leads to the development of a stable plasma sheath

between the workpiece and the plasma, typically 80 mm thick. The plasma remains

close to neutral potential (i.e,, the grounded wall) while the sheath becomes increasingly

positive towards the target. The plasma is thought to conduct at least as well as Pure

copper, hence, completes the electrical circuit to the aluminium plate in the end wall of

the vessel, which is at ground potential. The diagnostic equipment used in these

experiments to characterize the plasma parameters consisted of a Langmuir probe, to

measure plasma density, and a capacitive probe to measure the sheath thickness.

The principle difference between PIII and PSII is in the method of plasma

generation: instead of an unconfined, inductively coupled R.F. plasma, PSII uses a
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conventional filament discharge with an array of permanent magnets on the chamber

wall to attempt to partially confine the secondary electrons responsible for plasma

regeneration. The advantage of R.F. plasma generation is that this method has a

uniform and high ionization rate and hence can sustain high ion fluxes into the target

without substantial local depletion of ions in the plasma when treating complex target

geometries 1.

2.g MODIFICATION OF SURFACES BY ION IMPLANTATION.

In addition to precipitation and interstitial diffusion that occur in conventional

nitriding processes, ion implantation causes a number of effects in a shallow layer at the

target surface. These additional effects are principally caused by the collisions between

the energetic ions and the target lattice as the ions slow down. The depth of influence

of these collisions can be much greater than the initial implantation depth of the ions

through the production and diffusion of lattice defects. The importance of defects is

strongly dependent on the nature of the target material and temperafure, and the ion

species, ion energy, etc.

For room temperature implantation of say 50 kV N2* ions into pure irory the

maximum depth of penetration of the ions is - 100 nm, Here, the diffusion rate of N in

iron is so low that the N atoms remain in their lattice site unless involved in knock-on

collisions from subsequent implanted ions. The feafures of this shallow layer have been

clescribed in some detail, and include: ion concentration and energy release

distributions with deptþ vacancy formatiory ionization of target atoms, etc. The

results of these interactions of ions with the substrate are predictable by conventional

theory and have been modelled into computer packages, e.g.r TRIM (see Chapter 5).

However, a layer of this depth as a surface hardening treatment is of little

significance to most engineering components. A more realistic depth might be 10's of

micrometers, so the next step is to look at implantation at higher temperafures where

mass diffusion becomes significant, e.g., T > 200"C for steels. Modified layers of

increased thickness have been achieved with both PSII and p¡1 14'15. Above room
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temperafure, a number of additional processes may be occurring, namel|, precipitation

and radiation effects'

Within the targeÇ radiation effects have a significant influence on the

distributions of elements in and beyond the implanted range of the iov¡s16'77. Radiation

effects include Radiation Enhanced Diffusion (RED), Radiation Induced Segregation

(RIS), Radiolytic Decomposition of Precipitates (RDP), sputtering and ion beam mixing.

These effects increase with increasing temperafure, through the mobility of defects and

atoms, and with increasing dose, through the introduction of more defects. Radiation

induced amorphization has also been observed but not at elevated temperafures (e'g', >

200.C) where the defect mobility is great enough to allow reordering to occur'

sputtering can preferentially remove atoms from the surface layet, hence it not only

increases the defect productioru but can also change the near-surface composition.

The main defects introduced by ion implantation are vacancies and interstitials.

In unimplanted metals, vacancies are usually only found in low density, even near the

melting poin! while interstitials are typicatly not present in metals due to their high

activation energy of formation. However, collision cascades which occur during

implantatior¡ produce a considerable quantity of interstitials and a greater than normal

clensity of vacancies. As vacancies are the primary mechanism for solute diffusion in

alloys, excess vacancy concentrations increase the diffusion coefficients of these atoms

considerab\y, e.g.,RED. This allows phase transformations to occur at lower than usual

temperatures, such as precipitation or decomposition of metastable phases. The

interaction of like defects produces agglomerates such as vacancy clusters (voids) and

interstitial ordering (dislocation lines and loops), e.g., RIS. However, interstitials and

vacancies annihilate each other and can also be lost to sinks such as dislocations, grain

boundaries and the surface'

One other effect is the preferential diffusion of introduced defects or interstitial

atoms in particular crystal orientations: termed channelling' llowever, with a large

diffusion depth in a fine grained polycrystalline target, this effect is averaged out for

diffusion depths much greater than the grain size'
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2.4 DETECTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SURFACE

MODIFICATIONS.

There are two fundamental methods of determining the effects of ion

implantation on surfaces: quantifying changes in the mechanical properties and

characterizing changes in the surface chemistry and microstrucfure'

The following outlines a variety of techniques used in the field of ion

implantation to detect changes in metal surfaces'

2.4.1 Measurement of Mechanical Property Changes'

Investigating the effects of ion implantation on the mechanical properties of

materials has been approached in two ways: L) controlled laboratory testing of simple

systems to determine the change in a single property; and 2) in situ testing of standard

industrial components to find the overall performance of the treatment. Laboratory

tests include finding the wear/ corrosion and fatigue resistance, and the changes in

microhardness and surface friction'

Because of their immediate relevance to the practical problem of shearing comb

evaluation, hardness and wear testing techniques are discussed'

2.4.1..1, Hørdncs s Meøsutement T echniqucs :

Recording the changes in hardness of an implanted surface can be a rapid

method to prove the effectiveness of a surface treatmenÇ e.g., for quality control in a

production sifuation. The bulk hardness, e.g., well beneath the modified surface layer,

serves as the reference for determining the effectiveness of the surface treatment. Due

to the limited depth of microstrucfural modification achievable with room temperafure

ion implantation, microhardness or nanoindentation 18 hardness measurements have

been made from a direction normal to the implanted surface. These techniques are

essentially non-destructive for all but the most critical applications, but can yield

ambiguous results. However, with the deeper modified layers that can be generated

during high temperature, high dose implantation, measurements of the micro- or nano-

hardness with depth beneath the surface can be made on polished cross-sections of the
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material, i.e., microhardness-depth profiling, This latter technique can be a fat more

powerful tool in characterizing the macrostrucfural changes caused by implantation.

Both Knoop and Vickers microhardness techniques have been used to evaluate ion

implantation treatments. Vickers has the advantage over Knoop tests that hardness

values are not so sensitive to load (recorded hardness increases with decreasing load

but is most sensitive below 100 g¡ rø.

The main limitation of microhardness-depth techniques is that the hardness at

the very surface is impossible to measure because indentations must be a minimum of

2.5 diameters away from the surface to be a valid test. Therefore, measurements close

to the surface must be made with very low loads, bearing in mind the load sensitivity.

2.4.1..2 T echniq uc s of W eøt T e sting:

Wear tests on ion implanted specimens are usually conducted using the

unimplanted specimens of the same material as the experimental control group' The

wear performance is evaluated by measuring either the wear rate, that is the specimen

mass removed per unit time, or the wear life, i,e., the survival time of a specimen before

it becomes inoperational, Tests can also be characterized by the wear mode, e'g',

abrasive versus adhesive.

Laboratory wear testing of N-implanted steels has been reviewed by McHargue

20. pin-on-disc type wear tests have virfually been the standard test among researchers

in the field of the ion implantation of metals. The pin-on-disc equipment consists of an

abrader rod, typically 3 mm in diameter, pressing normally against a rotating disc, e.g',

25 mm in diameter; the implantation is performed on the disc surface which contacts

the end of the rod. The load, lubrication rate, lubricant Vpe, rotational speed and test

duration are the test variables. The volume worn away is calculated either directly, by

measuring the weight lost from each componen! or by measuring the depth worn away

across the wear track. Variations to this procedure have included cutting radial slots

into the surface of the disc and reciprocating the motion. Measurements of friction have

sometimes been rePorted.
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Because of the specific nafure of the wear environment of sheep shearing tools, as

described in Chapters 6 and 7, pin-on-disc wear testing was thought to be an

inappropriate evaluation method for implantation trials on shearing comb steels.

However, the alternative evaluation method of in situ testing of shearing combs, are not

without potential Problems.

The limitation of in situ tests of salt a shearing comb, is that many

environmental parameters, that directly affect the wear behavior, can change between

tests or not be measurable. These parameters can include: the local temperafure, the

size distribution of third body abrasive particles, the lubricatiory the surface texture and

the contact pressure . In situ tests on ion implanted components have included metal

cutting processes such as blanking of sheet materials such as steels and polymers and

erosive abrasion. Conrad et al. 2 have reviewed field trials of ion implanted

components.

2.4.2 Detection of Changes in the Surface Chemistry'

Changes in the composition and distribution of elements and compounds across

shallow surface layers can be found by a number of techniques which can be either

destructive or non-destructive, depth selective or not depth selective' Not

withstanding, common feafures of all methods are that observations are made using

either photons or subatomic particles: a requirement because the scale of micro-

strucfural feafure being analysed is typically sub-micron.

Conventional implantation has been performed between liquid nitrogen

temperafures through to 200"C, i,e,, wiútout significant diffusion of the ions after initial

implantation. Layers obtained by this process are typically 100 - 200 nm thick and

occasionally up to L pm. For this reason researchers in this field have concentrated on

short range cletection of surface layers'

Techniques used for determining the distribution of elements within a surface

include the non-destructive tests: Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA) and Rutherford

Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS); and the destructive tests: Secondary lon Mass
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Spectroscopy (SIMS), Ion Scattering Spectroscopy (ISS), Auger Electron Spectroscopy

(AES) and Glow Discharge Spectroscopy (GDS) which employ sputter etching to gain

depth information.

NRA 21 profiles the implanted nitrogen by detecting surface emissions produced

by nuclear resonant reactionr taNlcr,y)1tF; tnNld,p¡; 1aN1d,o) 12C and 1uN1p,ay¡1'C' This

technique gives information up to l-00 nm below the surface with - 5 nm resolution. It

has been used to monitor the redistribution of nitrogen in the substrate by implanting

only one isotope and detecting both 12'

RBS has good detection of transition metals by the monitoring of back-scattered

electrons from reactions of typically 2 MeV He2- ions with atomic nuclei in the surface'

This technique gives information up to 150 nm below the surface with good resolution'

The destructive tests find the relative proportions of the near surface elements by

anal¡rsing energy spectra. Profiles of these elements with depth are obtained by

progressive sputter etching of the surface. SIMS, ISS, AES and GDS 22 are used to

detect light elements, e.g., C, N and O whilst AES is also used for heavier elements, ê.8.,

Fe, Cr, etc. The sputtering beam is usually ionized argon which typically has sputtering

rates of 25 nm/s for steel 22'

The compounds present in the surface have been detected by the non-destructive

tests of X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Conversion Electron Mössbauer Spectroscopy (CEMS)

and X-ray Photo-electron spectroscopy (xPS) (destructive).

XRD 23 typically uses Cu-Ko¿ radiation to show the compounds present by

measuring the lattice spacings from diffracted X-rays. This technique is made depth

selective up to 100 nm by using the glancing angle technique (0.3 - 1'0'). However, it

requires a flat surface area of - 1. cmz in order to accumulate a sufficient X-ray count to

analyse, which can make detection difficult in many standard engineering components'

Moreover, XRD can suffer from ambiguous phase identification because first many x-

ray reflections for individual phases have un-measurable intensities, and second, peaks

from different phases can overlap when the microstrucfure is composed of several

unknown phases.
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CEMS 23 measures the chemical states of transition elements and can

differentiate between the various nitrides and allotropes and solid solutions of iron. It

is not depth selective or destructive and has a range of up to 100 nm'

XpS measures the binding energy of near surface atoms and hence the

composition. It is qualitative and can be made depth selective by sputter etching.

2.4.3 Characteri zation of Microstructural Changes'

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and optical microscopy (OM) allow gross

characteri zatton of ion implanted materials with relatively thick modified layers.

Flowever, structural changes induced by ion implantation usually occur on a scale

below the limit of resolution of these techniques (see Chapter 4). Therefore,

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is the only technique able to yield strucfural

informatio r:., ë.g.r the size, shape and distribution of phases, in implanted surface layers'

TEM studies on ion implanted materials have included observing pre-thinned foils (-

100 nm) which have been subsequently implan¡s¿24-26. Cross-sectional TEM (XTEM)

has been rarely reported 25,27 ¿u" to the difficulties of preparing thin areas of the very

edge of cross-sections (see Appendix 3) but is essential for observing deeply modified

layers.

2.5 PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS OF PIII AND PSII.

Tendys et ø1. have used a number of experimental techniques to investigate the

effects of the pIII process1.,3,8,19,28,29. The techniques used have been: metallography,

NRA using the 14N1d,o)t'C reaction, Glancing Angle XRD, micro-hardness tests, pin on

disc wear tests, and CEMS. The metals treated have been primarily iron and steels

under a range of temperafures and doses. Specific results for PIII from Tendys et ø1. ate

discussed in ChaPter 4.

Conrad et ø1. have used a variety of methods to evaluate the PSII process 215'30-

33, which include: pin on disc wear testing, field trials of treated components,

microhardness testing, RBS, SIMS, XPS, AES, TEM, and computer modelling.
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Materials investigated have been steels (types 5160 and M2), a titanium alloy (Ti-

6\I-4V),Incoloy, Invar alloys, polymers, and ceramics'
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Chapter 3

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF PIII TREATED STEELS

3.1. INTRODUCTION.

It was explained in the previous chapter that the PIII process has the potential to

effectively nitride steels under conditions not realistic in conventional treatments. As

the pIII process had not previously been investigated for the surface treatment of tool

steels, experiments were undertaken to characterize the mechanical response of selected

steels to the PIII treatment.

hritial tests were designed to establish both the maximum hardness developed in

the nitride rich surface layer in several tool steels , antd the rate of growth of that layer

over a range of PIII process conditions. Since C and N diffusion rates in steels are

strongly temperature dependent, the workpiece temperafure during PIII treatment was

considered as the primary variable in this investigation. Interstitial diffusion rates are

not only critical in the rate of growth of nitride-rich layers 6'34, but also in the

breakdown of primary hardening effects, such as decomposition of martensite, and the

agglomeration of fine carbide precipitates 35. Thus, the selected steels were implanted

over a range of specimen temperafures from 200 - 500'C, while the ion dose was set at a

level known to cause significant change in the microstructure, i,e', -10L8 / r '.

The choice of steels was initially those steel presently used in the manufacfure of

shearing combs, type K510 (high carbory low alloy), and of wire drawing dies, type H13

(low carbon, secondary hardening) with compositions given in Table 3'1'
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Later, a third steel, type XW10, was added to the test program to replace K510

which responded poorly to PIII treatment. The selection of XW10 was based on two

considerations. Firs! high carbon steels have better resistance to wear in aggressive

abrasive environments, e.g., sheep shearing; Second, precipitation hardening

characteristics in a steel are essential to offset the effects of processing at elevated

temperafures, e.g., > 200"C 36, where the nitride rich surface layer can grow to a

substantial deptþ e.g., 50 ¡rm, within a moderate time, e.g., several hours'

Table 3.1: Composition (wt%) of the steels selected for PIII and GN treatments:

Steel Fe Cr c Mn S¡ Mo V

K510 (Bohler) bal 0.7 1.2 0.3 0.2 0.1

Hr3 (ASSAB) bal 5.0 0.4 1.0 0.4 1.0 1.5

xwlo (ASSAB) bal 5.3 1.0 0.6 0.2 1.1 0.2

Due to the relationship between hardness and wear resistance, microhardness

profiling with depth beneath the implanted surface was used as the first indicator of

microstructural change. This technique has the advantage that it can be performed

rapidty and in the laboratory. The gross microstrucfural feafures of implanted cross-

sections were characterized using optical- and scanning electron microscoPy. These

observations are reported in the next chapter (s 4.3) with the TEM results.

As one of the main factors in the survival of sheep shearing combs is wear

resistance, and as in sifu testing can suffer from un-measurable changes in important

parameters, laboratory wear testing of PIII treated steels was considered. However, as

mentioned in Chapter 2, tlre standard pin-on-disc wear test was inappropriate for

evaluating the effectiveness of PIII treatments on shearing comb steels. A new wear test

was designed which could test implanted rods under reciprocating motion and

localized contact stresses, a sifuation closer to wear in the shearing environment.

However, this work was not completed in the period of candidacy because of time

spent on other topics covered in this thesis, Controlled in situ testing of combs in sheep

shearing use is reported instead (Chapter 6)'
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The toughness of shearing comb steels at the end of the manufacfuring Process

was found to be critical for the survival of the comb in shearing use (Chapter 6).

Fractures occurred in several of the thin sections in the vicinity of the comb tooth tips.

For this reason, special attention should be given to fufure grades of steel selected to

manufacfure shearing combs.

g.2 HEAT TREATMENT PRIOR TO IMPLANTATION.

Each of the steels under investigation requires a different heat treatment to

obtain an acceptable balance between the retained hardness, for wear resistance, and

toughness, for fracture resistance of the thin comb teeth.

Each steel was heat treated according to the manufacfurer's recommendations for

high wear resistance and some toughness: see Appendix L' Precautions were taken to

avoid decarburizattonduring solution treatmen! i.e., all specimens were sealed in silica

tubes that had been evacuated then filled with argon. Immediately after solution

treatmen! the specimens were quenched by fracturing the silica tubes in oil' The heat

treatment of specially made shearing combs (Sunbeam, Australia) was also performed

in an inert atmosPhere.

The differences in the tempering characteristics of types K510 and XW10 steels

are illustrated in Figures 3.1, while the bulk hardnesses of XW10 steel before

implantation is shown in Figure 3.2.

3.3 PIII TREATMENTS OF SELECTED TOOL STEELS.

The objective of these experiments was to find a PIII nitriding temperature which

gave the highest peak hardness in the modified surface layer, with minimal softening of

the substrate. A further aim was to develop hardening to a significant depth (for

shearing combs: Chapter 7) within a moderate treatment time, e.g., 50 ¡rm within 3

hours. This depth of hardening was selected so that comparisons could be made with

conventional nitriding treatments of similar depth. To achieve control of the specimen
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temperature, the pIII process variables were adjusted as described in Chapter 2, for the

given specimen configuration.

A standard specimen geometry was chosen for all of the nitriding treatments in

this thesis , i.e., a 50 mm long, 2 mm diameter rod. Implantation was performed on the

equipment at the ANSTO Lucas Heights Research Laboratories, Australia by the PIII

research team of Dr. ]ohn Tendys, Dr. George Collins and Dr. Ron Hutchings. Their

suggestions and collaboration were crucial to the success of these investigations.

Other conventional nitriding treatments were performed on the same grades of

steel by a commercial gas nitriding specialist. Process conditions were chosen to obtain

a hard surface layer that is recommended for wear resistance.

Details of the nitriding treatments, both PIII and conventional, of the three steels

under investigation are given in Appendix 1'

3.4 CI{ANGES IN HARDNESS INDUCED BY SURFACE TREATMENTS.

Both the bulk hardness and the change in microhardness with depth beneath the

treated surface of pIII and GN rods were recorded as described in Appendix 2. These

bulk hardness and microhardness measurements were made by R.I. Finch in the course

of the GIRD projec! but are discussed here due to their immediate relevance to the

other studies in this thesis.

3.4,L Bulk Hardness Changes in the Substrate.

During high temperature implantation (ot gas nitriding), microstructural

changes can take place from thermal effects, above the changes induced by the nitrogen

addition. These changes can include tempering of martensitic substrates (all steels) and

precipitation hardening (secondary hardening steels ody). The hardness of the

material well beneath the modified surface layer (e.g., 0.5 mm) is a result of the thermal

treatment alone, and therefore can be used as a dafum to gauge the extent of further

microstrucfural changes induced by the PIII and gas nitriding processes in their surface

layers.
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Figure 3.2 illustrates the effects of thermal treatment received during surface

treatments on type xw10 steel. Note that because a constant ion dose was chosen for

these experiments (s 3.3), the time that each specimen was held at the PIII process

temperafure was not constang but was reduced for increasing Process temperafure'

This is an important consideration in view of the time and temperafure dependence of

microstrucfural transformations. Comparing the bulk hardness of PIII treated rods after

heat treatment and after surface treatment, the 230, 276, 353 and 439"C effects are

consistent with extensions of the tempering Processes at those temperatures' That is,

temper softening (martensite decomposition) was noticeable in the 230, 276 and 353'C

specimens, while precipitation hardening is suggested in the 439"C specimen'

Moreover, detailed microstrucfural studies on the specimen implanted at 353"C

(Chapter 4) confirmed that the tempering received during the PIII treatment only

caused martensite decomposition. Note that precipitation hardening is only expected

above 400"C for XW10 steel at these temperatures and times (Fig. 3.1(b))' The excessive

softening of the 4g0"C pIII substrate compared to the 500'C gas nitrided substrate

suggests that the accuracy of the temperafure measurement during PIII treatments

above 439"C is questionable.

On the other hand, thermal treatments which occurred during PIII treatments on

K510 steel had disasterous effects on the substrate microstrucfure. Substantial softening

of the entire cross-section took place for PIII treabnents above 200"C, as expected from

the separate heat treatment sfudies that were conducted, Figure 3.1(a)' The relevance of

these effects to the shearing comb application aÏe that only low temperafure PIII

treatments are possible if wear resistance is to be retained.

g.4.2 Microhardness Changes acfoss N-Containing Surface Layers'

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the microhardness-depth measurements on surface

treated. XW10 and H13 steels. As illustrated by Figs. 3.3, the PIII treatments done at or

below 300"C have little effect on the micro-hardness/depth profile of either H13 or

XW10 steels. These small variations are most likely a result of heat treatments given
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prior to implantation. In particular, the reducing hardness towards the surfaces of the

XW10 steel rods is perhaps due to slight decarburization during the initial heat

treatment Process.

Flowever, the results from the 353"C PIII treatment of the precipitation hardening

steels greatly contrasts the traditional 500"C GN treatment: Figure 3'4' There is a

dramatically higher hardness over a 50 ¡rm surface band in both XW10 and H13 steels,

showing a peak hardness of -1500 Wrrr. Both hardness profiles at this process

temperafure have the same form, e.g., the surface hardness (5 pm) substantially lower

than the peak value; the peak hardness at - L5 pm; a narrow plateau (- 20 - 25 pm); and

a diffusion tail (- 23 - 60 ¡,rm). H13 steel appears to have a secondary diffusion tail from

- 50 - 175 pm.

The similarities between the 353"C PIII hardness profiles of these two steels

suggests that the carbon content (Table 3.1) of these secondary hardening steels has less

effect on the growth rate of the nitride rich surface layer during PIII treatment than

during gas nitriding treatment at 500"C. The substantially slower growth during gas

nitriding could be explained in terms of the low solubility of carbon in c¿-Fe, which in

furn, allows only a slow rate of nitrogen absorption into the surface uncler those

equilibrium conditions. However, the PIII treatment evidently overcomes these

absorption restrictions by forced injection of nitrogen. This creates an artificially high

interstitial concentration just under the surface that forces inward diffusion of C and N.

Nevertheless, carbon does influence the microstrucfural development during nitriding

treatments, as discussed in S 4.6.2, and as indicated by the secondary diffusion band in

the lower carbon steel (H13)'

The effects on the hardness of implanting H13 and XW10 at temperatures above

353.C are shown in Figs. 3.4. Typ" H13 appears to be more sensitive to processing

temperature than XW10 as XWL0 has a higher peak hardness and shows a diffusion tail.

However, the shallower diffusion tail in XWL0 resulting from 400'C PIII compared to

the 353"C profile indicates that the inward diffusion of nitrogen is being blocked,

perhaps by u stable surface band of precipitates, This effect is not found in the
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corresponding H13 specimen, once again suggesting that the carbon content influences

the diffusion process. Once again, the substantially reduced hardness beneath the

hardened layer in the 480'C PIII treabnent suggests that the nominal treatment

temperature was not correct.

The gas nitriding results are typical for these materials and treatments 6.

3.5 CONCLUSIONS.

It is clear from comparisons of the PIII processing times and temperatures with

the microhardness profiles, that under near optimum conditions, the PIII treatment

develops a harder surface layer in a much shorter time and at a lower temperafure than

possible with conventional gas nitriding. The reasons why this is so are examined in

the next two chaPters.

It appears that secondary hardening tool steels are suitable materials to gain the

strong benefits of the PIII treatment, whereas, lower alloy steels are not, consistent with

the experience of gas nitriding.

One problem anticipated with the application of PIII treatments to shearing

combs and other components which require strong wear resistence, is the relatively soft

surface layer (0 - 10 ¡rm) which was found to develop in 350'C PIII treated XW10 steel.

This issue is discussed in the context of the shearing comb wear mechanisms (Chapter

n.
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Chapter 4

MICROSTRUCTURAL CHANGES IN
)fl/V10 STEEL AFTER PIII TREATMENT

4.'1, INTRODUCTION.

The previous chapter described the changes in the physical properties, especially

hardness, induced by pIII. To provide an understanding of the dramatic hardness

increase near the implanted surface and to define the requirements for mathematical

modelling of pIII (Chapter S), detailed studies of the microstructure of the 350'C PIII

XW10 steel were undertaken. For reference, the microstrucfures of the XW10 steel in

the as received, solution treated and quenched, and quenched and tempered at 350"c

(e&T) conditions were determined. Following PIII treatment at 350'C of the steel in the

e&T condition, tfre microstructural changes as a function of depth beneath the ion

implanted layer, were characterised'

Optical- and scanning electron metallography provide valuable methods of

detecting gross changes in the microstrucfure, but in order to reveal the detailed

changes brought about by pII! high resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

with its associated analytical capabilities must be employed'

The preparation of TEM specimens which permit the microstrucfure of a material

to be sfudied immediately beneath a surface whose properties have been changed by a

process such as ion implantation, present special problems. In the current investigation,

a new approach has been adopted which provides a reliable and reproducible method

of preparing electron transparent thin transverse sections of the ion implanted rod over
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the depth range from 5 pm to 120 ¡rm beneath the implanted surface. The experimental

details of this technique are described in Appendix 3'

As it is often difficult to determine the composition of some carbides and nitrides

by conventional electron diffraction in the TEM, successful use was made of the

techniques of electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and high resolution energy

dispersive X-ray analysis (XEDS). These compositional analyses were performed by Dr'

peter Miller at CSIRO Australia, Division of Materials Science and Technology, Clayton,

Victoria, using their analytical transmission electron microscope'

4.2 PREVIOUS MICROSTRUCTURAL INVESTIGATIONS OF ION

IMPLANTED AND NITRIDED STEELS.

Despite the evidence that the microstrucfural changes which most influence the

hardness of nitrided layers occur on the scale of L0's of nanometers ($ 4.2)' relatively

few TEM sfudies have been made on nitrided or ion implanted martensitic Cr-Mo-V

tool steels. Cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) studies with well defined, depth selective

microstructural characteri zatton are even more scarce 25'27 . The microstructural

changes induced by implantation depend on the composition and initial microstrucfure

of Fe alloys.

McHargue 20 reviewed the early research on nitrogen ion implanted steels (< 1-

¡rm diffusion depths). In pure cr-Fe, o/'-Fe16N2, y'-FeaN, t-Fe3N, (-Fe2N and g-FezN1-,.,

as well as some Fe*(C,N) compounds reportedly precipitate for implantation

temperatures below 300"C 71.,72,27,23,25,37-45. The formation of Fe-N phases has been

established by Kopc ewicz et al. 46 who constructed a phase diagram for Fe-N phases in

pure iron as a functions of implantation temperafure and nitrogen dose. They reported

that in the 350 - 400"C range with high doses (> 6x1017 atf cm2), y'-FeaN and €3- Fe3-*N

were stable precipitates, although deeper (>1 pm) microstrucfures were not reported'

Regarding ion implantation of steels, Fayeulle 48 observed 3 - 5 nm nitrides in an

ion implanted y-Fe-Cr alloy. Fayeulle et ø1. 24 observed plan view specimens of an

annealed Fe-31 wt% Cr alloy that had been implanted at room temperature with 40 keV
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nitrogen. They found t-Fer**N, (Cr,Fe)r**N and Crr(C,N) nitrides in matrices of ct'-

martensite and y-(Fe,N) solid solution.

Kozubowoski et aL 26 studied the room temperafure 100 keV nitrogen ion

implantation into a martensitic stainless steel (AISI 403) using plan view TEM

specimens. They found finely dispersed cr"-FeruN, oriented with the tetragonal unit cell

parallel to the a-Fe cubic axes, and (Fe,Cr)zNr-* nitrides oriented with the (001) planes

parallel to the {110} tYPe Planes.

Other researchers 49 have performed TEM on back-thinned plan-view specimens

of Ti and Ti+N implanted H13 steel (300-400'C). TiN, TiC, Fe2Ti and Fe3N were

observed in this shallow surface layer with a peak Vickers hardness of 1150 (unknown

load) obtained after post-implantation annealing at 500"C for 20 min.

Hutchings et al,3 suggested using XRD that Fe2N1-,. was on the very surface of

350"C pIII treated typ" H].3 steel, and that a diffusion band existed beneath that surface

compound layer.

Regarding the nitriding of steels, Philips and Seybolt 47 conducted investigations

on the early stages of the ion nitriding of annealed Fe-M-C alloys (M:transition metal).

Their principle findings were: (a) the main hardening mechanism was the formation of

fine alloy nitride platelets on the {001} a-Fe planes; (b) these fine nitride precipitates

were resistant to coarsening during post nitriding annealing at temperafures up to

650.C; (c) the coarser carbides that formed during tempering (in the heat treatment

process) partially dissolved during nitriding; and (d) coarse primary carbides of Cr and

Ti did not significantly alter the nitriding behavior of the matrix'

Ozbaysal et aL 7 investigated the ion nitriding of AISI-H13, -D2, -D3 and -M2

steels and reviewed the previous work on the nitriding of Fe-Cr-C alloys. They found:

(a) fine partially coherent alloy nitrides were responsible for the peak hardness which

was directly proportional to the Ti, V or Mo content of the steel, and inversely

proportional to the alloy precipitate size; (b) the nitride size range was 1,0 - 40 nm; (.) 0-

FerC formed in the prior austenite grain boundaries ahead of the hardened nitride zorre)

(d) Cr-carbides transformed into Cr-nitrides in the outer nitrided layet; (e) the nitriding
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rate was directly proportional to the carbon content of the steel; and (f) that there was a

diffuse transition from the case to the core microstructure.

Another feature commonly reported 6 after conventional nitriding treatments is

that a 0 - 5 ¡rm "compound laye{' often forms at the surface of components, consisting

of y,-FeaN and.f or t- Fe2-3N. The composition of this layer determines the resistance of

the surface to wear and fatigue: having no compound layer is generally considered

desirable for the best wear and fatigue properties. The (Fe,N) layer appears to form

because of the slow diffusion rate of nitrogen into the bulk material, while the layer

composition is determined by the temperature, the nitrogen activity at the surface and

the steel's comPosition.

From these sfudies, the general conclusions are firstly that the peak surface

hardening (- 1000 - 1200 HV) in these materials occurs through the production of finely

dispersed alloy nitrides in the a-matrix of the steel. Secondly, whether the steel has a

martensitic or a ferritic matrix or whether there are primary carbides or not does not

seem to influence the peak hardness of these tool steels. Thirdly, the growth rate of

nitrogen rich surface layer is controlled by the carbon content higher carbon content

implies a lower growth rate.

4.g MACROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS OF PIII AND GAS NITRIDED XWI.O

STEEL.

The micrographs of the whole modified surface layers that developed in the

350"C pIII and S00"C gas nitrided specimens (Figures 4.1 and 4.2) illustrate some

immediate differences between these two treatments and comPare with the

microhardness profiles (Figures 3.3)'

The light microscope revealed two distinct bands in the 0 - 20 ¡,rm PIII layer: a 10

pm poorly etching band on the outer surface, and a 10 ¡.rm deeply etching band

immediately beneath: Fig. 4.1(a). Beyond these there was a 60 pm band with an etching

gradient towards the lightest etching bulk material. For future references, these bands

will be termed Zones I, Zone II and Zone III (NB. Zone III is later shown by TEM



Figure 4.1(a): XW10 Steel, 350oC PIII: - (OM of 2% nttal etched axial cross-section)
Shows the entire PItr modified layer: A, surface of 2 mm diameter rod;
B, band of peak hardness (15 pm); C. diffusion tail (25-100 þm); D, reference

substrate (>100 ¡rm); and E, a coarse Cr carbide retained from the heat

treatment Process.

Figure a.1þ): XW10 Steel,500oC Gas nitrided: - (OM of 2% nital deeply etched axial
cross-section). Shows the entire GN modified layer: A, surface of 2 mm
diameter rod; B, band of peak hardness (60 pm); and C, diffusion tail
(60-1a0 Pm).
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Figure 4.2(a): XW10 Steel, 350"C PIII: - (SEI of 2"/" t'tttaI etched axial cross-section):
A, surface of 2 mm diameter rod; B, fine FeaN precipitate sheets in the
grain boundaries of matrix laths with no primary carbides apparent;
c, coarse FqC precipitate sheets in the prior austenite grain
boundaries; D;primary carbides; and E, band of peak hardness (15 pm)

Figure a.Zþ): XWL0 Steel, 500oC Gas nitrided: - (SEI of 2% nital deeply etched axial

cross-section): A, surface of 2 mm diameter rod; B, primary carbides;

C,coarse Fe3C sheets in prior austenite grain boundaries,
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techniques to be mofe convenientþ described as two bands: zones III and IV)'

Comparing these bands with the microhardness profile, the peak hardness corresponds

with the centre of Zone II, while the depth at which the bulk hardness is reached

corresponds to the edge of Zone IIL The gas nitrided layer, Fig. 4.1(b) had a much

flatter and smoother variation in the etching characteristic compared to the PIII layer,

which supports the differences in the hardness profiles(Figures 3.3). For this treatment

once again, the darkest etching band coincided with the peak hardness (60 ¡rm)'

Under closer inspection in the SEM, Fíg. 4.2(a), Zone I of the PIII layer was

apparently composed of elongated laths separated by slender precipitate sheets, later

identified as FeaN, appearing as the lighter coloured phase, while there seemed to be an

absence of primary carbides. Zone III looked quite similar to the bulk microstructure

apart from long irregular precipitate sheets, later identified as Fe3C, oriented roughly

parallel with the surface of the rod. The occurrence of these sheets were found to be

independent of the position on the circumference of the rod and were often 20 pm in

length. These depths of these sheets beneath the implanted surface was not constant,

but as will be shown later, followed the superstrucfure of the prior austenite grain and

subgrain boundaries (S a.s.s) . Zone II appeared to be the transition between Zones I

and III, showing diminishing primary carbides and slender FeaN sheets. Zone II often

contained the highest density of the coarser Fe3C sheets found in the modified layer'

In general, the gas nitrided specimen had microstructures across the modifiecl

layer that differed from the appearance of its bulk material only by the presence of

similar coarse Fe3C sheets as described above. These sheets did not exist as frequently

or in the same density as found in the PIII specimen. Primary carbides could be

observed up to the rod's surface. Unlike the PIII specimery the gas nitrided specimen

had a discontinuous compound layer on the surface some 5 Lrm thick.
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4,4 TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF XWI.O STEEL BEFORE PIII

TREATMENT.

(See Appendix L for details of the heat treatment)

4.4.1, The As Received Condition (Fully Annealed)'

As shown in Fig. 4.3(a), in the fully annealed condition, the microstructure of the

steel consisted of 0.2- 1.5 pm carbides embedded in an c¿-Fe matrix. The carbides were

identified as types MrrCu and Mrcr, by sAD analyses, although Mr.Cu was found more

often. SEM images of the microstrucfure in this condition (expanded regions similar to

Figs. 4,3) were digitised and subjected to quantitative image analysis using the "NIH

Image,, software using methods reported by Easterling 50. This revealed that the

primary carbides had a volume fraction oÍ 25%, Fíg. 4.4. Some massive MrC, carbides

up to 30 ¡rm in size were observed, Fig' 4.1(a), and were a feature of this steel that

persisted through all subsequent processing'

4.4.2 The solution Treated and Quenched Condition.

The quenched matrix, Fig. 4.3(b), consisted of both lath and twinned plate type

martensites, Fig. 4.5. The prior austenite grain size was approximately 5 - 10 prm'

The twinned plate structure is shown in Fig. 4.6(a): a martensite plate and its

twin both in the [L13] orientation and mirrored in the (112)¡aartensite plane, as observed

by Thomas 51. The images (b) and (c) show the (110) Marrensite and (110)1*¡,, reflections

from this area. streaking observed in the SADP, (d), is explained by the limited

dimensions of the twins in the <112> directions (- 20 nm).

Image analysis of the primary carbides after solution treatment and quenching,

Fig.  .31b) and, 4.4, showed that their volume fraction had been reduced to 7%' As these

were mainly Cr/Fecarbides, a corresPonding rise in the cr content in the matrix would

be expected, which was supported by XEDS observations showing -5 wt% Cr in the

matrix: see Appendix 4. The remaining carbides were located primarily at the prior
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austenite grain boundaries, e.g., Fig. a.3(b), with some smaller carbides at junctions of

martensite lath blocks. Both types of the original complex carbides were seen.

Less than the predicted 5% retained austenite 52 was found, a likely result of

stress relief induced transformation that can occur during specimen preparation.

4,4.g The Quenched and 350oC Double Tempered Condition.

Before implantation, a uniform distribution of primary carbides was observed,

essentially unchanged from the quenched condition, Fíg. 4.7. In addition' a fine

dispersion of g-FerC plate precipitates could now be seen in the b.c'c ferrite matrix, Fig.

4.g. Numerous references exist to explain the behavior of secondary hardening steels

during heat treatmsnl53-55. They show that the presence of only O-FerC precipitates in

the ferrite is expected because the tempering was done below the secondary hardening

temperature (-400"C) when alloy carbides precipitate'

A characteristic of the primary carbides was that the interface with the matrix

was smooth. It will be shown later that ion implantation induced changes to the nafure

of that interface (S 4.5.4.1)'

4.5 TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF PIII TREATED XW1O

TOOL STEEL.

(see Appendix 1 for details of the ion implantation treatment)

As has been described in S 2.2 and S 3.4J1., the PIII process itself induces

specimen heating whicþ in furn, may bring about microstrucfural changes. As the

depth of the modified surface layer resulting from the implantation process was some

100 pm, to determine the separate influence of specimen heating, an area at a depth of

some 400 ¡rm was inspected. This material constifutes what might be described as a

Reference Substrate, above which the microstrucfure was further modified by ion

implantation. For convenience, the material from the reference substrate up to the

implanted surface has been divided into four separate zones, IV, III, II and L as the

surface is approached (cf. S 4.3).
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Figure 4.5: XWL0 in the quenched.condition: (BF) A' twinned plate martensite;e 
B. hth marteñsite; and C' primary carbide'
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An examination of the microstructures in the modified layer suggested that a

bimodal distribution of precipitates could be detected, e.g., (a) coarse, 100 - 500 nm, and

(b) fine, 5 - 50 nm.

4.5.L The Reference Substrate (> a50 ¡rm).

This microstrucfure was found to be similar to the quenched and tempered

material, Figs. 4.9. The most pronounced difference was the coarsening the fine O-FerC

carbide dispersion into - 20 nm thick plates at the internal twin boundaries of the plate

martensite and within the laths, Figs. 4.10(u-.). A well defined crystallographic

orientation relationship was now observed between the 0-FerC and the o¿-Fe matrix

which followed the Bagaryatskiy relationship, Figs. 4.10(d-e). This microstructural

change is consistent with that expected from an extension of the tempering process at

3S0"C, and is accompanied by a reduction in the core hardness of the rod from 672 to

664Í'It/25kE,

4.5.2 Zone I (0 - 10 ¡rm).

4.5.2.1, C o ørse Structure :

In the first 10 ¡rm, the microstrucfure had three unexpected feafures. Firs9 there

was a notable absence of primary carbides (Fig. a.11) which were readily observed both

before implantation and in the Reference Substrate afterwards. Second, the ferrite laths

were substantially larger than those found in the bulk material, suggesting that the

grain growth had occurred as a result of ion implantation: cf. Figs. 4'11(a-b). Third, no

twinned plate type matríx strucfures were found which could still be seen in the

Reference Substrate. All of these features would contribute to the lighter etching

characteristic of this first 10 pm layer observed in the light microscoPe ($ 4.3), e'g.,

through an increase in the Cr content and decrease in the grain boundary area.

The only coarse precipitate found in this zone was y'-FeuN which existed in the

form of sheets in-between the ferrite laths (Fig. 4.12), e.g., the light grey lamellae

observed in S 4.3. Closer inspection revealed that these sheets were composed of many



c

-
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Figure 4.11: The comParison betwe
near-surface region (5
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D, enlarged ferrite laths.
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y'-grains. The identification of FenN was confirmed not only by dark field imaging

techniques, which revealed the characteristic wedge and butterfly morphologies found

by Dahmen et ø1.56, Figs. 4.13, but also by EDAX and EELS microanalysis, which gave

an approximate stoichiometry of Fe3.6Crs.aN (Appendix 4)'

4.5.2.2 E itæ Structure :

Significant fine precipitation in the 0 - 10 ¡rm band had occurred both within the

ferrite matrix and in the FenN sheets, being uncharacteristic of processing at 350"C.

In the matrix, neither the fine O-FerC plates observed before implantation (Fig.

4.g), nor the coarse o-Fe.C lamellae observed in the Reference Substrate after

implantation (Fig. 4.L0) were found. Instead, two types of finely dispersed alloy

precipitates had formed, i.e., rto FeuC was found in this zof:te' The most conspicuous of

these were MX type plates, Figs. 4.14(a-d), with {001}cr-Fe habit planes and the Baker-

Nutting orientation relationship with the matrix, Figs. 4.1aþ-Í) (NB. the matrix at 15 pm

depth has been used to illustrate this form of precipitation). The crystallography of this

type of precipitation has been well documented by Edington 57 and is characteristic of

the secondary hardening process in this class of steel, occurring above 400"C. Despite

the low concentration of V in the steel (0.25%), tlrre MX diffraction pattern indexed as

cubic y 
nXr, 

where X=(C andf or N). These plates were easily imaged edge-on from the

(002)ND( reflection which also revealed their existence along some of the low angle grain

boundaries of the ferrite.

The second alloy precipitate dispersion, MrX type, was identified by the presence

of streaking in the [001]cr-Fe diffraction pattern. The characteristic Pitsch-Schrader

relationship was seen between the MrX and ct-Fe, Figs. 4.14(e-f), as observed by stiller ef

ø1.58. Moreover, by tilting the matrix slightly off the [001] zone, double diffraction

spots appeared, Figs. 4.1.4(g-h), indicating partial coherency of this phase with the

matrix. These precipitates were too small to be imaged in dark field'

Other fine precipitates were seen in the interlath FenN sheets: fine spheroidal

CrN precipitates, often no bigger than 10 nm, were found to have the same (111)MX
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parallel to the (001)cr-Fe relationship with the adjacent ferrite latþ Fig. 4.15. No

coherency with the FenN could be detected. Thus, it appears that the fine precipitates

existed before the surrounding FeoN sheet formed. Often, several orientations of CrN

precipitates were observed, Fig. 4'1'6'

The C/N composition of these fine MX and MrX precipitates could not be

determined by analysis of the electron diffraction patterns because of the close

similarity in the lattice parameters between the possible carbides and nitrides, and the

continuous mufual solubility of these compounds 59. High resolution XEDS and EELS

were employed in an attempt to overcome this problem, but no conclusive information

could be obtained (Appendix 4). The same techniques were used to determine the Mo

and V composition of the precipitates, bu! due to shadowing from stronger peaks, and

the low concentration of these elements, no information was found. Thus, the exact

composition of these precipitates remains undetermined.

4.5.3 Zone II (L0 - 20 Frn).

4.5.3.1 C o ørse Structute :

In Zone II, the ferrite laths were in the same size range as those in the Reference

Substrate: cf. Figs. a.M@) and 4.9, showing that the coarser laths which developed in

the first 10 pm were the result of a "skin effect". However, still no primary carbides or

twinned plate matrix structures were observed'

The FenN precipitate sheets were clearly visible between some of the ferrite laths,

except along low angle ferrite grain boundaries where heavy MX precipitation was

presen! Fig.4.14(c).

A further precipitate phase was observed between 1.0 and 20 ¡rm which had a 200

- 500 nm spheroidal morphology, Figs. 4.\7, and a volume fraction less than 5%'

Although the boundaries of these particles appeared smootþ the internal structure was

irregular, composed of many different subgrains with a variety of orientations, making

identification by SAD analysis extremely difficult. Possible identifications were F...N,

and CrN. Micro-analysis of these regions by EDAX and EELS found that their
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stoichiometry was close to Cro..Feo.nN and contained above average levels of Mo. Thus,

this phase contained the highest concentrations of Cr, Mo and N in the microstrucfure.

These high levels of Cr and Mo, along with the boundary shape and size, strongly

suggest that their origin was from the MrCu primary carbides. Furthermore, analysis of

the surrounding matrix indicated that the Cr and Mo did not appreciably diffuse out of

the prior carbide grain boundaries, showing the stability of this phase against

microstructural change'

4.5.3.28ine Structwe:

In addition to MX and MrX (S 4.5.2.2), a third type of finely dispersed precipitate

phase was identified that fitted in-between the MX precipitates, Fig. 4.18(a-b). Indexing

of the diffraction pattern giving rise to these precipitates, Fig. 4.18(c), yielded the CrN

structure. The CrN precipitates were oriented with the [111]CrN zone parallel to the

[023]a-Fe zotae, and the (220)CrN plane coinciding with the (002)cr-Fe plane: note that

the mismatch between these planes is only 2.2%. Flowever, the barely perceptible

change in the Cr concentration within these precipitate containing ferrite grains, and the

difficulty in obtaining images of these precipitates both suggest that this CrN phase has

a small volume fraction in the microstructure, Nevertheless, as once agairy coherency

of these precipitates was detected with the matrix, Fig. a.18(d), their influence on the

strengthening mechanisms of the matrix cannot be neglected'

4.5.4 Zone III (20 - 40 Urrt).

4.5.4.1. Coørse Structute:

Although FenN was not seen, some 200 - 500 nm CrrN precipitates were still

found in this zorre, but no deePer.

The most significant feafure of Zone III was the observation of the first primary

carbides in the modified layer since traversing from the implanted surface. However,

these carbides were somewhat smaller, and with misshapen interfaces with the matrix,

4.19(a), compared to the carbides in both the quenched and tempered conditior¡ Fig.
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4.7, and.the Reference Substrate Fig. 4.9. The pitted and sometimes perforated shape of

these carbides was consistent with chemical attack of the interface which had partly

dissolved the carbides.

4.5.4.2 E ine Structure :

Both MX and MrX precipitates were observed in the matrix (S 4.5.2.2), but the

third precipitate phase, CrN, was not found beyond 20 ptm depth.

4.5.5 Zone IV (40 - 100 Pm).

4.5.5.1 Coørse Sfiuctare:

The size of the primary carbides increased across Zone III towards the reference

substrate, Figs. 4.19(b-c), with a corresponding decrease in the level of surface attack, as

evidenced by the nature of the carbide/matrix interfaces. Thus, at120 ¡rm the primary

carbides resembled those in the Reference Substrate, i.e,, smooth ellipsoidal shapes.

The main feafure of this zone was the presence of angular single crystals of 0-

FerC, some 200 - 500 nm in size. Sometimes well defined crystallographic relationships

could be found in-between the FerC and the adjacent ferrite, Fig. 4.20, e.8.,

l¡1116,l/ /[113lo;z/ /[001]e, confirming that they had formed after the quenching process

in the initial heat treatment. At 50 pm depth, FeuC was observed as discrete grains

mixed with partly dissolved primary carbides, Fíg. a.21.(a), both in a loosely spaced

groups and in agglomerated sheets, Fig. 4.21,(b). These sheets were still found at 100

¡.rm below the implanted layer, but not beyond, and corresPond to the coarse bands

observed in the light microscope (S 4.3)'

4.5.5.2Eine Structwe:

The MX and MrX precipitation was observed throughout this Zone, but with a

diminishing precipitate density towards the Reference Substrate. Evidence to support

this is that deeper into the modified layer, the MX plates became thinner, and the MX

patterns superimposed on the [001]a-Fe diffraction pattern became less distinct:
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Figure 4,I9: M2Ç5Primary carbides in the PIII modified layer illustrating their level

of disËolution as a function of depth: (a) 100 ¡rm showing slight

dimpling of the surface; (b) 50 pm; and (c) a0 pm showing severe pitting'
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Figure 4.21: Coarse (200-500 nm) Fef precipitation at ferrite grain boundaries:
(a) at 50 ¡rm depth showing a mixture of dissolvi"g NLF. and growing
F%C; and (b) at L00 ¡rm depth showing a continuous band of Fe.C

composed of many individual grains: A, Fep; B, N[f 6 and C, cr-Fe.
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(b)

Figure 4.23: Microstructure at 100 pm depth: primary carbides in an cr-Fe matrix
containing a mixture of fine alloy plates and Fe,C lamellae: (a) BF;
(b) DF of fine MX precipitates; (c) DF of tempered martensite plate;
(d) DF of martensite twin (diffraction conditions were the same as Fig. 4.6);
and (e) DF of Fe.C lamellae at the twin boundaries of the martensite.
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compare the sequence of plates ín Fígure 4.22. Double diffraction of the MrX phase

with matrix was still observed.

At 100 pm some 20 nm FerC lamellae, e.g., Fig. 4.9&4.L0, were first observed at

the internal twin boundaries of the tempered plate martensite, as found in the Reference

Substrate, coexisting with some fine alloy carbides in the matrix, Figs.4.23.

At 120 pm, the 20 nm FeuC plates dominated the fine precipitates: no alloy

carbides were found, and the microstrucfure closely resembled the Reference Substrate:

Fig.4.9.

4,6 DISCUSSION.

Four distinct bands were observed in the microstructure of the 353"C PIII treated

XW10 steel rod which related to both the density and types of fine precipitates in the

matrix as well as the presence and types of larger precipitates between the matrix

grains. These bands roughly corresponded to regions in the microhardness-depth

profile as summarized in Figure 4.24.

The development of the PIII modified layer is discussed in the following sections

in relation to the present TEM observations.

4.6.1 Phase Transfonnations.

Precipitation, dissolution and matrix hansformations occurred across the

modified layer involving the long range diffusion of C and N (> 10 ¡rm), and the short

range diffusion (< 1 pm) of some metallic elements (Fe and Cr). The level of

microstrucfural change was a maximum nearest the surface (0 - 20 pm), and diminished

with increasing dePth.

4. 6.1..1 E erite GrøinsÆemperøture Effects :

The apparent grain growth of the lath ferrite (0 - 10 ¡rm) indicates diffusion of Fe

atoms substantially greater than expected at 350'C: see Chapter 5. The first impression

is that the near surface temperafure has been elevated, on average, above the nominal

treatment temperature by the energy transfer between the ions and the target lattice.
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Analysis of the microstructures across the modified layer provides some evidence of the

likely maximum temperafures within the layer, as follows.

Under normal circumstances, the ferrite grain size is determined by the austenite

grain size and the distribution of primary carbides prior to quenching in the steel's heat

treatment. However, in this PIII treatmenf austenite is unlikely to have formed because

of two feafures in the microstructure. First, the {100} cr,-Fe habit planes of the MX and

M2X platelets (0 - 100 pm) are consistent with precipitation in ferrite. As these

precipitates are unlikely to form upon rapid cooling in the near surface layer (0 - 10

¡rm), e.g., in-between ion pulses or at the end of the PIII treatment the matrix phase was

most likely always ferrite. Note that these platelets will usually coarsen at T>625'C.

Second, the orientation relationship of the fine MX precipitates in the FeaN (0 - 20 pm)

with the adjacent ferrite lath indicates that the FeaN gradually consumed the ferrite

from its nucleation sites in the lath boundaries: this precludes austenite formation as

FeaN decomposes upon the formation of nitrogen-austenite at 590"C. This evidence

strongly suggests a mechanism causing ferrite grain growth other than austenite

formation at elevated temperature.

The microstrucfure of the Reference Substrate (> 100 ¡rm) is consistent with a

350"C treatment, e.g., the fine Fe3C plates coarsened instead of being replaced by alloy

carbides, which is normally expected at T > 425"C'

Higher near surface concentrations of interstitial elements than found in

conventional gas nitriding were deduced from the phase analyses. The role of greater

than equilibrium C and N concentrations on the ferrite matrix cannot be disregarded' A

possible mechanism for recrystallization is the increase in the defect concentration in the

ferrite lattice induced by supersafuration of N and C. This effect is not possible under

the equilibrium conditions of gas nitriding, but is clearly possible when nitrogen is

continuously and massively injected into the surface with high energy.
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4.6.1.2 Primøry Cørbides:

Two phenomena were observed in connection with the primary carbides: first

dissolution of M5C6 (0 - 100 ¡.rm), and second, the apparent transformation of M7C3 into

Cr-rich nitrides (10 - 40 pm). Since no M7C3 carbides were found with the characteristic

surface attack observed on the MzsCa carbides, these results suggest that the two

original primary carbides responded differently to the ion implantation treatment. This

analysis is supported by the higher thermal stability of MzC: during austenitizing

treatments. In additiory the final distribution of the metallic elements which dissolved

into the ferrite matrix showed that these elements did not appreciably diffuse into the

adjacent laths, but diffused along the lath boundaries instead. The fact that metallic

elements diffused at all is unusual. Sfudies on gas nitriding of tool steels (S 4.2) have

reported transformation of the primary carbides to coarse nitrides across a shallow

surface band. Therefore, the dissolution of M3C5 is evidently a characteristic of the PIII

treatment of this steel which differs from conventional nitriding treatments.

The extent to which MzgCo dissolved was observed to be a decreasing function of

depth beneath the implanted surface. This correlates to the form of the concentration-

depth profile of the interstitial elements in the modified layer: clearly higher near the

implanted surface than found near the gas nitrided surface. Therefore, the most likely

cause for primary carbide dissolution was the presence of high concentrations of

interstitial elements, cf . S 4.6.1.1"

4.6.1,.3 C o ør s e P recipit øti on:

Two forms of coarse precipitation resulting from ion implantation were found:

large Fe3C sheets which formed in some of the prior austenite grain boundaries (40 - 100

¡.rm); and small Fe¿N sheets which formed in-between some ferrite laths (0 - 20 ¡rm)'

Both types of iron-based precipitate sheet was composed of many individual grains

suggesting limited nuclei that is a characteristic of grain boundary precipitation for

misfitting crystal strucfures formed by diffusional transformations 60.
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The Fe3C sheets evidently formed because the carbor¡ initially present in the

microstructure, diffused ahead of the introduced nitrogen as a consequence of the high

nitrogen concentrations near the rod's surface (S 4.6.2). Therefore, beyond the diffusion

depth of nitrogen, carbon supersaturated in the c¿-Fe matrix enough to form substantial

amounts of Fe3C. Precipitation in the prior austenite grain boundaries is expected when

the ferrite matrix already contains fine alloy precipitates'

On the other hand, the formation of FeaN sheets show that there was enough

atomic mobility near the surface to avoid the formation of a compound layer (S a.2). As

such layers often form during considerably longer gas nitriding treatments 34, it is clear

that different mechanisms control the microstrucfural development in the first 20 pm

beneath the surface in the 350"C PIII treatment compared to in the 500"C gas nitriding

treatment. In the PIII treatment of type H13 tool steel, Hutchings et nl.3 reported the

formation of a e-Fe2N1-" compound layer at 350"C, although over a very shallow depth

(-1.5 ¡rm). Note that during gas nitriding treatments, the formation of a compound

layer can be suppressed completely by reducing the surface nitrogen activity in the

latter part of the treatment, i,e., decreasing the partial pressure of NHs in the NH3/H2

mixfure. No such precautions were taken during the PIII treatment. So, the mechanism

responsible for this unusual characteristic of the PIII process is evidently related to the

mechanism that caused the grain growth in the 0 - 10 ¡rm layer'

In the present sfudies, relatively large FeaN precipitates were found that had

supounded fine alloy (Cr, Mo, V) precipitates. The y'-FeaN phase has been identified in

various nitrogen implantations into pure iron. Using CEMS (Chapter 2), Kopcewícz et

nl.46 showed that for pure cr-Fe implantated in the 350 - 400'C temperafure range with

high doses (> 6x1017 atf crn2), y'-FeaN is a stable precipitate. The present results confirm

this observation. The fact that y'-FeaN surrounded the fine alloy precipitates that were

actually coherent with the adjacent cr-Fe matrix, shows that the y'-FeaN precipitated

only after the more thermodynamically stable nitrides has precipitated first. This is the

reverse of the situation found at 100 ¡rm depth where 0-Fe3C had precipitated in
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preference to the alloy carbides and shows that ion implantation has unusual effects in

the modified layer nearest to the surface.

4.6.2 Interstitial Diffusion.

The formation of coarse nitrides near the implanted surface and coarse carbides

away from that surface indicate that carbon diffuses ahead of the high near-surface

concentrations of nitrogen. This effect is consistent with previous reports 261 who

reported inverse carbon concentration gradients ahead of nitrogen diffusion profiles. In

this sense, PIII treatmenf under these conditions, causes similar effects to gas nitriding

treatments done at much higher temperafures. These observations suggest that the fine

alloy precipitates will have a higher nitrogen than carbon concentration close to the

surface, and the reverse towards the Reference Substrate.

A consequence of the Fe3C-sheet precipitation is that the path for nitrogen

diffusion would have been gradually blocked since the diffusion rates through carbides

and nitrides is generally low 34. This could possibly explain the formation of Fe4N in

the 0 - 20 ¡rm layer, i.e., nitrogen concentrations would have continued to increase in

that layer after Fe3C sheets "insulated" the 20 Lrm boundary, leading to N-rich

precipitate formation.

The homogeneous precipitation of alloy nitrides or carbonitrides in the ferrite

laths would also have the effect of "choking" the diffusion path for implanted nitrogen.

This could also explain why FeaN formed in the lath grain boundaries, e.g. from

nitrogen supersafuration, and suggests that extending the implantation treatment time

could make the steel's surface susceptible to compound layer formation'

4.6.3 Explanation of the Peak Hardness.

The preceding section described the effects of higher than equilibrium N-

concentrations and near surface effects on the quenched and tempered microstrucfure

during PIII treatment.
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As with 500 - 550'C conventional nitriding (S 4.2), t}rre primary hardening

mechanism of the 350'C PIII treatment is precipitation hardening by fine platelets of

MX (M4X3) and M2X within the ferrite laths. This can produce a maximum hardness of

1000 - 1200 FIV under optimal conventional nitriding conditions. The extra hardening

observed in the PIII modified layer (10 - 20 pm) seems to be associated with two

additional mechanisms: the precipitation of a third finely dispersed precipitate (CrN)

in-between the MX (M4X3) and M2X platelets in the ferrite laths, and the inter-lath

precipitation of Fe¿N. The microhardness of y'-FenN with varying carbon content has

been found by Levy et ø1.62 to be in the range 4S5 - 565 HVs's, corresponding to 2.8 - 0'01

at% C substifuted for the N. However, the presence of 1.0 at% Cr, the small y' gtain size

and the finely dispersed MX (M4X3) precipitates in the y' grain boundaries woulcl

significantly harden these FeaN sheets.

The reduced hardness in the near-surface region (0 - 10 pm) seems to be a result

of grain growth of the ferrite laths.

4.7 CONCLUSIONS.

From the surface to depths of up to 20 pm, the microstructural changes in the PIII

modified layer are in excess of those occurring in conventional nitriding treatments at

S00"C, while at depths greater than 20 ¡rm, the changes are comParable to nitriding

treatments at 500"C. The feafures of the surface of the PIII treated steel can be

characteri zed by five microstrucfural changes:

1. A redistribution of the alloying elements within the ferrite grain boundaries from

coarse MzzCøprimary carbides to coarse inter-lath FeaN (0 - 10 ¡-rm);

2. The transformation of M7C3 primary carbides into coarse (Cr,Fe)N (10 - 40 ptm);

3. Coarse precipitation of FegC in the prior austenite grain boundaries (40 - 100 pm);

4. Increases in the of C and N contents to a depth of 100 pm;

5. The gradual dissolution of fine Fe3C precipitates within the ferrite matrix that

were replaced by fine MX (M4X3) and M2X precipitates (0 - 100 ¡rm) and later fine

CrN precipitates (0 - 100 pm) that were all partly coherent with the matrix.
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These changes appear to have been principally caused by high nitrogen concentrations

not achievable in conventional nitriding treatments. Strong microstructural evidence

indicates that the conventional mechanism, e.g., elevated temperature, likely to have

caused the dramatic changes found in the 0 - 20 pm layer, could not have occurred.

It is clear that in the PIII treatmenf the mobility of nitrogen near the surface is

high enough to avoid compound layer formatiory although FeaN forms in-between the

tempered martensite laths close to the surface (0 - 10 pm).
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Chapter 5

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
OF THE PIII PROCESS

5.1. INTRODUCTION.

In the previous chapter, the microstrucfural features of the PIII modified surface

layer of a rod implanted at 350"C have been described, It would seem difficult to

explain a number of these feafures solely in terms of the nitrogen addition to the Fe

lattice and grain boundaries, particularly the matrix grain growth and dissolution of

primary carbides found in the first 10 pm beneath the implanted surface. Both of these

effects indicate an elevated atomic diffusion coefficient of metallic atoms in the near

surface region. Previous sfudies have suggested two possible mechanisms which can

elevate the local diffusion coefficient of metallic atoms in a metal lattice during ion

bombardment vacancy production, and target heating 15.

The injection of Nz* ions into a metallic surface during PIII occurs in discrete 50

ps pulses, during which time one Nz* ion will deposit into each 66 nm2 of the specimen

surface and will penetrate to a maximum depth of 80 nm. Under the implantation

conditions used in the present experiment, the pulses are seParated by a time interval

of 28521ps (1/35 s) during which no N2* enters the surface. This cycle is repeated

-200,000 times during a typical surface treatment (3.2 hours).

The physical processes that occur within the implanted layer resulting from the

impact of energetic ions with the target material are generally well understood

(Chapter. 2). This has lead to the development of reliable mathematical models which

predict the changes in the near surface region caused by low temperature/low dose ion
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implantation into homogeneous materials, e.g., TRIM 63. Due to the inability of such

models to account for the effects found in high temperature/high dose implantation

such as precipitation, radiation and diffusion effects, other models have been

formulated to simulate these effects, e.g., IMPL 44. Nafurally, these models are much

more computationally demanding and require specialized computer hardware to

simulate long treatment times and large diffusion depths. Furthermore, the degree of

microstrucfural complexity in the original target material, and the thermodynamics

required to describe precipitation in such an alloy once again increase the

computational requirements. Thus, the large diffusion depths achieved by nitrogen in

the present PIII treatmenÇ the discontinuous nafure of the implantation, and the

complexity of the initial microstrucfure and subsequent microstrucfural changes in the

steel prevent the holistic approach permitted by these models to be undertaken here.

Nevertheless, the likely conditions under which the PIII modified layer formed

in this treated XW10 steel rod can be approximated by separating the mechanisms of

thermal diffusion and atomic diffusion. Thus, as a first approximatiorç separate

sfudies were made of the transient heating of the rod's surface, the pseudo-steady-state

temperature variations along the rod, the likely accumulated damage to the target

lattice caused by vacancy production, and the depth of nitrogen diffusion expected by

conventional (Fick's) diffusion at the nominal treatment temperafure of 350"C' To

predict the instantaneous near-surface distributions of energy, nitrogen atoms and

vacancies produced in the target lattice as inputs for further modelling, TRIM r90

simulations were made. To account for variations in the chemical composition in the

implanted surface, the extreme compositions observed in the TEM studies were

simulated.

A mathematical model of transient diffusion of heat or interstitial atoms was

developed to simulate the instantaneous changes in the temperafure and nitrogen

concentration within the implanted rod during cyclic ion pulsing. The model was

based on linear one dimensional Fick's diffusion, with the spread of ion energy release

or nitrogen with depth treated as an internal source (described by TRIM 63
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calculations). In order to include this heat or atom source in a efficient numerical

technique, a Boundary Element Method (BEM) & was adapted and a Fortran program

written. Using this model, not only were the temperature variations estimated, but

also, the limits of conventional diffusion of nitrogen were explored. The overall

temperature distribution within the rod was simulated by u standard numerical

solution to steady-state heat transfer problems. The significance of the vacancy

concentration on the diffusion coefficient of metallic atoms was estimated from the

accumulated concentration of vacancies within the target lattice.

5.2 EXISTING MODELS.

A number of mathematical models have been formulated to describe the ion

implantation process into solid surfaces. Without exception, these models are solved

numerically. Because there are additional physical processes which occur during high

temperature and high dose implantatiory low dose and temperafure implantation is

discussed separately. Some empirical surface treatment models are also included in a

later section for comParison.

5.2.1 Low-Temperaturdlow-dose Ion Implantation Models.

Various models deal with low temperafure, low dose implantation into

amorphous targets of fixed composition, e.g., MARLOWE 65, TRIM 63 and TRYDIN 66,

while others consider the consequences of crystallinity on ion chanelling, e.9., Koponen

et nl. 67, and treat layered targets, Webb et al. 68. Of these models, TRIM is perhaps the

best known, and is frequently used to generate input data for more complicated

implantation models 63. TRIM models the implantation process by simulating

inclividual ions as they collide with the target atoms and through "Monte-Carlo"

calculations finds the distributions with the depth below the target surface ol ion range

and lateral spread, ion energy loss, vacancy production, and ionized target atoms.

Other parameters found are the sputtered target atoms and back-scattered ions as

percentages of the total ions implanted.
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5,2.2 High-Temperature/Fligh'dose Ion Implantation Models.

As the current implantation is performed at temperafures above which

significant diffusion of N occurs, of all the mathematical model describing the ion

implantation process, TAMX 33 and IMPL 44 are the most closely related to the

current problem.

TAMD( incorporates RED and RIS by following the productioru diffusion and

removal of vacancies and interstitials, in addition to calculating the diffusion and

segregation of solute atoms. The vacancies and interstitials are produced in the

implanted zo.ne, diffuse away from the high concentrations and are lost at dislocations

or combine with each other to form defect clusters and evenfually voids. Interstitials

are also lost when they segregate with matrix atoms. The target is considered to

contain a fixed dislocation density but no metallurgical information is included, such

as matrix and precipitate grain sizes, shapes and orientations. Furthermore, no

precipitation effects are accounted for.

IMPL 44 on the other hand, includes the equilibrium thermodynamics of

precipitati or., ê.g.r the solubility product and stoichiometry of one nitride, Fe2N. The

researchers also include RED, RIS, radiolytic decomposition of precipitates and the

removal of defects at dislocations. Thermal diffusion is also included, although from

what heat source is unclear.

Rangswamy et ø1. 69 have also developed an algorithm to include defect

production and mobility.

5,2,3 Models of Conventional Case Hardening Processes.

A number of models have been proposed to describe the traditional case

hardening processes of carburising and nitriding of metallic substrates 70. These have

been based on Fick's diffusion of the interstitial elements and, in some cases, the

metallic alloying elements. In more recent models, precipitation effects have been

incorporated to account for the reduction in concentration of the interstitials. In

these traditional surface treatments, mass diffusion and precipitation occur in an
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equilibrium fashion at constant temperature, e.g., there is a relatively small surface flux

of C or N and their diffusivity is high enough not to create large concentration

gradients near the surface. Furthermore, the precipitation kinetics are much faster than

the diffusion process, so that precipitate formation is essentially in equilibrium and

hence can be modelled by thermodynamics , 8.8., Bongartz et al' 71.

hr addition to these numerical simulations, several empirical models 7 have been

constructed for particular materials and treatments over ranges of time, temperafure

and surface concentration of nitrogen.

5.2.3.1 Cøse D epth Cølculations:

Some researchers have recently developed empirical equations to predict the case

depth and surface hardness achieved after ion nitriding of several commercial tool

steels, from the treatment time, the temperafure and the surface nitrogen volume

fraction. Ozbaysal et ø1. 7 have done this for HL3 steel, amongst others, and their

equations are repeated below:

.2
(case depth f = 9272.47PN,t-206'1.3.68t+ 28.54Tt+72.03T- 48759.48 3.1

surface hardness = -0.86:2 + 93 .86t - 0.11Tt - 3.51TP*, * 2579 .5 Pr, * \1,62 .06 3.2

where the temperature, T, is in degrees K the time, t, in hours; the case depth in mm;

the surface hardness in Vickers units, kgf nrn2; and Pr, denotes the volume fraction of

N at the surface,

For some form of comparison between conventional nitriding processes and the

PIII treatmeng the two equations above have been extrapolated below 440"C to

estimate the surface volume fraction of nitrogen in the 350"C PIII H13 specimery

assuming that the temperafure of implantation is the unknown. The measured case

depth and surface hardness were used to predict the nitrogen V.F. as the temperafure

was varied, producing the curves shown in Fig. 5.L: the dotted lines represent a 10%

tolerance on the measured hardness and case depth. It is interesting to note that the

curves intersect at a volume fraction of precisely 1,.0, with a corresponding temperafure

of 382"C. These values are within reasonable limits knowing that the PIII process
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involves the direct injection of nitrogen into the surface, rather than letting equilibrium

occur between the gas mixfure and the inward diffusion of N in the metal as in ion

nitriding. Furthermore, the predicted temperafure is withinS2"C of the nominal value.

5.2.4 Limitations of Existing Models in Describing the PIII Process.

The low-temperafure/1ow-dose models take no account of accumulated

implantation effects, such as alterations in the material properties as the target

composition changes, or precipitation and radiation effects. When some or all of these

effects are included, high-temperature/high-dose simulations can be made, but several

important factors are still missing to model the current PIII treatment. None of the

existing models can deal with either the temperafure gradients induced by pulsed atom

fluxes or the large diffusion depths achieved in PIII. Moreover, they cannot adequately

describe precipitate growth and atomic diffusion through the fields of fine precipitates

which exist in precipitation hardening steels. Lastly, grain boundary diffusion is not

allowed for. The present TEM observations of the 350'C PIII treated XW10 steel

indicate that diffusion path of the nitrogen and carbon is likely to have been mainly

along the ferrite grain boundaries where the highest concentrations of C and N were

found, i.e., in carbides and nitrides. This is consistent with the low solubility of these

elements in ferrite at this temperafure. If this is the main diffusion mechanism, then

the assumption that all of the above models make about the implanted material being

isotropic with no metallurgical structure, is not valid for this PIII treatment.

Thus, none of the existing models can account for all of the significant

mechanisms which cause the development of the current PIII treatment of XW10 steel'

5.3 TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS WITHIN THE SPECIMEN ROD.

As the energetic ion pulses are the main form of heating of the target and as the

diffusivity of nitrogen in ferrite is strongly dependent on the local temperafure, it is

important to calculate the target temperafure variations in sPace and time. Persisting

surface temperafures above the temperature of the core of an implanted object which
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occur as a result of pulsed surface treahrrent have been suggested by Worzala et a\.15 in

PSII experiments.

The physical situation to model is cyclic surface heating/equilibrating of a 2 mm

diameter rod from ion pulses, Fig.5.2, with the geometty of the specimen given in Fig.

5.3. The heating is due to the release of energy as 50 kV N2* ions slow down during

collisions with target atoms. As such, the energy given to the target is spread over a

shallow depth beneath the surface: TRIM calculations 72 predict that the maximum

penetration of the ion energy will be -80 nm (Appendix 5). Nevertheless, the relatively

slow pulse frequency compared to the rapid ion pulses (35 Hz vs. 50 ¡rs pulses) implies

that most of the time the temperature will be equilibrating.

During the PIII treatment, the mean target temperafure is set by modulating the

pulse frequency, while maintaining constant pulse energy and duration. Under these

circumstances, the energy input to the rod's surface by the ion pulses is balanced by the

radiative heat loss from the blocks at the rod ends through conduction within the

whole assembly. This thermal equilibrium is typically reached within 10 minutes of

commencing the implantation 14 as measured by infra-red pyrometry of the blocks

(Chapter 2). However, the temperafure profile within the rod has not been measured

due to the uncertainties in estimating the radiative parameters of a low emmissivity

polished metal surface.

For the ion implantation of semiconductor wafers, Albaugh et ø1.73 were able to

model the target temperafure exclusively by radiative heat transfer (necessarily with

emmissive parameter estimates). However, conduction is likely to be a major form of

heat transfer in the current problem'

Modelling of the time dependent temperafure profile within the rod was

undertaken. By superposition, transient conduction across a thin layer on the rod's

surface were separated from steady state conduction through the whole assembly: $

5.3.1 and S 5.3,2 respectively.
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5.3.L Transient Heating of the Rod's Surface.

Due to the large number of ion pulses, characteristic of PIII (e.g., 2 x1-05, the

solution of a transient numerical model of an entire PIII treatment would be impractical

in a computational sense. Therefore, it was decided to model one pulse/dwell cycle,

once the target had reached working temperature, to see how much the surface

temperafure increased and how long the temperafure took to equilibrate at the end of

each ion pulse. Note that the thermal conductivity, and hence thermal diffusivity, of

the steel does not vary strongly with temperature, ê.g.r 26.0 W /m.K at 20"C and 28.5

W/m.K at 400"C 52. For this reason, modelling a single pulse at room temperafure,

20"C, will constitute the "worst case", i,e., the maximum temperafure rise, to be

superimposed on the equilibrium temperafure of 350'C.

The use of a numerical method to calculate the transient thermal flucfuations, is

essential, as analytical solutions to transient diffusion problems can only deal with

constant initial conditions, such as a constant initial temperafure profile, i.e., hnding the

equilibration in the temperature at the end of a pulse would be impossible analytically.

TRIM was used to find the input distribution of energy as a function of depth

beneath the rod's surface. The main limitation of TRIM (see $ 5.2.4) was overcome by

simulating ion implantation at the extremes of the compositions found in the TEM

sfudies, i.e., o,-Fe and FeaN. As no major differences were observed, the penetration of

the ion energy was assumed to be into an isotropic material.

The following assumptions were made, reducing the problem to solving the one

dimensional transient linear conduction equation with an internal heat generation

function, i,e.

ôT A2T

-=cf,-,+S(x,t)ôt ôx'
where T is the temperafure at point x and time t, a, is the thermal diffusivity, and S(x,t)

is the heat generation term.
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5,3.1.1 Assumptions:

Assumption 1: there is no convective heat transfer between the specimen and the

plasma and no radiative heat loss from the specimen surface, leaving the

dominant heat transfer mechanism as conduction within the rod, A, followed by

radiative heat loss from the blocks, B, and conduction down the support rod, C.

NB. the surface area and emmisivity of the graphite painted radiator blocks are

much greater than the polished metal specimen.

Assumption 2: there is perfect heat transfer between the rod ends and the cooling

blocks, e.g., H=1..0. NB. high thermal conductivity paint was used to join the

specimen ends to the blocks'

Assumption 3: ttre steel rod has homogeneous properties on all scales.

Assumption 4: the ion pulses are applied as continuous square waves of uniform

intensity in time, and a fixed axisymmetric distribution in space, allowing

axisymmetric calculations'

Assumption 5: due to the shallow depth of heating, the axisymmetry can, as a first

approximatiory be neglected'

Assumption 6: excess vacancies which may accumulate in the main lattice from ion

implantation will have no effect on the local thermal diffusion coefficient in the

rod's surface layer. NB. Klemens 74 has noted that the thermal diffusivity of

metals and alloys is determined by the sum of the electronic and lattice

components. Point defects, such as vacancies, have been found to have little

effect on the lattice comPonent.

Thus the problem treated was treated as an infinite slab with finite thickness, l.e',

the model should be able to represent one point on the rod's surface during rapid

heating, and approximate the thermal diffusion into the core of the rod during the

entire pulse/dwell cycle.
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5.3.1..2 N umericøl Mo delling:

The Boundary Element Method (BEM) &,75 was selected in preference to other

techniques, such as Finite Difference or Finite Element methods. This technique has

two advantages: first, it has an intrinsic ability to capfure steep thermal gradients with

a minimum number of time steps; and second, it reduces the dimensionality of the

problem by one as it is only necessary to treat the surface of the object rather than the

entire volume. These feafures are particularly useful when dealing with more

complicated geometries than are modelled here. The major disadvantage of this

technique is that more involved formulation and programming is required.

(Nevertheless, recently available commercial packages which model 3 dimensional

objects eliminate this problem.)

The problem to solve was posed as a one dimensional solution of the linear heat

equation with the boundary conditions shown in Fig. 5.4(a), e.g., insulating boundaries

and an initial temperature-depth profile. This figure also illustrates the algorithm for

solving the BEM for the unknown final temperature-depth profile, i.e., solve one time

block and use the final temperature profile as input for the next time block, and so on.

During an ion pulse, the release of energy with depth was modelled as an internal heat

source of 80 nm depth (Appendix 5), Fig. 5.4(b). This was included into the model by

re-formulating the BEM solution to the heat equation to include an internal heat source

(Appendix 6). During the dwell at the end of a pulse, the source function was

excluded from the calculations, leaving only insulating boundaries' Due to the

discontinuities at the beginning and end of the pulse, the time period was broken up

into a number of intervals, each of which was treated as a separate calculation; the

temperature at the end of each interval formed the input to the next interval. In Figure

5.4(c), the discrettzatíon of the space-time grid during an ion pulse is shown: this

allows sharp temperafure gradients to be captured which are readily treated by the

BEM due to its integration over position. The time discretization for the dwell period

between ion pulses is a similar geometric progression of time blocks. Thus, the large

changes in time and distance scales were efficiently dealt with.
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during one ion pulse, designed to capture sharp temperature gradients.
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5.3.1.3 Vølidøtion of model:

The first step was to validate the model with a simple trial problem: a single 50

¡rs pulse into XW10 steel, Figs. 5.5. The model was checked by two simpler methods,

both assuming that the internal heat source could be replaced by a surface flux (see

Appendix 6). These were, firs! an analytical solution with a constant surface flux on

an infinite body, and second, the conventional BEM with a constant flux on the surface

and an insulating boundary deep within the body. The material properties of XW10

steel were taken from the ASSAB technical data sheet 52 and the pulse Power was

calculated in Appendix 5. The analytical method was also checked by recalculating a

standard textbook problem.

5.3.1 .4Results from One Pulse/Dutell Simuløtion:

The temperature profile at the end of the pulse is shown in Fig. 5.6(a), with a

close-up of the surface region in Fig. 5.6(b). It was found that the three solution

methods gave practically identical answers. This indicates first, that there was a trivial

effect due to the spread of energy with depth, i.e,, a constant surface flux is valid; and

second, that the code written maintained numerical accuracy.

The results from one pulse/dwell period are shown in Figs. 5.6, which show

that the temperafure equilibrates within the length of the dwell, even in the absence of

an axial gradient in the rod. So it is not only apparent that the near-surface

temperafure fluctuations are small (- 2"C), but also the raised temperafure rapidly

equilibrates in between pulses (This temperafure rise causes a change in nitrogen

diffusivity of some 5% at350"C).

A final consideration should be made regarding the above model treating the

centre of the rod as an insulating boundary. If this is the case, then the temperafure in

the rod will incre ase ad infinitum. This could be overcome by replacing the internal

boundary with a "leakage" flux equal to the average power input over the pulse/dwell

period. In this case there will be no net temperafure increase over a large number of
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pulses. Note that this leakage flux is equivalent to the axial conduction which will

occur along the rod towards the radiating blocks at the rod ends.

Thus, it is clear that the thermal diffusivity in XW10 steel at 350"C is high

enough so that significant transient temperafure increases in the surface of implanted

rod do not occur with ion pulses of this duration and frequency. Flowever, the long

term temperafure profile within the entire rod must still be simulated to find if there

are any significant variations along the specimen.

5.g.2 Steady-State Temperature Distribution within the Rod.

The steady state temperafure distribution within the specimen rod from the

average heat surface heat flux can be calculated from standard finite element

calculations if the following assumptions are made:

5.3.2.1. Assumptions:

Assumption 1: The specimen rod achieves a steady state temperature distribution if

viewed on a sufficiently large time scale, ê.8.,50 ion pulses'

Assumption 2: no radiation occurs from the surface of the rod since it is polished

metal; the only path of heat transfer is conduction through the rod and radiator

blocks (Figure 5.2).

Assumption 3: no heating of the blocks occurs.

Assumption 4: thre blocks have the same temperafure.

Assumption 6: see Assumptions L, 2 and 3 from S 5'3'1'

5.3.2.2Modelling:

Using the above conditions, the problem reduces to both axisymmetry along the

rod's axis and mirror symmetry through the central cross-section of the rod' The

prescribed boundary conditions used were as follows, insulating boundaries (q = 0)

along the rod's axis and mirror plane; constant heat flux on the rod's surface exposed

to the ions (qu.,, = 0.\77 W f cm2 from Appendix 5); the temperature of the block is

350"C; and the surfaces of the block are radiative of the form:
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Heat loss, q" = €(T4 - T:) W /o,'
A two dimensional axisymmetric finite element analysis package, ("ELcu{':

public domain software) was used to solve the posed problem. To facilitate the

meshing process, a small fillet radius was included at the rod/block interface, i.e., to

overcome the discontinuity in boundary conditions. A 470 node mesh was

automatically generated by the package to fill the shape, but the mesh was refined

around the fillet radius and the mirror plane, Figure 5.7(a). The material properties

used are given in Appendix 5.

5.3.2.3Results:

The isotherms within the specimen rod/radiating blocks calculated from the

axisymmetric finite element heat transfer model, are shown in Figure 5.7(b)' As seen in

Figure 5.8, a maximum temperafure rise of 3"C occurred at the mirror plane, i.e., thre

centre of the rod, with reducing steady state increases along the rod towards the

radiating blocks, No significant variations were found across the diameter of the rod'

To check the calculations, the heat flux within the rod was also examined: a linear

increase along the rod was found, as expected.

5.3.3 Combined Temperature Effects.

The largest temperafure increase in the rod from the measured reference

temperature of the radiating blocks, from the combined transient and steady state

models is calculated to be 2.5 + 3"C = 5.5"C. This temperature increase will occur on

the surface of the rod at the mid-point of the rod, and due to the pulsed nafure of the

implanted ions, will only occur momentarily at the end of an ion pulse. Moreover, the

transient temperafure component is negligible for - 99% of the time, as discussed in $

5.3.1, leaving a steady state increase of 3"C around the centre portion of the rod.

Therefore, changes in the atomic diffusivity of the atoms through heating of the

specimen rod from the ions can be neglected for these implantation conditions.
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5.4 MASS DIFFUSION AND PRECIPITATION.

The development of the nitrogen enriched modified layer during the 350"C PIII

treatment of XW10 steel is much more rapid than that of 500"C conventional nitriding

processes. This may only be due to the improved method of infusing nitrogen into the

steel's surface. Modelting of the diffusion processes in both treatments could answer

this issue, but because of the limited solubility of nitrogen in o¿-ferrite and carbides,

precipitation effects are clearly important in the development of the nitride case.

Under ideal conditions, the diffusion of atoms within a metal will be analogous

to the diffusion of heat in that material, and Fick's standard diffusion equations could

be used to model that process. Fick's equations assume that the diffusing atoms do not

interact with the metal, e.g., form a second phase, or decompose an existing one. They

also assume that the diffusion is a continuous process where the concentration of

diffusing atoms is averaged over a volume much greater than the atomic dimensions of

the metal. By examining the microstrucfures in the 100 pm surface layer of the 350"C

PIII treated XW10 steel, clearly neither assumption is strictly valid in this case'

However, if a reaction term is added to the diffusion equation to account for the loss or

gain of atoms by precipitation or díssolution, resp., then the first assumption would be

valid. On the simplest level, this reaction term can be found by modelling the

thermodynamics of precipitatiory i.e., use the equilibrium equations base on

concentrations of the reactants and the equilibrium constant. This approach has been

taken by Bongartz et ø1.71 in modelling the carburization of Cr-Fe high temperature

materials. That method appeared to be able to simulate the diffusion/reaction

processes occurring over 1000 hours duration and the order of millimeters diffusion

depth. Flowever, the duration (3.2 hours) and diffusion depth (100 pm) in the current

sfudy are both substantially shorter than that previous simulation. The treatment

duration is a particular problem because of the inhomogeneity of the steel on the

microstructural scale, which implies that the local nitrogen concentrations across a slice

parallel to the surface of the rod may flucfuate significantly about the average. A

further issue related to this rapid processing is that the reaction kinetics may be
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controlling the precipitation processes rather than equilibrium thermodynamics.

Under these circumstances, much more information must be included in the model,

such as the rate constants for the reactions which are influenced by local concentrations

of reactants, precipitate stability and surface area of each precipitate type. To obtain

this level of information would require many more experiments to determine the

progression of detailed microstrucfures during PIII treatmenL which defeats the

purpose of modelling.

Precipitation of nitrides in iron is also affected by radiation damage caused by

ion implantation 76, Additional nucleation sites for nitride precipitation are generated

by neutron irradiation at temperafures around 400'C. The heavier nitrogen ions used

in the present experiments would produce stronger effects.

One further problem in modelling the PIII diffusion of nitrogen in XW10 steel is

the discontinuous nafure of the implantation process, as described in the introduction

to this chapter. Hence, to model discrete pulses by Fick's diffusion from a source

function, is clearly not justified. However, if the time interval is expanded

considerably to cover thousands of pulses, the model will adopt an approximately

continuum nafure, i.e., if diffusion from an average flux of atoms injected into the steel

is assumed, as described by the TRIM profile'

5.4.1 Modelling of Nitrogen Diffusion.

First, to illustrate the assertion of discontinuous nitrogen injection (see the last

paragraph), a simulation was made of the nitrogen diffusion during one ion-

pulse/dwell period using the same model developed for thermal diffusion, i'e,, the

BEM solution to the one-dimensional transient heat equation with internal atom

generation. The input parameters to the model are given in Appendix 5, while the

results of the simulation are shown in Figure 5.9. The slow spread of the nitrogen

atoms from their points of injection into the steel lattice is not realistic because the

shape of the injected profile describes the average profile over many square

micrometers, over which the nitrogen atoms would not interact with each other
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laterally in such a shallow layer. Thus, a pulse by pulse treatment of N diffusion from

a source function during the implantation Process is invalid.

NexÇ a surface nitrogen flux was simulated over the entire PIII treatment using

the analytical solution to the heat equation for an infinitely deep planar body

(Appendix 6), Figure 5.L0. The magnitude of the surface flux was set at the average

injection rate of nitrogen into the surface during the PIII treatment while the substrate

temperafure was set at 350"C (from Appendix 5). As a checþ the retained dose was

calculated from the simulated diffusion profile by numeric integration of the

concentration over deptþ and compared to the nominal ion dose: the figures agreed

within 1%. This 11.,420 second simulation predicts that the surface nitrogen

concentration will built up to - 0.09 wt% and a diffusion depth of - 20 ¡trl:.'

In understanding the interstitial diffusion processes during the ion implantation

process, it is important to consider the initial presence of carbon in the microstrucfure'

From purely the view point of diffusiort, ê.g.r no precipitatiory the carbon will act as an

initial concentration, above which the calculated nitrogen profile will be a transient.

Interstitial diffusion in this PIII treatment is considered in more detail inS 4.6.2.

The observed level of microstrucfural change in the present TEM sfudies (Fig.

4.24) sugest that the concentrations of carbon and nitrogen are of the same order of

magnifude in this treatment, i,e., nitrogen has a substantial effect on the carbon

diffusion. However, the present diffusion simulations suggest that the nitrogen

concentrations are much less than carbon concentrations. This suggests that the surface

flux of nitrogen was higher than the nominal rate of implanted ions, i.e., thete was a

higher retained ion dose. This could be possibly be explained by nitrogen infusing into

the steel surface inbetween ion pulsesl ê.g.t in a similar manner to gas nitriding.

However, it is clear that the distribution of the nitrogen atoms injected over an 80 nm

clepth (Appendix 5) has little effect on the diffusion process over the treatment

duration.
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5.5 ATOMIC DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS IN ION IMPLANTED MATERIALS.

The metallic diffusion rates observed in the steel ion implanted at 350"C is 2

orders of magnitude higher than what is expected from the nominal diffusion

coefficient at that temperafure. For example, in the first 25 pm beneath the surface, the

Cr-redistribution along the grain boundaries and the precipitation of Cr-nitrides within

the a-Fe grains both require a diffusion range the order of L ¡rm. This implies that there

are additional physical effects which occur during the PIII process that are not present

in the conventional surface treatments.

The mechanisms of conventional atomic diffusion in metals have long been

understood and numerous clear accounts can be found, e.g., CottrellTT. In metals, two

mechanisms dominate: vacancy diffusion and interstitial diffusion. Hence in steels,

these take place on effectively two lattices: the main lattice, e.g', (Fe, Cr, Mn, Mo, V),

and the sub-lattice: (C,N...), respectively. The rate controlling Parameters in diffusion

are the probability of a vibrating atom jumping to an adjacent site and the vibrational

frequency of the atoms. In vacancy diffusiory because of the increasing concentration

of vacancies, Cu,, with increasing temperature, the probability of an atom making the

jrmp becomes greater. So the solute diffusion rate is directly proportional to Cuu,

which in furry depends on the temperafure. Interstitial diffusion is usually a much

more rapid process because of the lower activation energies, e.g., in XW10 steel at

350oC, interstitial C and N diffusion in the sub-lattice is -1-08 times faster than self

diffusion in the main lattice. The local diffusion rate at grain boundaries is also

increased because they are sites for weaker bonding of atoms and, at lower

temperafures, tend to dominate the diffusion ptoce5578'79'

In ion implantation, there is an increased concentration of vacancies due to

radiation damage from the impinging ions (Appendix 5). Therefore, the effective

temperafure of the main lattice can be increased, even though the vibrational frequency

of the atoms remains the same. In principle, this means that the substitutional atoms

near the surface will have a higher diffusivity than those in the bulk material. Thus,

from the local vacancy concentration, the effective temperafure, and hence the local
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diffusivity can be estimated as follows. For binary alloys of mole fractiorç Xo, the

vacancy mole fraction is given bY:

X,u - EXPÍ-g"^/kTl{1 - zxbl1^ - EXPþÂg"./kTl}

where z is the coordination number, g.*,uis the free energy of formation of vacancies and

Àg.,,u is the additional free energy arising from interaction of vacancies with solute

atoms, For weakly interacting, dilute solutions this expression reduces to that of pure

metals, e.g.,

X.,u = EXPþg",/kT]

Since a typical value of g.,nu is 1.5 t 0.5 eV 80, it follows that the effective absolute

temperafure for solute diffusion with excess vacancies is given by

T^^ = -17.4x1.03/ ln[X",I
efI

The vacancy diffusion rate, D.,u, in the metal lattice will equal the self-diffusion

rate of Fe atoms in c¿-Fe. Hence, D,,u and X.,ru are interdependent. The above derivation

describes radiation enhanced diffusion (RED) which is a common feature of high

temperafu re ion imPlantation.

The effects of excess main-lattice vacancies on the interstitial sub-lattice is

uncertain, but increased diffusivity of interstitial carbon and nitrogen is expected. In

the 20 pm surface layer, potential examples of these effects were found, i'e', the

decomposition of Fe3C and Cr-Fe-based primary carbides, and the large diffusion

depths of C and N.

5.5.L Discussion.

In the 350"C PIII treatment of XW10 steel, the assumptions of being able to

model nitrogen diffusion by FicKs equations and precipitation by thermodynamics

(e.g., phase diagrams), are not valid as these processes occur principally between the

ferrite laths, and are therefore heterogeneous on the scale of the microstrucfural

modifications. The near surface concentrations of nitrogen the PIII process are expected

to be significantly higher than those observed in conventional treatments. Rather the

reaction kinetics, nucleation processes, and heterogenous diffusion are more likely to
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explain the development of the observed microstrucfures. Furthermore, the diffusivity

of N in the modified layer will vary with time and depth due to the accumulating

radiation damage and changes in target composition during the treatment.

To satisfactorily model the diffusion and precipitation processes within the

complex microstructure of this steel is beyond the scope of this thesis.

5.6 CONCLUSIONS.

Numerical simulations of the 350"C Pil treatment of XW10 steel were

performed, i.e,, thre microstrucfure that was examined in the TEM (Chapter 4) and the

treatment used for shearing comb manufacfure (Chapter 6). From the estimated ion

close, the following conclusions were made about the thermal and atomic diffusion

from energetic nitrogen ions pulses ("internal source functions") into an XW10 steel

rod.

1, The predicted near-surface temperafures in the specimen rod were not large

enough to significantly increase the diffusivities of nitrogen, carbon or metallic

elements in the surface region.

2. In this case, the limited penetration depth of the medium energy ion source into

steel was equivalent to applying a surface flux. However, the model developed

could be used to simulating pulsed ion implantation into specimens with a low

thermal diffusivity at the implantation temperature, or when high energy ion

pulses are used'

3. Fick's theory of diffusion could not be used to predict the instantaneous near-

surface nitrogen concentrations from individual ion pulses because the ions

were too dispersed on the surface.

4. The penetration depths of the ions are unlikely to effect the nitrogen

concentration profiles over the time scale of the PIII treatment.

5. Radiation enhanced diffusion is strongly suggested in the diffusional

development of the 350'C PIII treated XW10 steel microstructure.
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5.6.1 Suggestions for Future Work.

The ultimate aim of a model would be to predict the PIII process parameters that

would develop an optimum hardened layer of maximum depth when the component

geometry and material are given. This model would most likely be an extension of the

TAMD( 33 code, with enhanced ability to model the evolution of the microstrucfures

observed in the implanted tool steel.

An extension of the present boundary element methods for heat and mass

transfer could be to examine three dimensional problems, or everù to involve non-linear

diffusion with reaction techniques 81.
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Chapter 6

THE APPLICATION OF PIII TO
SHEARING COMBS

6."1, INTRODUCTION.

While sheep shearing is primarily a manual task at the present time, the

emergence of automated sheep shearing has prompted renewed efforts into extending

the wool severing life of shearing tools. The standard tools used in manual shearing

can be used for a maximum of two hours before re-sharpening is necessary, blut a more

typical tool life is one hour. While this is tolerable in manual shearing, the tools used

for automated shearing must operate continuously and reliably for eight hours because

of economic constraints.

Shearing tools consist of a thirteen toothed " comb" and a four tooth ed " ctttte{' 4,

Figs. 6.1. The comb is fastened into a hand held body, a "handpíece" , which drives the

cutter to oscillate over the comb. The scissoring action of the cutter teeth over the comb

teeth severs wool fibers as the handpiece is pushed through the sheep's fleece.

The aim of the present sfudy was to help use PIII technology to extend the

operational life of manual shearing tools. The strategy chosen to apply PIII was: only

treat combs as cutters normally wear sacrificiall)zi only treat the edge faces of combs as

the top face will be removed progressively by sharpenin& change the steel used in

comb manufacfure to allow surface hardening to useful depths; and change the

sharpening process to protect and maintain hardened surface layers in the area critical

for wool severance. The justifications for these choices are explained in S 6.4.
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In order to evaluate the effects of the above strategy, controlled shearing trials of

modified combs were undertaken: see S 6.4. Combs were manufacfured from XW10

tool steel (great thanks to Sunbeam, Australia) in a condition suitable for PIII treatment

at 350'C (Chapter 3), then metallurgically polished on the rake faces and PIII treated at

350.C. This PIII treatment temperafure was chosen since it was found experimentally to

produce the hardest modified layer in XW10 rod specimens (Chapter 3).

Since changes were anticipated in the wear processes of implanted combs in the

shearing environment compared to conventional combs, detailed examination of the

wear damage of conventional combs was conducted (Chapter 7) to provide reference

data.

The following sections describe conventional shearing tools, the shearing

technology relevant to this projec! previous attempts to improve tool life, and progress

made by the current research program towards applying PIII treatlnent to shearing

combs.

6.2 CONVENTIONAL SHEARING TOOLS.

6.2.L Tool Design and OPeration.

Figures 6.1 show the geometries of the combs and cutters widely used for

manual shearing of Merino sheep, the most common sheep in Australia. These designs

have evolved empirically since the introduction of reciprocating handpieces in

Australia in 1938 82.

Combs are a high-carbon, low-alloy steel form with 13 cantilevered teetþ Figures

6.1(a) and 6.2(a), made from a 75 x50 x3 mm plate. The teeth are evenly spaced across

the comb plate, but the tips of the edge teeth are flared out laterally to collect more wool

for severance. To minimize the fleece penetration force, the teeth are tapered from the

comb plate forwards, to end in rounded tips. The groove in the planar face comb is

included to help clear debris from the wool severing process, while the holes and slots

are to assist sharpening and allow fastening of the comb into the handpiece,
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respectively. Cutters are a forged high-carbon, low-alloy steel form 60 x30 x6 mm with

4 hollow tapered teettr, Fig. 6.1(b). Both the comb and the cutter are heat treated after

final machining. Before the tools are sharpened, the edge teeth on the comb are

tempered to gain toughness to guard against accidental fracture, and the comHs back

face is electropolished to minimize drag of the comb through the fleece. The

sharpening process, termed "hollow grind" 4,83, puts a concave curvafure in the comb of

some 20 - 50 pm across the width of the comb and from the heel of the comb to the teeth

tips: see S 6.2.2. A similar curvafure is ground into the cutter by the same Process.

During operation in the shearing handpiece, the cutter is loaded onto the comb

and oscillates over the comb at a frequency of 50 Hz and a radius of - 75 mm, Figure

6.2(b). The cutter tooth tips pass approximately 5 mm from the tips of the comb's centre

tooth. The nature of the comb and cutter geometries and the load applied to force these

tools together as they operate put the cutting edges into close contact. Figure 6.3 shows

three views of the cutting edge interactions during shearing. The closure angle, scissor

angle and the normal force between the tools creates a small contact patch which

continually moves along the comb tooth. This localized contact of the comb and cutter

cutting edges allows the tools to locally wear to conform to each other and therefore

maintain the close tolerances necessary for severing wool fibers (Chapter 7)'

The steel used in comb manufacfure must be hard enough to provide wear

resistance from abrasion and adhesion while retaining acceptable fracfure toughness to

prevent tooth tip fracture (as discovered later in this chapter). Low material and

manufacturing costs are also desirable. Since the tools are designed to be re-sharpened

successively down to half their thickness, low alloy steels have been considered more

suitable for conventional sharpening than high alloy steels because they do not leave a

residue on the abrasive paper. "S7lver" steel, e.g., Bohler K510, is the conventional

comb material: see Table 3.1.
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6.2.2 Conventional Sharpening of Tools.

The sharpening process used for shearing tools, termed "Hollow Grinding" 4,83,

uses a coarse, unlubricated abrasive sheet bonded to a high speed rotating disc to

remove the worn surfaces on the mating surfaces of the tools. The comb or cutter is

pressed against the disc and moved radially across the disc for L0 - 20 seconds during

which - 20 ¡rm of the top face is removed; the resulting shower of sparks is used to

gauge the success of the process. Hollow grinding also produces a concave profile in

the face of the comb. In the shearing handpiece, this profile causes the comb teeth to

deflect against the cutter teeth as the cutter oscillates, maintaining the desired small

vertical separations of the cutting edges (S 7.3), even after some wear has occurred.

However, this ground profile is sensitive to technique and is the cause of many

problems in comb sharpening. In particular, conventional sharpening can generate too

much, too little or uneven concave curvature in the tools.

While this technique is rapid, the final surface of combs sharpened by this

technique must have inferior metallurgical structure to the original steel because of the

heat and deformation inherent in this process. First, the sparks generated by the

abrasion process indicates that the carefully controlled heat treatment of the steel is

destroyed in at least a shallow surface layer in the comb's surface. Second, the coarse

abrasive leaves behind folded lips of metal on the surface and thin protrusions at the

cutting edges 84. This softened and deformed surface must be quickly worn away in

the vicinity of the cutting edges at the beginning of the shearing process. Ironically, this

rapid wear must be countered by grinding a deeper concavity in the tools and greater

loading between the tools for the tools to continue severing. Protrusions over the

cutting edges can be roughly removed before the comb is used by rubbing a knife blade

along the side faces of the comb teeth. However, if they are left, then they curl

downwards during shearing, blunting the cutting edge temporarily. The occurrence of

the protrusions on the cutting edges can be minimised by careful technique, but the

metallurgical damage remains.
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The 20 - 50 ¡rm concave curvafure is formed in the ground face of combs by two

mechanisms. First, the rotating disc is not planar, but conical (- 1.5" convex), which

forms a concave profile along the length of the comb teeth. Second, the rapid heating of

the ground face causes differential expansion across the thickness of the comb plate,

which causes the comb plate to bow outwards towards the abrasive. When this convex

surface is ground and allowed to cool, a concave profile remains 85. The magnifude of

this second effect is sensitive to the following variables: the thickness of the comb, the

pressure distribution of the comb on the abrasive, the duration of the pressure, and the

radial temperature distribution of the abrasive. The pressure distribution is affected by

the shape of the comb's surface before grinding, and the magnitude and direction of the

loads on the back surface of the comb. The abrasive temperature distribution is affected

by the pattern of radial movement of the comb across the abrasive and the pressure

distribution during abrasion. Thus, the concave profile, retained in the comb by the

temperafure gradient mechanism, suffers great variability across the width of the comb

plate, and even between adjacent teeth.

6.2.3 The Severance Life of Shearing Tools.

For the purposes of this study, the "severance life" of shearing tools is defined as

the number of sheep that can be de-fleeced before sharpening is required, while the

"total life" is the accumulated number de-fleeced after all sharpenings. The

mechanisms which cause the of loss fiber severance are considered in S 7.4.

The severance life of combs is determined by four factors: the wear rate of the

comb, the shearing technique, the quality of the sharpening, and the size of the sheep.

A comb is rejected by a shearer when the force required to push the comb through the

fleece becomes too greaÇ or when the torque required to drive the handpiece is

excessive. At this poin! the comb is considered to be worn to the end of its severance

life. Another reason to reject a comb is when scoring (adhesive wear) occurs between

the comb and cutter. Usually the severance life of a comb is extended by using several

cutters with the same comb, but not if scoring occurs'
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The total life of a comb is determined when it is too thin to resist excessive

deflection during use, or if catastrophic fracture of one of the teeth occurs. The total life

is reduced if poor sharpening practices are used,8.8., if the comb tapers to one edge.

6.9 PREVIOUS MODIFICATIONS TO SHEARING COMBS.

6.g.1. Alternative Materials used for Comb and Cutter Manufacture.

While "Silver" steel remains the standard material used for both comb and cutter

manufacfure, several alternatives have been used in experimental Programs. These

materials range from alternative tool steels to cemented tungsten carbide. None of

these alternatives have increased the service life of combs on a consistent and affordable

basis.

6.3.1,.1. Steels:

High carbory high chromium steels (Uddenholm Sverker types 53 and S21) have

been used in the manufacfure of solid section cutters 86. That project also examined a

sintered tool steel (PX10) and two conventional tool steels (razor blade steel, 5F67, and

1.3 wt% C).

6.3.1..2 O thcr Møteriøls :

Solid-section cemented fungsten carbide cutters were made for use with

conventional combs 86. They reported that combs could not be made from solid WC

since this material did not have enough fracfure resistance for thin sections of comb

teeth.

6.3.1..3 Summøry of Limitøtions:

In conclusion, the performance of many of these alternative steels have not been

evaluated in isolation from other processing, nor have sufficient precautions been taken

to avoid damage in the re-sharpening procedures.
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6.3.2 Surface Treatments Applied to Conventional Conbs and Cutters.

Many types of coatings and surface modification techniques have been applied

experimentally to improve the performance of combs and cutters both on silver steel

and alternative substrate materials. Mair et fl\. 87, and Hudson' Berndt and McPherson

(Monash University, Victoria) have also examined wear resistant coatings.

6.3.2.1 Cøse Hørdening Trcøfunents:

Carburized cutters have been tested 86.

6.3.2.2 Cerumic Sprøying:

Thermally sprayed coatings have been used. The most experiments have been

macle on detonation gun (D-Gun) composite tungsten carbidef cobalt coatings which

have shown some promise, but poor repeatability and the need to condition the comb

after coating 88. Chromium oxide and composite molybdenum/iron coatings have been

deposited on steel cutters by plasma spraying techniques 86.

6.3.2.3 Othcr Coatings :

Thin diamond coatings (5 ¡rm) composed of 3 - 5 ¡rm particles embedded in

electroless Ni plating were used by Smith 86.

6.3.2.4 Swnmøry of Limitøtions:

Invariably, the cause of failure of coatings is delamination of the coating in the

vicinity of the cutting edges. In view of the high contact stresses in the comb and cutter

edges during shearing, two possible mechanisms have been suggested in the

delamination process:

1) tensile overload at the external surface of the coating caused by incompatible

material properties (e.g., elastic modulus) of the coating and substrate;

2) fatigue crack propagation through the interface or weakest phase of the coating

through flexure of the comb and cutter teeth during shearing (See Appendix Z).

Further problems with ceramic spraying is that coating thickness must be

controlled and uniform to avoid roundecl cutting edges; general observations from
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these previous studies are that the coating should be thinner than the maximum

allowable cutting edge radius, e.g., 15 ¡rm. Another problem is that the steel substrate

chosen for case hardening or ceramic coatings would have softened in many cases,

through the poor thermal resistance of conventional silver steel: most of these Processes

involve heating of the substrate, at least locally.

6.4 EXPERIMENTS ON PIII TREATMENT OF SHEARING COMBS.

6.4|t Strategies to Help Apply PIII to Shearing Tools.

First, maintaining the practice that cutters can wear sacrificially to extend the life

of combs, combs were selected as the tool to surface heat by PIII. This practice

originates from the higher cost of çombs and the slower wear rate of combs, because

combs have more cutting edges to distribute damage, i.e., 24 cutting edges (comb)

compared to eight (cutter). Therefore, this 3:L ratio of cutting edges translates into a

distinct advantage of surface treating combs over cutters. The next choice was to treat

the whole comb, but remove the modified surface layer on the sharpened face before

shearing, i.e., use only the rake faces of combs as the top face will be removed

progressively anyw^y by repeated sharpening. The PIII process is well suited to

harden the side faces of the comb teeth because of its ability to implant recessed

surfaces (Chapter 2). In fact, to prevent ion implantation into potentially damaged

surfaces (possible through coarse grinding during manufacfure), we decided to give the

rake faces of test combs a metallurgical polish before implantation.

However, before PIII processing could be realistically applied, the steel used to

manufacfure combs needed to be changed to allow surface hardening to useful depths,

e.g., greater than 100 nm, without softening at elevated temperafures. The steel chosen

was ASSAB XW10, the same steel investigated in Chapters 3 and 4. Finally, the

sharpening process used to refurbish worn combs needed to be changed to protect and

maintain hardened surface layers in the area critical for wool severance, the cutting

edges: the conventional method was thought to be too harsh for PIII treated surfaces' A
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"cold-grinding" process using a diamond plated profiled disc was developed by Miller

and Young (Chapter 1), but was not used in these trials.

6.4.2 Shearing Trials of Modified Combs.

Initial shearing trials used low temperafure implanted conventional shearing

combs (Ovina, Heiniger, Austria) that could be used in the robotic shearing equipment

of Merino Wool Harvesting, Inc. (Salisbury, Australia; closed in L990), as robotic

shearing trials were planned. However, due to the closure of this company, trials were

carried out by manual shearers. Further shearing tests of PIII treated combs were

conducted after selecting a suitable alternative steel and finding the best experimentally

determined PIII treatment for that steel (Chapter 3). Combs of ASSAB XW10 steel, in a

pattern more acceptable for manual shearing (Supersonic, Sunbeam Pty Ltd., Sydney,

Australia), were kindly manufacfured by Sunbeam, Australia, using their standard

production facilities (except for solution treatment and quenching of this steel).

In order to separately evaluate the effects of (a) polishing the side faces of combs

and (b) PIII treatmen! two groups of control combs of each steel were used: one

completely unmodified, and the other polished on the rake faces only. The third group

of combs was both polished on the rake faces and ion implanted. For both the silver

steel "Ovina" combs and the XW10 "supersonic" combs, each group consisted of two

combs.

Trials were conducted by manual shearers (gratefully organized by Mr. Greg

Germain of the AWC) in South Australia. Each professional shearer who participated in

these trials was asked to shear a single group (flock) of sheep, in an attempt to control

the grit content of the fleece, using one comb from each grouP, i.e., urmodified,

polished only, and polished on rake faces then ion implanted. To minimize bias,

shearers were instructed not to shear with a comb once they determined that the comb

had passed its "severance life" (combs can still be used, but with increasing difficulty).
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6.4.3 Preparation of Modified Combs for Shearing Trials.

Before implantation, all PIII treated combs were given a metallurgical polish (to 6

prm diamond on cloth) on the rake faces of the comb teeth to obtain the maximum

benefit from the PIII treatment. The effects of polishing of the rake faces can be seen in

Figure 6.4. One group of control combs for each steel was also polished on the combs'

rake faces, but not implanted. Precautions were taken to avoid rounding the cutting

edges. In the XW10 comb trials, the right hand most tooth of each comb was re-shaped

at the recommendation of a professional shearing instructor (Mr. Greg Germain of the

AWC): tftis tooth tip was thinned and given a 0.5 mm radius at the top of the tooth tip

in the thin direction of the tooth. This is standard practice for preparing combs because

this tooth is used to guide the comb during passes of the comb through dense sections

of the fleece. The bulk Vickers hardness of each comb was measured in three places to

later determine changes in hardness of the comb resulting from ion implantation.

Groups of three measurements were taken on the ground face of the centre tooth, and

on the front and rear of the comb plate.

PIII treaùnent of experimental combs was kindly performed by the staff at the

ANSTO Lucas Heights laboratory. The PIII treatment conditions for conventional silver

steel combs were chosen to minimize softening of the substrate (See Chapter 3), i.e', a

temperafure of 180"C and a dose of 5x1017 cm-z. However, since XW10 steel has

secondary hardening characteristics, the PIII treatment of XW10 combs could be chosen

to substantially harden the combs' surfaces, i.e,, at a temperafure of 350"C and dose of

12xL017 .¡1,-t 1th. "high dose" treatment in Chapter 3). During implantation of XW10

combs, copper conducting plates, approximately 6 mm thick, were used on the front

and rear of the comb "plate" (Fig. 6.1(a)) to assist the heat transfer away from the comb

teeth and increase the thermal mass of the implanted object for temperafure stability

during treatment. As estimated in Chapter 5, no significant heating of the protruding

comb teeth was expected, i.e., the geometry of the comb teeth was similar in cross

section to the rod specimens investigated in chapterc3,4 and 5.



--(b) 0.1 mm

o) 0.1 mm

Effect of metallurgically polishing the rake faces of shearing combs

before PIII treatment: (a) typical rake face of "Supersonic" comb as

received from the manufacturer; and (b) rake face after polishing, PIII
treatment and sharpening. SEM back-scattered electron images

recorded with the beam 45o to both the ground and polished faces.

Figure 6.4
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The final preparation of combs before shearing trials consisted of sharpening

combs and duplicating earlier hardness measurements. Hardness values were also

recorded after shearing, whenever possible.

6.4.4 Results of Shearing Trials of Modified Combs.

6.4.4.1 Effe ct s of PIll Trcøtment ønd Shcøring on Bulk Høtdne s s :

Table 6.1 illustrates the effect of low temperafure PIII treatment of silver steel

shearing combs. Comparing the hardness of the ground face of combs' centre teetlu no

significant change (p>0.05) was found between implanted and unimplanted combs

before shearing. However, once an implanted silver steel comb had been used for

shearing, significantly lower hardness (p<0.05) was found compared to unimplanted

silver steel combs before or after shearing. Note in the table that the hardness of the

comb plate (front or back) was significantly lower (p<0.05) than that of the centre tooth

before shearing in both the implanted and unimplanted combs. However, no

significant hardness differences (p<0.05) between these areas were found after shearing.

The comb plate average hardness was significantly lower (p<0.05) after ion

implantatiorç but no significant differences (p>0.05) were observed between comb

hardness before and after shearing for both the implanted or unimplanted silver steel

combs. Judging by the comb plate, significant softening of the silver steel substrate was

induced by ion implantation. However, apparently a thin hardened surface layer

existed on the centre teeth of combs that was not influenced by ion implantation.

Nevertheless, wear induced by shearing caused this layer to be removed during the

shearing process, exposing the softened substrate.
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Table 6.1-. Hardness changes in silver steel "Ovina" shearing combs resulting from
low temperature PIII treatment and shearing use: Vickers hardness
measurements using a20kgload (mean * standard deviation).

Sampling
Position

Before
PIII and
Shearing

After
PIII

After Shearins
PIII Un-imp.

# Front
o R"u.

Centre tooth

74L!6'1,
749 !27
789 r34b

649 !60
678t 9

754 t 40b

673 t27
675! 5

680 r 9"

75L !17
741r. 4

73gr 0uÞ

" Comb Plate 745 t 47b 663 + 43" 674 + 1g" 746 r12b
No. Samples n:18 n=6 n:6 n:3

# F.ont and. rear of the comb plate: i.e,, ground face and polished back.
* average from the front and rear of the conrb plate.
Letter superscripts represent no significant difference (p>0'05) between
horizontal gïotrps for the cenbre tooth and comb plate average.
Vertical bars represent no significant difference (p>0.05) between hardness
values at the three samplingpositions (ANOVA and Scheffe's test)'

On the other hand, high or low temperature ion implantation did not

significantly (p>0.05) affect the hardness of shearing combs made from XW10 steel,

Table 6.2, nor were there any significant differences (p>0.05) between hardnesses at the

front and rear of the comb plate and centre tooth. Nevertheless, a small decrease in

hardness due to high temperafure implantatiolù some 20 - 40 Vickers points, was

suggested by the mean values, which is consistent with the hardness changes expected

from the results of Chapter 3. No post-shearing hardness data could be collected as

described in the next section.

Table 6.2. Hardness changes in XWL0 steel "Supersonic" shearing combs resulting
from low and high temperature PIII treatment (LT and HT, resp.): Vickers
hardness (20 kg load) (mean + standard deviation).

Sampling
Position

Before
PIII

After
LT PIII

After
HT PIII

Ìiront
o R"u.

Centre tooth

850 r 50

779 !19
962+ 45"

856 r 63

794 r15
962 + 50"

824!41,
782+ 11

812 + 33"

" Average g31 + 54" 837 +54" 806 + 35"

No. Samples n=\2 n=6 n:6
# 

Fro.rt & rear of comb pIate, i,e., ground face & polished back.
* average from the front and rear of the comb plate and the

centre tooth.
Letter superscripts (horizontal groups) and Verbical bars
(vertical groups) no statistical differences: See Table 6'1.
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6.4.4.2Triøls of PlITreøted Silaer Steel Combs:

A summary of shearing trials on low temperafure PIII treated silver steel

"Ovi¡1a" combs and the two groups of control combs are given in Table 6.3. No clear

trend could be distinguished between the implanted combs and the control combs,

suggesting that neither were the benefits of the surface hardening nor the deleterious

effects of substrate softening (as described in the last section) significant.

Table 6.3. Results from shearing trials on 180"C PIII treated silver steel shearing

combs and two groups of control combs: polished on comb tooth rake

faces onlY, and unmodified.

Comb

Totals Average
severance life

No.
de-fleeced

(sheep)

shearing
time

(min.)
regrinds

(min./
grind)

(sheep/
grind)

Polished and
PIII treated

1,

2

388
220

1066 5
5907

214
181

78
44

Polished
only

1,

2*
290
63

962
180

6

2
160
90

48
32

Un-modified 1.

2

318
176

790
440

4
2

197
220

80
88

# Poli"h"d refers to the metallurgical polish given to the rake faces of selected combs (6.4.3)
* Not considered reliable data since only two regrinds were performed'

6.4.4.3Triøls of Plll)ll\n0 Combs:

Shearing trials of XW10 combs were carried out in 1991 in South Australia.

Unforfunately, before arry worthwhile data could be obtained, the trials were

terminated because of several fracfures of XW10 comb teeth during shearing' Later,

using fractographic techniques in the laboratory, the fracture origins were identified as

coarse carbides in the steel. These carbides can be seen in the optical micrograph of the

ion implanted rod (Figure a.l(a)). Since the fracture of one comb tooth constitutes the

premature end of a comb's operation (the drag force through the fleece becomes

excessive), we concluded that fracture toughness in the comb's steel is critical, and a

problem that was not anticiPated.
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6.5 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED FUTURE WORK.

In these experiments, the application of PIII treatments to two steels used to

manufacfure shearing combs was unsuccessful. Silver steel, the conventional material

used to manufacfure combs, could not be given a PIII treatment of sufficient depth (e.g.,

- 50 pm) to change the "bulK' surface hardness to affect the wear resistance of the

cutting edges because of its poor thermal stability (Chapter 3). Low temperature

implantation (180"C) did not improve the severance life of these silver steel combs. On

the other hand, combs manufacfured from XW10, the new steel selected to offer high

thermal stability during PIII treatment (Chapter 3), did not survive shearing because of

premafure fracfures of some comb tooth tips. Surface hardening was detected on 350"C,

high dose PIII treated combs showing that it is possible to efficiently ion implant

shearing combs by this process. Further shearing trials should be undertaken to assess

the benefits of applying the PIII process to shearing combs. From the lessons of the

present trials, combs should be manufactured from an alternative tool steel which has

both secondary hardening characteristics and high fracfure toughness in thin plate

sections, e.g., 0.5 mm.

Combs coated with a cemented tungsten carbide by the "D-gtrn" process

(Appendix 7) are not considered suitable for shearing use because the coating was

found to crack. Cantilever bending of the comb teeth, of magnifude similar to that

measured during shearing use, induced stresses that cracked a brittle intermetallic

phase in the coating through fatigue. This showed that this type of coating is

vulnerable to fatigue and therefore the loss of coating integrity, even in the absence of

fiber severance loads.
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Chapter 7

WEAR OF SHEARING COMBS

7.L INTRODUCTION.

The aim of this chapter is to improve the application of ion implantation to

shearing combs by understanding the mechanisms of comb wear and loss of wool

severance.

Shearing tools operate in fleeces that have a range of wool fiber diameters and

lanolin contents, and that often contain contaminants such as grit vegetable matter and

water; The tools also operate out of the fleece at times, e.g., when the width of the fleece

to be severed is narrower than the comb. This exposes the tools to a variety of wear

environments. Previous work 84, has identified the dominant wear mechanism on the

ground face of shearing tools as abrasion from grit in the wool. Adhesive wear has also

been suggested on the ground face 84 , but only when the shearing tools were run

without lubrication or grit. Rounding and indenting of the cutting edges have been

recorded. 84,89nbutno investigation has specifically examined wear or wear mechanisms

of the cutting edges and rake faces. Rake face wear is of particular importance to the

PIII surface treatment of shearing combs, i.e., wear processes could damage the

hardened layer.

Wear damage on conventional combs was investigated to extend the knowledge

of wear mechanisms and to provide a dafum for wear sfudies on surface modified

combs. Since examination of rake face wear had not previously been made, and in view

of the relevance to the proposed rake face PIII treatment (Chapter 6), particular

attention was focused on rake face and cutting edge wear. A number of conventionally
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ground combs that had been used for shearing were examined by both optical and

scanning electron microscopy. Modelling of the cutting edge and rake face wear was

undertaken to suggest the dominant wear mechanisms and to explain some unusual

features observed on worn combs.

Finally, the mechanisms leading to the loss of wool severance were examined to

suggest methods of prolonging severance. Another model was developed to predict the

effects of cutting edge wear on the fiber severance process, and therefore to predict the

conditions under which this process is likely to break down.

7,2 CFIARACTERIZATION OF COMB WEAR.

Overall wear patterns on the ground face of shearing combs were first

investigated by Field et ø1,,89,who ran a hand-piece with a standard comb and cutter at

low speed in a lapping compound. They were able to illustrate some feafures of comb

wear but their methods produced patterns that were much more severe than real

patterns, Le., subtle wear feafures were obliterated. Smith numerically modelled the

abrasive wear of a cutter running on a plate in terms of the contact areas and the

motiory and once again, produced wear patterns resembling those found on acfual

combs. Other investigators 84 ran a handpiece with tools polished on their ground faces

with no lubrication and found that severe adhesive wear (scoring) occurred under the

load points of the cutter after 1.5 seconds. They correlated polishing with the loss of

lubrication and adhesive wear. There appear to be two main limitations of the previous

comb wear characterizatton studies: their focus on the final wear damage without

addressing the intermecliate processes, and their inability to explain the relationship

between wear of the rake faces and wear of the cutting edges.

In the present sfudies, for convenience, the comHs surface was divided into three

regions to be examined as they have different wear mechanisms: the ground face (in

contact with the cutter's ground face), the rake faces and the cutting edges.

For characterizing the complete pattern of wear at low magnification, a new

optical technique was developed which used the differences in the directions of
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scratches from the sharpening and wear processes to highlight the comb wear patterry

Appendix 2. For sfudies of the rake faces and cutting edges, combs were mounted in a

holder which could reposition a comb after shearing use to record the accumulated

damage. Several new combs, polished on their rake faces, were inspected by this

technique both before and after shearing until the end of their first severance life. To

observe the accumulated wear damage on the rake faces, other combs were inspected

that were at the end of their total life'

7.2.1 Wear of the Ground Face.

In general, two forms of wear were observed on the ground faces of the combs

inspected: abrasion and adhesion. Overall wear patterns on the ground faces of two

combs are shown in Figure 7.L . Although wear was clearly restricted to the areas

contacted by the cutter (see Figure 6.2), the wear was not uniform. However, as

highlighted by the still visible sharpening scratches, the wear depth was not great over

much of the comb. Three distinct regions of wear could be observed: 1) 0 - 10 mm

behind the cutter tips on the comb teeth; 2) in the vicinity of the gullets; and 3) under

the heel of the cutter. The impression of Region L wear was that all comb teeth wear in

a similar manner: most severely under the cutter tips and around the cutting edges, and

least severely in-between the rear portion of the cutting edges. However, wear in the

gullet depended on the mating profiles across the comb and cutter generated by the

previous sharpening process. Figure 7.1,(a) indicated compatible mating profiles, while

7.1,(b) indicates excessive concave curvafure in the comb andf or cutter profiles' Wear

in-between gullets was generally less severe than behind the same gullets. This is

athibuted to the geometries of the comb and cutter: see Figures 6,L and 6.2. Region 3

(under the cutter's rear) was found to be the least worn regiory but exhibited more wear

at the extremities of the cutter's stroke than in the centre region.

7.2.1.1. Abrøsion:

Scanning electron microscopy of other worn combs provided more information

on the wear processes of the comb teeth and gullet regions. Figure 7.2(a) shows a worn
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surface midway between the comb gullet and the cutter tip path. Two wear facets are

evident one parallel to the comb ground face, and one angled down towards the

cutting edge. On the first face! abrasion seems to be the dominant wear mechanism

with rounded scratches 2 - 5 Lrm wide, while the height of the worn surface is generally

not uniform. The rounded appearance of these scratches suggests that the abrasive

responsible was not large (>20 pm) or consistently sharp. While the angled facet shows

signs of abrasion, smearing is also apparenÇ Figurc 7.2(b) indicates that the smear

direction was away from the cutting edge. Smearing indicates highty localized shear

stresses in the plane of contact generated by a dull abrader, e.g., the mating cutting

edge, and an absence of lubricant. The width and angle of these angled facets varied

locally along the comb, which indicates that matching wear facets developed on the

cutter "ground face". A minor feafure of both wear facets is sporadic scratches which

deviate from the direction of the cutter's motion.

The abrasion in the forward portion of under the cutter tooth tips was similar to

the mid-tooth abrasion but the angled facet was generally not found. Towards the

gullet regions, other surface topologies were found. Figure 7.3(a) shows a wide wear

facet adjacent to a cutting edge with minimal wear in the centre of the comb tooth.

These two types of wear can be related back to the overall wear patterns, Fígs. 7.1., as

the light and dark areas respectively. Figure 7.3(b) and (c) show enlargements of an

interesting form of wear which was often found in low wear areas of the ground face,

e.g., as just described. Figure 7.3(b) shows the original grinding scratches that mostly

have been worn away by the cutter. Closer inspection of the speckled areas, Figure

7.3(c\, show that the c¿-Fe matrix has been removed, revealing the carbides. This wear is

likely to have been caused by wool fiber fragments which lodge inside the cutter teeth

during the shearing process, as matted balls. Other possible explanations are offered in

s 7.2.1,.2.

The typical overall effects of abrasion on the profiles across the comb teeth are

shown in Figure 7.4. This figure was obtained by recording serial profiles of a worn

comb tooth in a depth-focus calibrated optical microscope'
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7.2.7.2Adhcsion:

Other features distinguished by the optical macrographs, Figure 7.1-, were coarse light

and dark streaks across some comb teeth in directions parallel to the motion of the

cutter. These streaks were usually found on at least two adjacent comb teeth on the

same cutter radius. This indicates a combf cutter interaction dependence for this

process. Scanning electron microscopy of these marks, Figure 7.5, identified that they

had formed as a result of adhesive wear, e.g., comb f culter metal transfer. Field et ø1. 89,

found that this type of wear dominated the ground face wear when combs were

operated out of the fleece without lubrication or grit. They concluded that friction

between partly polished mating surfaces was responsible for the adhesion. In the

combs inspected, this type of wear occurred predominantly in the regions of higher

contact pressures, ê.g.,on the front half of the comb teeth, but was often found in the

gullet regions.

Figure 7.3(c) shows what could be an early stage of adhesive wear through the

mechanism of micro-spalling of the ferrite (or martensite) matrix, as indicated by the

remaining harder carbides, followed by metal transfer to the cutter. It is likely that this

micro-spalling wear begins on the foward half of the comb teeth when the closure force

is still relatively light in the middle part of the comb's severance life, then gradually

deteriorated into gross adhesive wear as the closure force is increased to overcome

cutting edge wear.

Another probable mechanism which can initiate gross adhesive wear is large

spalling sites, e.g., Figure 7.6. Flowever, these sites were rarely found (otly in two

instances), and only in combs that had been used for a substantial portion of their total

life. The cracks visible at the bottom of the spalled region indicate the sub-surface

fatigue mechanism characteristic of spalling.

The consequence of adhesive wear is that in severe cases, adhesive deposits will

cause the comb and cutter edges to separate and hence break down the severing Process

(see g 7.3 and S 7.4). The irreversible nature of this wear can be critical for future use of
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the comb if severe adhesion (scoring) occurs, i.e., because repeated sharpening will be

required to remove deep score marks.

7 .2.1,.3 O o erull Weør P ølterns :

The information gained from the SEM images could be used to explain features in the

optical macrographs. The more intense reflections from the gullet regions compared to

the foward part of the comb teeth are caused by more polishing around the gullets

compared to coarser abrasion around the teeth foward halves. The reduced wear in-

between the centre section of the comb teeth close to the gullets is likely due to the load

transfer from the cutter cutting edges to the cutter tips and the heel of the cutter as the

cutter tips pass over the comb teeth. The pattern of three patches of heavier wear under

the heel of the cutter confirms this mechanism. The load transfer seems to take place

because of excess concave curvafure in the cutter's ground face in comparison to both

the closure force and the stiffness of the comb and cutter teeth perpendicular to their

contact plane.

Comparing the wear found on the gullet regiory the tooth edges and under the

tip of the cuttels traverse, the expected changes in contact pressure clearly contribute to

the different wear typ"s and severitys, i,e., heavy abrasive wear followed by adhesive

wear in regions with high contact pressures. Abrasion by both grit and metal/metal

contact are indicated in these sfudies. Grit abrasion is likely to become more severe

when the cutting edges become excessively rounded or if local clearances develop

between the mating surfaces (see $ 7.3).

The wear patterns on relatively thick combs with thick cutters were less even

than those found on thin tools, particularly the wear observed in the gullets. In Figure

7.1,, the force applied to the cutter was clearly sufficient to distort the comb and cutter

teeth enough to produce contact in the gullet region.

No significant wear was recorded outside the region contacted by the cutter, i.e.,

wear caused by the wool fibers on the remainder of the ground face was minimal.
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Figure 7.1: Overall patterns of wear: combs used until the end of their

severance life: (a) uniform wear pattern: correct sharpening

profile; and (b) uneven wear in centre of comb plate: too much

concave curvature in sharpening profile. 'Wear characterized by

3 regions: l) under cutter tip path; 2) around comb gullets; and

3) under cutter's heel. (refer to Figures 6'l and 6.2)
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Figure 7.3: Ground face wear inbetween the tip of the cutter and the gullet regions:

(a) macroscopic view showing the cutting edge, d abrasion from the;

cutter, B, and the direction of the original sharpening scratches, C;

@) enlargement of the border in (a); and (c) detail enlargement showing

spheroidal carbides, appearing white, and the fenite matrix, appearing

light grey when scratched, or dark grey where carbides have been removed.
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Figure 7.4: Measured surface profiles of a worn shearing comb tooth (from a depth

calibrated, travelling optical microscope): 2 mm spacing of profiles. The

exagerated vertical scale shows the general "ground facd'wear feafures:

the centre of the comb tooth has the least wear, the wear depth increases

towards the cutting edges (the edges of each profile), and the cutting
edges are both faceted (A) and rounded (B).
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Figure 7.5: Adhesive wear damage across the ground face of a shearing comb tooth

(SEM back-scattered Llectron :mage): A, cutting edges, B adhered metal;

C, direction of cutter's motion'

,,
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' tl

,t r*
Ground face adhesive wear damage (spalling) near the cutting edge of a

shearing comb (SEM back-scattered electron image): A, cutting edge;

B ground face; C, rake face, D spall. Note the fine cracks in the bottom

of ìhe spall which are indicative of the sub-surface fatigue mechanism

characteristic to spalling wear.

Figure 7.6
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7.2.2 Wear of the Rake Faces.

In general, three forms of wear were observed on the rake faces of the combs

inspected: coarse abrasion, indentation and fine polish. A newly ground, previously

unused comb, e.g., Figure 6.4(b), was examined to reveal what wear damage would

accumulate in just two hours of shearing. NexL a comb used until the end of its

severance life was examined to show the total accumulation of wear damage.

7.2.2.1. Abrøsion:

After the first 2 hours of shearing with the once used comb, abrasion of the rake faces

was found to be concentrated in a 100 pm band starting at the cutting edges and

extending down the rake faces, Figure 7.7(a). This band was found to run from under

the tip of the cuttey's traverse to 5 - 10 mm back towards the gullets, which corresponds

to the main wool severance area. Closer inspectiory Figure 7.7(b), revealed that while

individual1, - 20 pm scratches were visible, the original planar surface was still readily

distinguished. Plastic deformation was apparent in many of the 5 - 20 ¡rm scratches

through protrusions along their edges. The appearance of the rake face scratches was

distinctly different from the ground face scratches. The rake face scratches were

shorter, sharper and deeper than ground face scratches, and had a greater range of

scratch densities and directions. Nevertheless, a pattern in the directions of the coarser

scratches was distinguished, the dominant direction being normal to the cutting edges.

Inc{entations were also observed on the rake faces of this once used comb having a

sparse random distribution and widths of l. - 5 Lrm. Clearly the abrasive responsible for

these scratches and indentations were mostly angular, while they apparently had a

range of indentation force and lateral force.

Abrasion of the of the rake faces outside the distinct 100 ¡rm deep by 5 - 10 mm

long region was far less severe, i.e., in the width and densi$ of the scratches. No

distinct direction of these fine scratches could be distinguished. At the tips of the comb

teeth, 2 Vm scratches were found on the rake faces parallel to the comb teeth. Towards

the gullet regions, where the rake angle was )5o, a fine polish was sometimes found on
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the rake faces which had revealed the 0.5 - 2 $m carbides found in the steel's

microstrucfure. Pre-trial inspection of these combs showed no such scratches or surface

relief. The nature of these fine scratches suggest that the abrasives were not applied

with a heavy load. On that basis, wool fibers and grit particles compressed together in-

between the comb teeth by the foward motion of the handpiece are suggested as the

mechanism for this light abrasion (see S 7.3).

For comparison, another comb was inspected which had been used until the end

of its "total" life, Figure7.7(c). The density of scratches on this comb was much higher

than on the relatively new comb described above, leaving noticeable relief from the

original planar rake faces of the comb. Note the deeper indentations and sharp

scratches to greater than 100 ¡.rm down the rake face. Flowever, the dominant clirection

of the scratches was still away from the cutting edges'

7 .2.2.2 O o erøll W eør P øtterns :

Rake face wear by abrasion is clearly associated with wool fiber severance and is a

cumulative process. The accumulation of damage occurs because the depth of

scratching down the rake faces is greater than the ground face thickness removed by the

sharpening process, e.g., 100 pm compared to 20 - 50 pm. It is expected that wear of the

rake faces will weaken the wear resistance of the cutting edges, which is the reason why

hardening of these faces may improve the service life of combs (see $ 7.3 and S 7'4).

7.2.3 Wear of the Cutting Edges.

In general, wear of the cutting edges appeared to be a mixture of ground face

wear and rake face wear. The degree of rounding of the cutting edges corresponded

with the severity of rake face wear, i.e., most severe 0 - 10 mm along the cutting edge

from the tips of the cutter teeth. Wear damage included abrasiorç adhesion and

indentation.
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7.2.3.L Abrøsion:

Abrasion of the cutting edges often had a smooth appearance in comparison to both

ground and rake face abrasiory Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7(b), as if the abrasives were

fine, or applied with light contact pressure. Flowever, the severi$ of the abrasion

varied considerably as shown Figure 7 '7(c).

7.2.3.2 Aclhesion:

Adhered metal was found periodically on the ground face side of the cutting edge

rounded profile, Figure 7.7(b) and (c). The underlying comb metal of the adhered

debris often had evidence of compressive deformation, as if there had been high contact

pressure on the top of the adhered metal. As deformed metal from indentations can

sometimes protrude above the surrounding worn surface, it is suggested that these

protrusions are a possible mechanism which triggers adhesive wear on the ground face.

7.2.3.3lndentøtion:

hrdentations into the cutting edges were mainly small in size and depth, similar to the

fine indentatÍons in the rake faces. Large indentations seemed to convert to gouges

across the cutting edges in directions either towards the rake face or towards the

ground face. In isolated cases, large indentations were found, Figure 7.7(c),

occasionally with embedded particles, Figure 7.7(b).

7 .2.3.4 Effect of Sharpening Sctatches:

The uneven depth of abrasion in the conventional sharpening process, i.e., before wear,

is highlighted in the partially worn regions on the ground face of the combs , Figure 7.1.'

The angle of the deeper scratches relative to a cutting edge, seems to be important to the

running in wear of cutting edges. Lr particular, if the scratch is nearly parallel to the

cutting edge and right on the edge, then this constifutes an initial edge radius, the size

of which depends on the depth of the scratch. Figure 7.7(b) shows an examPle of wear

around this type of sharpening scratch: note the apparent work hardening around the

deformed zotte (less worn). Such a scratch is likely to degrade the severing
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Figure 7.8: Comb tooth wear facet showing where cutter teeth have traversed.

Upper and lover grooves were formed by the outside and inside edges

of cutter teeth. These grooves apparently formed because of an

obstruction, A, that was probably harder than the comb and cutter steel
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performance of that portion of the comb tooth from the beginning of the comb's

operation.

7.2.3.5 Effect of Ground Eøce Weøt:

The smearing of metal on the angled face, as identified in the ground face wear patterns

(Figure 7.2(b)), is likely to cause rounding of the cutting edges if the metal flow occurs

only in the direction away from the cutting edge. This single direction is probable

through of torsional deflections of the comb teeth suggested in a previous sfudy 84 and

the present results. While the results of that sfudy suggest that comb teeth twist to

remain in contact with each other, they did not account for the initial process which

forms a faceted wear profile. It is suggested that friction forces from abrasion on the

ground face and perhaps the force required to sever wool fibers will influence the

torsional deflections of the comb teeth. Under these circumstances, on the cutting

stroke of the cutter, the comb teeth will twist in the direction of the cutter's motion,

while on the reverse stroke of the cutter, the severance loads will not exist and the

friction force will separate the comb and cutter faces so that the angled faces will not

rub together.

7 .2.3.6 Imp ortønt Ob sent øti on:

Figure 7.8 shows what are clearly indentations from the cutter outer leading edge and

inner trailing edge: refer to the comb f culter interaction shown in Figure 6.2. In-

between these indentations, an embedded hard particle seems to have obstructed the

wear of the comb edge by the cutter. This observation strongly suggests that the cutter

directly contributes to the comb ground face wear through abrasion, without third body

grit particles. Furthermore, the embedded particle suggests that uniformly hardened

rake faces should improve the wear resistance of the cutting edges and increase the

service life of combs.
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7.3 MECI{ANISMS OF COMB WEAR.

Comb wear is significant because it leads to the breakdown of wool fiber

severance at the cutting edges. The geometric conditions at the comb and cutter edges

at the loss of severance have been estimated in a previous exPerimental sfudy 84. In

that work, the cutting edges were modelled by three parameters, Figure 7.9(a): the radii

of the edges, Ro-b and R.,,11"r, and their vertical separatiorU A. Therefore, in this sfudy,

comb wear is separated into two regions: ground face wear (A can increase), and cutting

edge rounding wear (R increases). Rake face wear is considered in conjunction with

cutting edge wear.

7,3.1, Ground Face Wear Mechanisms.

Previous studies 84,89 ¡u.r" concluded that the dominant wear mechanism of the

ground face is three body abrasion from grit ingested between the comb and cutter

mating surfaces, i.e., grit initially trapped in the wool fibers. Increased particle size

and.f or contact pressure was found to increase the wear rate. 84 demonstrated that a

short period of "run-in" wear precedes steady abrasion. Adhesive wear has also been

found on the ground face 8? but only when the shearing tools were run without

lubrication or grit.

Flowever, the present observations suggest that metal/metal wear can be

importan! without grit ($ 7.2.3.6). Further evidence to support this statement is that

combs wear rapidly even when the grit content of the fleece is low, e.g., fot pastoral

sheep, although wear is more rapid when the grit content is high. Moreover, the

present wear sfudies ($ 0) show that adhesive and fatigue wear can occur during

normal operation of the shearing tools, at least in the latter portion of the severance life

and total live, respectively. Lim and Ashby 90 have mapped the possible wear modes

for 2-body wear of steels against sliding speed, a, and contact pressure, p. In the

operational ranges of o and p for shearing tools, adhesive wear and delaminative wear

are possible. However, with lanolin as a lubricant, adhesive wear is more likely to

occur only at higher contact pressures.
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These observations suggest the following progression of ground face wear

beyond the above sequence.

Støge 1.: "Break-in" wear offsets the high contact Pressures between the comb and cutter

when they start operation, as discussed by Perrot and Muller 84. The deformed

as-sharpened surface, which has many folds and grooves, can be easily worn

awayt so, break-in wear is likely to be rapid.

Støge 2: Abrasive wear occurs, both 3-body (comb/grit/cutter) and 2-body

(comb/cutter), which will gradually widen the wear facets developed during

the break-in stage. The contact pressure, hence wear rate, depends on the

location on the comb, the depths of the hollow grind, the loading of the comb

onto the cutter, and the instantaneous width of the wear facets (on the grouncl

face). Wear will retard further comb wear, i.e,, as the wear facets widen the

contact pressure reduces. Nevertheless, the loading of the comb onto the cutter

is usually increased periodically during the severance life to offset rounding

wear of the cutting edges. Grit will accelerate comb wear. Surface fatigue is

possible since the reciprocating motion of the sliding wear generate both local

shear forces under the wearing surface, and cantilever bending of the entire

comb teeth (see APPendix 7).

Stage 3: Adhesive wear is favored when the mating surfaces become polished and slide

under high contact load, 1.e., when friction heating reduces the lanolin's

viscosity which can cause the hydrodynamic films to break down. Polishing

can occur in the final portion of Stage 2 abrasion which can be assisted by

accumulations of matted wool fibers which build up inside the hollow sections

of the cuttels teeth. Increasing contact loads are usually applied towards the

end of the severance life, as discussed in Stage 2'

7.3.2 Cutting Edge and Rake Face Wear Mechanisms.

The present observations of comb wear have shown that the strongest abrasion of

the rake faces coincidences with the most pronounced rounding of the cutting edges in
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the wool severance regions along the cutting edges. This indicates that rake face and

cutting edge wear are caused by the same mechanism. Sínce the cutter cutting edges

cannot directly contribute to comb cutting edge and rake face wear (a geometric

impossibility), indirect wear by grit particles and wool fibers are the only possibilities.

Previous sfudies on cutting edge wear 84 suggest that wear occurs by the ingestion of

grit particles (borne by the fleece) in-between the edges.

Therefore, the interactions of grit particles with the cutting edges and rake faces

are modelled below (S 7.3.2.1) to explain mechanism of edge rounding wear and

suggest the link between cutting edge and rake face wear. This model assumes that the

wool fibers take no part in the wear processes but only act as a passive carrier for the

grit.

The wear damage on the rake faces in this study extended more than 100 pm

down the rake faces of comb teettU beyond the range of unsupported grit particles. This

shows that wool fibers must have an active role in rake face wear, either as a substrate

to press grit against the rake faces, or as an abrasive. Sharp ends of severed fibers may

even gouge the rake faces depending on their relative hardnesses. Now, wool fibers in

a fleece are severed only after the fibers are collected by the tapered regions between

comb teeth pairs (during the foward motion of the comb), and after the fibers are

compressed by the cutter 89, Figure 7.10. Collectiorç compression and severance all

involve the movement of wool fibers and supported grit particles relative to the comb

teettu under pressure (reaction to being compressed). During the collection and

compression stages, the fibers and grit move essentially parallel to the cutting edges,

while during severance, the fibers and grit move perpendicularly to the cutting edges.

In the collection stage, the fibers will be lightly compressed, depending on the fiber

density and foward speed of the comb, so there will be a light pressure of the fibers on

the rake faces available for abrasion. From the experiments o¡89,91, the pressure on the

fibers during the compression stage was found to continually increase, while reaching a

maximum during the severance stage. Based on this limited information, the deepest

scratches are likely to be perpendicular to the cutting edges in a direction down the rake
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Figure 7.9: Wear processes on cutting edges and rake faces from grit indentation
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Figure 7,10: Wear processes on rake faces from grit particles and wool fìbres during the

three stages involved in shearing: (a) collection of the fibres, (b) compression

of the fibres, and (c) fibre severance. Due to the reaction pressure, which

must develop in the fïbre group during each stage, and the motion during re-

arrangement of the fibres, abrasion of the rake faces is probable.
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faces, while the shallowest scratches should be parallel to the edges. Discrete scratches

in these directions were observed on worn combs in S 7.2. Both grit particles and wool

fibers could abrade the rake faces:

7.3.2.1,Mode1 of Weør fron Unsupported Grit Pørticles:

Since hard grit particles are of approximately equal hardness as quenched steel,

possible wear mechanisms are indention and abrasion by grit particles trapped in-

between the cutting edges. Perrot and Muller 84 measured the size range of grit

particles to be from 25 - 125 pm, and the cutting edge radii from 15 to 50 pm (at the loss

of severance).

In modelling this form of wear, consider first the special sifuation of a spherical

particle positioned in-between a cylindrical chamfered cutting edge pair so that the

contact normals are L80" apart, Figure 7.9(a). In the worst case, as the edge pair

converge, the particle will indent both edges. Since the cutter is driven by the

handpiece to oscillate over the comb, indenting must be a temporary process. Examples

of índented particles were found in the present study (Figure 7.7), but edge rounding

was more prevalent. The probable mechanism which reduces the chance of particle

indentation is cantilever deflection of the comb and cutter teettU which instead favors

ejection of the particle out of the edge pair (see S 7.4.1,.3). Therefore, edge rounding

must occur during the ejection process. Next consider the events as the grit particle

moves tangentially in-between the cutting edges under load. The angle in-between the

contact normals will increase, and in addition to the indenting force, a force component

becomes available for plowing the surface, Figure 7.9(b) and (c). Thus, the overall

sequence of events which will lead to wear of the cutting edges by a centrally located

grit particle is likely to be:

Indentation -+ Abrasion -+ Grit Ejection

In a more general sifuation, grit particles will be randomly positioned in relation

to the cutting edges, so the first steps in the sequence will not always occur. The above
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description has not considered elastic deformation of the cutting edges since the force

required to cause plastic deformation around small particles is low.

Based on the above descriptions, a geometric model was constructed to predict

the likelihood of particles causing damage to the cutting edges and rake faces' The grit

particle size relative to both the edge radii and the edge vertical separation (R and A)

were anticipated as the principle variables to model.

7 .3.2.2 Ge ometric Mo del:

The particle size, D, the position of the particle with respect to the cutting edges, Y, and

the angle between the contact normals, 40, were the three parameters investigated,

Figure 7,10. The cutting edge radii were assumed to both equal R. For the purposes of

generalization, both D and y were non-dimensionalized to the cutting edge radius, R,

giving D / 2R and. y / 2R, respectively. A 30" rake angle was assigned to the cutter profile,

while the comb rake angle was 0": values typical of the cutting edges towards the tooth

tipr. Scissor and closure angles were both assigned zero in these calculations, i.e., t}lre

grouncl faces of both the comb and cutter were modelled flat and parallel to the cutter's

motion.

Since particles are of the size range 25 - \25 ¡rm, while the edge radii are in the

range 0 - 50 ¡rm, two geometric cases were formulated as shown in Figure 7 '11': Case 1:

large abrasive (D/2> R+^) and particle centreline below the comb edge radius (y < 0);

Case 2: any abrasive size with contact points on each cutting edge radius. The third

case when the particle is in contact with the cutter's rake face was not considered, as the

rake face and cutting edge wear damage only were of interest here. The geometric

formulae used to calculate A0 for each case are shown in Figure 7.1L'

With reference to the sequence of Indentation/Abrasion/Ejection described

above, arbitary lÀ0 | ranges for each process were set at 0" to 30" for indentatiory 30"

to 60' for abrasion, and 60" to 90' for particle ejection.
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7.3.2.3 Simuløtions:

The plot of the comb/cutter contact normal angular difference, Â0, as functions of grit

vertical position with respect to the comb, y/2R, and grit size, Df 2R, is shown in Figure

7.12(a). This model shows that increasing the particle size increases the range of

particle positions over which the particle can damage the cutting edges, e.g., when A0 is

between -90o to +90o. Next, regarding the kind of damage caused by grit particles,

Figure 12(b), shows the regions where indentation and abrasion of the ground face rake

face and cutting edge are likely to occur. Using the dimensional variables, Ay, R and D,

this data can alternatively be presented, Figure7.13, as the range of grit positions, Ay,

over which a particle will have a À0 value less than A0 of + / -90". An almost linear

increase in Ay is observed for both increasing particle size and cutting edge radius,

irrespective of that size. l.'his suggests that cutting edge wear is an accelerating process:

edge wear makes the edge more susceptible to wear.

A limitation of this model is that real grit particles are not spherical but have

irregular surfaces and morphologies. Therefore,'wear damage will be more severe than

can be accounted for by ideal spherical particles. A final consideration: as the surface

roughness of the rake faces and cutting edges increase, the chance of a grit particle

becoming trapped in a local indentation increases because the contact planes will favor

more indentation. Thus, more abrasion is likely to occur, as seen in Figure 7.7(c).

7.4 MECT{ANISMS OF LOOSING WOOL FIBER SEVERANCE.

The primary reason for loosing wool fiber severance while shearing must be

insufficient localized shear stress developing in the fibers. Since the shearing handpiece

is designed to transmit more than sufficient force to the cutter to fracfure even the

maximum cross-section of fibers possible (see $ 7.4.1.2), unsuitable geometries of the

comb and cutter edges and their local interaction must be the cause of loosing

severance. In the previous section, these geometries were approximated by two

variables: the radii of the cutting edges, R (assumed equal for comb and cutter), and the

vertical separation of the cutting edges, A'
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Figure 7.11: Model of spherical grit particle interaction with the cutting edges of a

shearing comb cutting edge and rake face. The model calculates the
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Figwe7.12 Simulation of ideal spherical grit particle movement during closing of
comb and cutter cutting edges while sheep shearing. The assumption
about particle movement is that it depends only on the angular
difference, À0, between the contact normals made between the particle
and the cutting edges and rake faces (see Fig. 7.11): at low À0-values,

indentation; particle movement (abrasion) at intermediate A0-values;

and particle ejection at high A0-values.
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In this sectiory a model is developed to predict the conditions where fiber

severance breaks down through excessive wear. The model is based on the analogous

process of shearing sheet metal in a guillotine. Next, the importance of ground face

wear/ cutting edge wear and rake face wear is discussed in terms of R and À.

7.4.1 Model of Fiber Severance with Worn Tools.

Since wool fiber severance relies on the local interaction of small fiber groups

with the sections of the comb and cutter cutting edges, only this local sifuation is

modelled here. The model consists of a geometric description which accounts for the

alignment (rotation angle) of a bundle of wool fibers in-between the comb and cutter

edges just before severance, Figure 7.1.4. The supposition of this model is that above a

certain fiber rotation angle, fiber severance will deteriorate.

The concept of this model came from the author's experience in operating a

guillotine to shear sheet metal. If the guillotine blades were excessively worn

(rounded) or if the alignment of the blades was poor, then thin narrow sheets, in

particular, would rotate around the cutting edges causing either Poor severance (e.g., a

bent edge) with increased cutting force, or no severance if the sheet became jammed

between the those edges. During sheep shearing, Figure 7.10, wool fibers are

compressed together by the cutter tooth onto the comb tooth before severance, which

nafurally tends to tilt the fibers around worn cutting edges in the direction of the

cutter's motion,

However, shearing problems in the guillotine could be partly or totally alleviated

when a clamping plate was used to clamp the sheet metal close to the cutting edges, i..e.,

a rotational restraint. However, in wool severance, this kind of rotational restraint only

occurs under specific circumstances. Real fibers are not rigid parallel cylindrical shapes

but acfually "crimped" along their length, so will therefore act like soft springs when

stretched during the compression process. This property of the fibers will tend to

reduce the restraints on fiber rotation around the cutting edges. In the case of high fiber

density from the fiber collection process, Figure 7.10(a), e.g., when the comb is moving
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foward rapidly, Figure 6.2(b), then the fibers will tend to provide their own rotational

restraint by the width if the bundle.

In the guillotine problems, sheet metal accommodates rotation by shear

deformation in the plane of the sheet which accelerates the problem. However/ a grouP

of wool fibers is more susceptible to internal shear deformation because the fibers are

free to slide over one another. Under these conditions, fibers could wedge the cutting

edges apart (through cantilever deflection of the thin comb teeth) and break down the

severance process along the remainder of the comb tooth cutting edge, at least on that

pass of the cutter.

If a single row of fibers is to be severed in-between a cutting edge pair, then if

the fibers are restrained just below the comb edge, infuitively the greater the R and A

values, then the greater the bending moment (torque) generated in the fibers.

Increasing R and/or A will increase the bending stresses, while increasing R will reduce

the contact stresses (necessary to locally sever the fiber). Ffowever, if the fibers are free

to rotate so that they sit directly in-between the cutting edges (Figure 7.14(b)), then

intuitively the angle of rotation of the fibers will change with both R and A, as long as A

does not exceed the fiber diameter. Now the angle of rotation of the fibers will also

depend on the number of fiber rows in the fiber bundle trapped in-between the cutting

edges: the greater the number, the smaller the expected rotation.

A geometric model based on fiber rotation was constructed as follows. The

model assumes that the fiber bundle has parallel sides, the cutting edges are parallel,

and the fiber bundle will rotate freely until it lies normal to both cutting edges. The

fiber bundle consists of an arbitrary number of cylindrical wool fiber rows, N (parallel

to the cutting edges), and is positioned in-between a parallel cutting edge pair (the

scissor and closure angles (Figure 6.3) are both assumed to be zero). The fiber diameter,

d=20 ¡tm, while the pitch between fiber rows, p=d.sin(60"). The comb and cutter rake

angles are 0" and 30o, respectively, while the cutting edge radii are both equal to R, and

the vertical separation is À. The rotation angle, 0, of a fiber bundle consisting of N fiber

rows in-between a cutting edge pair is calculated by EquationT.'1".
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, R+Â
þ=sin 2R+ LF*"o, '

where the estimated thickness of the fiber bundle, 44,o¡ =C"o,po"tio,.LFrd"ot; the ideal

thickness of the fiber bundle, M,not = (¡tr - l).p + d ; and Ccompaction is a factor which

relates the real compaction ratio of the fibers to the ideal compaction ratio. Flowever, to

use this model, typical numbers of fiber rows in the fiber cross-section must be

estimated as a function of the speed of the comb through the fleece, and typical

compaction ratios must be calculated, as follows'

7.4.1..1Estimøtes of Eiber Cross-sections During Shcøring €¡ Eiber Compøction Røtios:

The number of fibers collected in-between a pair of comb teeth depends on the density

of fibers in the fleece, the spacing of the comb tooth tips, the position of the pair of teeth

across the comb, the frequency of cutter oscillation, and the speed of the comb through

the fleece (the "blow speed"). The blow speed typically ranges from 0.2 - 1.2 rn/ s. In a

standard Merino fleece, there are typically 200 - 250 fibers, 20 pm in diameter/ per

square millimetre of the sheep's skin: the "ftee fiber density". Now, as the comb has 13

teeth and is 75 mm wide, the comb will collect 0.35 - 1,.6 x106 ftbercf s in-between each

pair of comb teeth based on the free fiber density and range of blow speeds. Since each

cutter tooth oscillates across four comb teeth and has the slowest sweep speed at the

edge comb teeth, the longest and shortest periods before severing the collected fibers

will occur on the outer pair of teeth, i.e., the maximum number of fibers will be severed

as the cutter sweeps towards the outer tooth then, soon afterwards, the minimum

number of fibers will be severed as the cutter reverses its sweep. This sifuation is

simultaneously repeated four times across the width of the comb. Field et øl.g9.have

measured the instantaneous force required to drive the cutter over the comb while

severing wool: three force peaks were observed per sweeP of the cutter (i.e., Ieft-to-

righ! or right-to-left) which correspond to the three wool collection areas per cutter

tooth. The magnitudes of the peaks were found to be: lowest (Lst peak), middle (2nd)

and highest (3rd), confirming the above statement. Based on these magnifudes, the

ratio of the maximum to minimum collected fibers severed per oscillation of the cutter

(7.1)
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is approximately 5:1. Therefore, at a cutter frequency of 50 Hz and the fastest blow

speed (1.2m/s), the maximum number of fibers collected per cycle will be 2.67x1.04. At

the slowest blow speed (0.2 m/ s), the minimum number of fibers collected will be

0.12x\04. If these fibers are evenly spread over the length of the cutting edge where

severance occurs (-15 mm), then the maximum depth of fibers severed would be 36

fiber rows, while the minimum depth would be 1*6 fiber rows. The minimum number

of fiber rows is likely to be one, since there must be periods when the handpiece moves

through the fleece slower than 0'2 m/s.

The fiber compaction from the free fiber density also affects the,rotation angle of

the fiber bundle around the cutting edges. An ideal group of wool fibers would be

axially parallel, 20 ¡.rm diameter cylinders that are free of contaminants (lanolin, water

or grit), Figure 7J,a@). The area percentage occupied by the uncompacted fibers in an

axial cross-section is 6 - 8%. If these ideal cylinders could be ideally close packed into

the minimum cross-section, then the area percentage occupied by the fibers would be

6.6 -8.8%, ot a compaction ratio of 11 - 15 from the free fiber density. To test real

compaction ratios, a sample of 226 fibers was compressed between four flat surfaces

into a square cross-section. This fiber bundle fitted readily into a 0.25 mm2 area, e.g,.t a

compaction ration of 4:-1, was easily achieved, As shown in Figure 6.2(b), at the fastest

blow speed, fibers collected by the advancing comb will be compacted in an

approximately 7:1, ratio before they can be severed; before severance, further

compaction is likely. Differences from the ideal compaction behavior could be related

to the irregular surfaces of the fibers, the irregular packing of the fibers through frictiory

and the non-parallel fiber orientations. From the perspective of fiber rotation around

the cutting edges before severance, the ideal compaction ratio will estimate a higher

rotation angle than the real compaction ratio, i.e., ideal compaction is the worst case.

7 .4.1..2 Simuløtions asing Ge ometric Mo del:

From the estimates above, as the worst case, the minimum number of fiber rows was set

at one, while the maximum was set at 10 (since more rows than this would have
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c{ifficulty in rotating). Figure 7.15 shows the angles that fiber bundles rotate around

worn cutting edges before severance, as predicted from Equation 7.1.. This model of

fiber rotation demonstrates that the rotation of the fiber bundle reduces with increasing

handpiece speed, and increases with increasing cutting edge wear (radii and cutting

edge separatiory R and À). The usual range of R where fiber severance breaks down is

15 - 50 Lrm 84. Assuming that the cutting edges remain in close proximity (À = 0 pm), at

R = L5 Lrm, 1 fiber will rotate - 35o, while at R : 50 ¡-rm, 10 fibers will rotate - 20".

Beyond 45", slippage of the fibers in-between the cutting edges is probable, which could

wedge the cutting edges apart (an increase in A) and lead to incomplete fiber severance'

For thin fiber bundles, i.e.,low comb advance speeds, the effect of increasing A above

zero on the fiber rotation angle has a stronger effect on the rotation angle than

increasing R. For thick fiber bundles, the reverse is true, but the rotation angles are

smaller than with thin bundles.

This simple model can reasonably describe the effects of wear on the break down

of the fiber severance process. The significance of this model is that is predicts that

fiber severance at low blow speeds will be the most difficult test of a worn comb.

7.4.1,.3 Effects of Comb ToothDeflections:

Fiber severance can be lost if a comb tooth excessively deflects away from the

cutter tooth as a cantilever because of a foreign body in-between the comb and cutter

teeth. Apart from metal build up from adhesive wear, wool fibers, debris and grit can

become ingested between the teeth if the force applied to the cutter tooth onto the comb

tooth is too low. In AppendixT, the cantilever deflection of a typical comb tooth was

studied. For a new comb that has an overall thickness of - 3.2 mm, the spring constant

of a comb tooth perpendicular to the comb plate under the tip of the cutter is - 670

N/mm. That is, to deflect 1 pm away from a cutter tooth, a force of 0.67 N (- 67 grams)

must be applied. llowever, a pre-load exists between the comb and cutter, to assist

fiber severance, which already deflects the comb teeth up to 200 pm. This pre-load is

evidently not sufficient to counteract the effects of worn cutting edges: comb tooth
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deflections which cause fibers to rap around the cutting edges and hence, the loss of

severance.

7.4.2 Effects of Wear on Fiber Severance.

7 .4.2.'1, Grotmd E øce Weør:

The ground face appears to wear in three stages: "run-íil' weat, stable abrasive

wear, and adhesive wear (S 7.3). The most critical stages of this wear is toward the end

of the abrasive wear stage because maintaining small vertical cutting edge separations

(À), necess ary for fiber severance, across the entire comb becomes increasingly difficult

and requires greater force on the cutter. During this process, some portions of the

cutting edges can loose fiber severance, but the overall performance of the comb may

still be acceptable.

In the final stages of the severance life of a comb, adhesive (Stage 3) wear can

cause significant metal to deposit on either ground face in an accelerating manner

because of local heating. This will increase À and will probably end fiber severance in

the vicinity of the adhesion. The damage caused by adhesive wear can be reduced by

carefully incrementing the force applied to the cutter ("tension") during shearing use

from a low value, and by monitoring the appearance of score marks towards the end of

the comb's expected life.

Ground face wear also affects severance by negating the effects of cutting edge

wear, as discussed next. Nevertheless, ground face wear must ultimately be

responsible for loosing severance.

7 .4.2.2 Cutting E dge Rounding W eør:

From the present model (S 7.4.1), the most probable mechanism which breaks

down fiber severance is slippage of fibers in-between the cutting edges caused by fiber

rotation around the cutting edges. This is aggravated by comb tooth deflections which

allows the comb and cutter teeth to wedge apart. This mechanism is a direct result of

cutting edge rounding wear.
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What maintains fiber severance over most of the severance life of a 
,,;

ground face wear of the comb, which progressively removes the edge radiu

Due to the geometries of the tools, the ground face initially wears under relatively high

contact stresses, and therefore is initially a rapid process which aPPears to keep up with

the edge rounding wear. Late in the severance life, the rate of ground face wear is too

slow to remove the edge radius and the system deteriorates.

Grit indentation and abrasion around the cutting edges was Proposed as the

dominant mechanism of cutting edge rounding wear (S 7.3). Wear that rounds the

cutting edges by grit trapped in the wool fibers is apparently an unstable process. The

results of S 7.3.2 suggest that once the cutting edges start to become roundecl, the edges

are more susceptible to further wear, i.e., edge wear in isolation is an accelerating

process. On that basis, to maximize the severance life of a comb, adjustment of the force

applied to the cutter, which controls the wear rate of the ground Íace, should initially be

set to a minimum and then continuously incremented to provide only enough load to

wear away the edge radius as it forms. There is presently no method of monitoring the

relevant wear parameters during operation of the shearing tools, which perhaps

explains why these tools are so difficult to use and one reason why their severance life

is short.

7.4.2.3Røke FøceWeør:

Rake face wear is unlikely to influence the severance process in conventional

combs, except wíth regards to the force required to push combs through the fleece if

coarse surface relief develops. Flowever, the magnifude of rake face wear damage is

very important for surface hardened combs since this wear could remove part of the

hardened layer. This could have consequences later in the total life of the comb since

re-sharpening was not found to remove the damaged portion of the rake face (damage

is cumulative) (g 7.2.2). From the present model (S 7.3), the rake faces apparentþ wear

primarily by grit indentation and then by three body abrasion in a direction away from

the cutting edges. Abrasion by grit (supported by wool fibers) and fractured fibers
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themselves were suggested as secondary mechanisms which caused either fine

scratches or a fine polish on the rake faces'

7.5 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED FUTURE WORK.

The continuing operation of combs is critically dependent on the type of wear

and its severity occurring around the wool severance areas. The wear on the remainder

of the comb is important in terms of distortions of the ground profiles and separation of

the mating surfaces by adhesive wear deposits.

While loading of the contact of the cutter onto the comb can initially prevent

separation of the mating edges, and proper sharpening practices can initially provide

sharp edges, wear will evenfually destroy the small geometric tolerances necessary to

maintain fiber severance.

The present wear sfudies show that:

'1,. cutting edge rounding wear is the critical process in the breakdown of wool fiber

severance.

2. ground face wear is beneficial in reducing the cutting edge radii as the edges

wear, but is ultimately responsible for loosing fiber severance.

3. hardening of the rake faces of the comb teeth alone (not the ground face) should

reduce the edge rounding wear rate.

The consequence of these conclusions is that if the edge rounding wear rate can

be reduced by hardening the rake surfaces, then the wear rate of the ground face can be

reduced (by reducing the contact load) without affecting the severance process, and the

life of the comb should increase. Flowever, to be effective in reducing the cutting edge

rounding wear rate, the minimum depth of surface hardening on the rake faces should

correspond to the maximum acceptable cutting edge radius (- 50 pm). These

observations confirm the justification for the PIII treatment chosen in Chapter 6. On the

other hand, if such a surface treatment softens the substrate appreciably, then the

ground face wear rate will increase compared to a standard comb and the benefits of
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the treatment may be lost. This confirms the justification for selecting XW10 steel for

the manufacture of combs.intended for surface treatment (Chapter 6).

The anticipated consequences of PIII treating the rake faces of XW10 shearing

combs are that this treatment could extend the period in-between re-sharpening the

comb. However, as described in Chapter 3, there is a relatively soft surface layer

(although still > 800 FIV) induced by the PIII treatment of this steel. Therefore, the

benefits of a 10 - 50 ¡rm hardened layer on the rake faces of shearing combs may not

appear because the cutting edges in a shearing comb have a maximum allowable radius

of - 15 - 50 pm. On the other hand, rake face wear could remove some of this surface

layer during extended shearing use, as found in normal use of conventional combs,

exposing the hardest material in the latter portion of the life of the comb, so that the

cutting edge wear rates may substantially reduce.

The geometric models developed in the present sfudies could be extended to

calculate stresses in the vicinity of the cutting edges with grit or wool fibers and

deflections of the comb and cutter teeth which must occur simultaneously. Such

calculations could help to simulate the effect of loading the cutter onto the comb: a

critical variable in extending the life of tools. Experiments on the crushing strength of

wool fibers would be useful input for fiber severance models.
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Appendix 1-

Heat Treatments and Surface Treatments
given to Selected Tool Steels

All ion implantation was conducted by the staff at ANSTO (see Acknowlegments)

K5L0 Specimens: (solution treated at 800"C for 1.5 mins; quenched into 70'C oil)

No Te m per
Plll Treatment

Dose
(x10171cm2\

Temp.
("c)

K510-1 2 hrs@155'C 8 220
K510-2 2 hrs@155'C I 240
K510-3 2 hrs@155"C 8 260
K51 0-4 2 hrs@155'C 12 300
K51 0-5 2 hrs@155'C 12 350
K51 0-6 2 hrs@ 155'C 12 400

H13 Specimens: (solution treated at 1015'C for 20 mins; quenched into oil)

No. Tem per
Plll Treatment

Dose
(xl Ort/cm2)

Temp.
('c)

Duration
(m ins)

H13-1 7.0 200
H13-2 15.1 250
H13-3 14 .1 300
H13-4 15.0 350 - 190

H13-5 15.0 400
H13-6 22.7 480
H13-7 CN 500 1960

XW10 Specimens: (solution treated at 960oC for 15 mins; quenched into 70oC oil)

No. Tem per
Plll Treatment

Dose
(x10rt/cm2\

Temp.
('c )

D u ratio n
(m ins)

xw10-1 2x1hr @250"C 12 250
xw10-2 2x1hr@ 300"C 12 300
xw10-3 2x1hr@350"C 12 350 - 190

xw10-4 2x1hr @400"C 12 400
xw10-5 2x1hr@480"C 12 480
xw10-6 2x1hr @480'C CN 500 1920
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Appendix 2

Experimental Techniques

A2.1 Preparation of PIII and Gas Nitrided Rod Specimens:

Rods 2 mm in diameter, Fig. A2.L, of each steel were machined on a lathe from

single blocks of standard tool steels in the as received condition (either annealed or

spherodised). The rods were turned initially 0.2 mm oversize and then heat treated:

see Appendix L. Rods were then gripped by the 3 mm shank in the chuck of a drill

press and spun in order to polish the 2 mm surface. A metallurgical polish was given

using 920, 600 and 1200 SiC papers with water lubrication followed by 3 - 6 pm

diamond paste. The hardness was tested on the 3 mm diameter end face of each rod,

Nitrogen ion implantation was performed in the ANSTO laboratories with the doses,

temperatures and times listed in Appendix L.

Figure A2.L: Specimen rod for hardness and
wear tests and microscopy

A2.2 Conventional Metallography and Hardness measurements:

Cross-sectional specimens of the treated rods were PrePared by mounting a

segment of each rod in bakelite with a stainless steel tube to protect the rod surface

during polishing. These specimens were then given a standard metallographic polish

using SiC bonded papers (320, 600 and L200 grades) followed by diamond paste on

polishing laps (4 - 6,0 - 1 and 0.1. pm particles).

3.0mm2.0mm

50mm 12.5mm
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A Leítz Durimet microhardness tester was used to make 25 g Vickers

impressions on these specimens along a radial line from the surface to 450 pm depth.

As the impressions in the hardened layer were of the order of L0 pm, measurements

were done on a scanning electron microscope. The bulk hardness was tested with a

standard Vickers tester using a 20 - 30 kg load.

These hardness specimens were used for metallography by lightly etching them

in 2"/" Nital. Micrographs were recorded on a Zeiss Ultraphot II optical microscope,

and a Philtip's 505 scanning electron microscope in secondary electron mode.

A2.3 Transmission Electron Metallography:

TEM specimens were prepared by dimple grinding and ion milling

mechanically polished wafers some 100 pm thick and 3.05 pm diameter, which were

sectioned from the same rod specimens. A Gatan model 656 dimple grinder was used

to polish the specimens to a thickness of 5 - L0 pm using 4 pm CBN paste, followed by

ion milling on a Gatan model 600 ion mill, to perforation.

The special technique that was developed for preparing XTEM samples of the

PIII modified layer is discussed separately in Appendix 4.

The techniques of Bright Field (BF) and Dark Field (DF) imaging and Selected

Area Diffraction (SAD) were employed to determine the size, shape, distribution and

crystallognphy of each phase in the microstructures. A JEOL 2000 FX analytical

electron microscope (AEM) was used at 200 kV accelerating voltage.

The TEM specimen prepared in $4.4 was inspected on the AEM at 200 kV using

the above techniques, while additional micrographs, XEDS, EELS and micro-

diffraction patterns were recorded on a Philips CM30 operated at 300 kV.
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A2.4 XEDS and EELS Microanalysis in the A.E.M.:

The standard techniques of high resolution X-ray Energy Dispersive

Spectroscopy (XEDS) and Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) were performed in

a Philips CM30 operated at 300kV by Dr. Peter Miller at CSIRO (Clayton, Victoria,

Aust.). These facilities were kindly made availible by the staff at CSIRO, but could not

be used on a routine basis. Dr. Miller also performed the data analysis to quantify both

the XEDS and EELS data.

EEL spectra were acquired using a Gatan model 607 electron spectrometer and

Gatan model 666 parcIIel electron detector. Spectra were acquired with the microscope

in diffraction mode (image coupled) with a camera length of 105 mm and a 3 mm

electron spectrometer entrance aperture. The convergence angle was L.47 mR and the

spectrometer acceptance angle was 1L.0 mR.

A gain reference spectrum of L00 x1 s acquisitions with the parallel detector

evenly illuminated, a corresponding zero reference spectrum (no beam), a readout

noise spectrum, a dark current noise spectrum, and a ramP spectrum were acquired to

characterise the detector performance.

For each analysis spot, three electron energy-loss spectra were acquired: 1) the

zero-loss region with 100 x0.05 s acquisitions and the attenuator on; 2) the low-loss

region with 100 x0.05 s and attenuator of.f; and 3. the high-loss region with L0 x2 s and

attenuator off and 100 V shift applied'

XED spectra were acquired concurrently with the EEL spectra, using an EDAX

PV 9900 multi channel analyser and super ultra-thin ((SUTW) Si(Li) X-ray

spectrometer with 20o take-off angle. The sample loaded in a low X-ray background

(Be) double-tilt holder was tilted l"5o towards the detector.

Data Processing: EELS - the standard background subtraction fitting technique was

used to find the presence of EELS edges. The edge energy, Table A2J., was used as the

end point to fit an exponential relationship (Intensity = A.E-', where A and r are

constants, and E is the energy) to the spectrum. This fitted curve was then subtracted
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from the spectrum over the portion of the edge. The spectra were calibrated using the

Fe-L3 edge position giving 0.996 eV/channel. Each spectrum was corrected for

variations in gain and offset in the channels. No calibration was performed using

standard materials.

To quantify the spectra, partial ionisation cross-sections were used to find the

ratio of the N, Fe and Cr peak intensities. The accuracy of this analysis was the order

of 10 - 20%. Partial ionisation cross-sections were calculated using two procedures

"SIGMAKZ" and "SIGMAL2" developed by R.F. Egerton. Electron energy-loss spectra

were processed using a program EELSA (Electron Energy Loss Analysis) developed by

Dr. P.R.Miller.

XEDS - spectra were analysed using a program called PVSUPQ provided with

the EDAX analyser which employed standard X-ray quantitative techniques: e.g./

correcting for atomic number variations and determining the ratio of corrected peak

cross-sections. No corrections were made for specimen thickness and no calibration

was performed using standards. The accuracy of the present compositional analysis is

the order of 10 - 20%.

The composition of each area analysed was determined using a combination of

the EELS and XEDS spectrum analyses based on element ratios.

42.5 Optical Technique for Inspecting the Wear Patterns on Shearing Combs.

A halogen light source and an adjustable bellows camera were used. Since the

scratches from the sharpening process were essentially parallel to the comb's teeth

while the scratches from the comb / cuIher related wear were perpendicular to the

teeth, the worn regions could be distinguished from the as sharpened regions by

tilting the illumination behind the comb and positioning the camera in front of the

comb. To avoid distortion of the recorded image, the lens plane and the film plane

were kept parallel to the comb plane, but the centres of the three planes were skewed

at the opposite angle to the illumination. The contrast mechanism was as follows:
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scratches perpendicular to the incident light rays reflected more light in the direction

of the lens because their topology was much finer than grinding scratches and their

rounded morphology provided wider reflective faces irrespective of the angle of

illumination. Thus, sharpening scratches appeared dark while the wear scratches

appeared bright. Despite the curvature of both sets of scratches on the comb's top face,

the entire wear pattern could be revealed and recorded by careful manipulation of the

light source. The severity of wear in different locations within the pattern could be

approximated by the intensity of the reflected light. This was possible because depth of

the scratches formed during the sharpening process were of the same order of

magnitude as the depth of metal removed by wear. Thus, the more intense the

reflected light, the more the original sharpening marks had been worn away, hence

the greater the wear depth.
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Appendix 3

Cross-Sectional TEM Specimen Preparation
of Surface Hardened Rods

43.1. Introduction:

Conventional T.E.M. specimen preparation techniques have difficulties in

achieving areas of electron transparency near the surface of of an implanted

specimen, especially where significant hardening has occurred to some depth and

where the specimen is not Planar.

The following reviews the current techniques and their limitations, then

outlines the method used to successfully prepate a T.E.M. specimen from a rod of type

XW-10 steel, treated by the PIII process.

A3.2 Review of T.E.M. Specimen Preparation Techniques for Ion

Implanted Layers:

There are two general techniques for producing areas of electron transperancy

for TEM specimens. Firstly, electropolishing, which suffers from two problems, i.e., it

can fragment samples which have microstructural components with different etching

rates, and can selectively attack interfaces such as electroplated surfaces and crack faces.

Secondly, dimple grinding to several microns and ion milling to electron

transperancy. With this method, caution must be taken to avoid plastic deformation

which is manifest as long dislocations in the plane of the foil. Furthermore, if a

composite specimen is to be made, care must be taken to minimize the thickness of

glue lines to avoid increased sputter loss in these regions.

Next, there is a choice of preparing a plan view specimen or a cross sectional

one. Note that the former is restricted to observing changes in planar surfaces, where

only the first 100 nm is of interest, i.e,, for most room temperature, low energy ion

implantation. Researchers have prepared plan view specimens by using the

following two methods:
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method 1: Deposit a 100 nm film of target metal onto cleaved NaCl then implant ions
I

and dissolve the NaCl.

method 2: Mechanically polished a 0.L mm thick wafer, then implant the surface,

protect it with a lacquer and back-thin the wafer with an etchant 24-26,

The limitation of the first method is that only single components of

microstructures can be investigated, thus cannot be used for multicomPonent

materials used in engineering applications. The second method is impractical for

materials which etch selectively, but this could be overcome by dimple grinding and

ion milling prior to implantation.

However, the effects of surface stress sometimes induced by implantation

cannot be determined with either of these methods as there is no buckling resistance

in the plane of the specimen.

Modified layers greater than 100 nm deep must be viewed in cross-section, i.e.

by XTEM, which invariably requires the manufacture of a composite specimen, in

some way, to protect the implanted edge during preparation. The simplest specimen

to make is"one in which no significant hardening has occurred. The next two

techniques have been used as the steps prior to cross sectioning wafers:

method 3: Implant a large target, electroplate a thick layer of similar hardness

material, e.g. Cu 25-27.

method 4: Repeat Method 3 but replace the electroplating with a solid body glued to

the surface, e.g. a mating planar surface (not reported for GN or ion

implanted steels).

The limitation of the 3rd method is that very hard layers cannot have a

suficiently hard electroplated layer applied to avoid polishing problems, and with the
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4th method there are usually difficulties in minimizing the glue thickness for plate or

rod specimens, hence ion milling problems.

The techniques used to prepare gas nitrided specimen cross-sections have

included twin-jet electropolishingT'47. Flowever, with the current specimen,

electropolishing was found to be unsuitable, perhaps because of the sharp transition

in the hardness/depth profile between the peak and the bulk, not found in gas

nitriding procedures.

43.3 A Modified Method for Preparing Cross-sectional T.E.M. specimens of Surface

Hardened Rods:

The method developed uses the principle of Method 4 above, with care to

avoid thick glue lines in the composite cross section. Other steps were taken to ensure

a robust final product and a minimimum of astigmatism problems by centring the

implanted surface in the 3.05 mm wafer. The method is as follows (see Fig. A3.L for

the composite specimen geometrY):

Step l.: Section a short length of the implanted rod (- 5 mm);

Step 2: Grind the rod into a prism of the shape shown in Fig. 43.1 by mounting it

on a small thin block and using a diamond plated lap;

Step 3: Similarly, grind the two sets of hardened steel wedges shown in Fig. 43.1,;

Step 4: Fit the rod and the wedges into a 3.05 mm O.D., 2.0 mm I.D. stainless steel

tube, 5mm long;

Step 5: Reassemble and with an appropriate epoxy, e.g. super strength araldite or

Gatan GL epoxy, and lock the implanted specimen with the wedges, then

cure if
Step 6: Cross-section the composite rod and polish it to a metallographic finish

on one side with a final thickness of - 80 ¡rm;

SrepJ: Dimple grind with water-based 4 pm CBN paste to a shallow depth (- 5

pm) on the polished side, centred on the contact point of the implanted
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surface with the wedge. Repeat the shallow dimple to the same depth at

several places across the interface then polish briefly with a felt wheel and

0.05 ¡rm aluminia paste. Turn the specimen over and repeat the dimples

but so the remaining metal thickness is 5 pm, then polish as before.

Ion mill to electron transperancy with 4 kV Ar ions.

The results from specimens prepared by this method from an XW1O rod surface

hardened at 350"C by the PIII process, are shown in Chapter 4. In general, high quality

electron transparent areas were found in individual specimens from - 5 to L20 pm

depth beneath the implanted surface (in cross-section, i.e.,, the plane of the specimen

disc). The central location of the dimple enabled large specimen tilt angles possible in

the TEM while permitting the exacting magnetic and astigmatism corrections required

for imaging at up to 200,000 X magnification. Such experiments were found to be

impossible with specimens made by other (earlier) preparation methods (of the

author).
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Appendix 4

EEIS and EDAX Microanalysis

As electron diffraction alone could not distinguish some carbides and nitrides,

high resolution XEDS and EELS were employed to in attempts to obtain

compositional information from the 350"C PIII- and Q&T XW10 specimens. This data

was recorded and analysed by Dr. Peter Miller at CSIRO (Clayton, Victoria, Aust.).

A4.l Limitations:

Determination of the relative amounts of the metallic elements Fe, Cr and Mo

was possible by XEDS. Flowever, despite having a thin polycarbonate window on the

X-ray detector, carbon and nitrogen were not detectable because of Fe and Cr subsidiary

peaks.

Nevertheless, EELS could record C and N as well as Fe and Cr, but the Mo and

V edges were overshadowed by other elements. The quantitative information from

EELS was considered to be more approximate than the nominal 20"/" as carbon

contamination on the surface of the specimen prevented long acquisition times,

resulting in imprecise background subtractions. The carbon contamination made the

detection of carbon unreliable.

^4.2 
Results:

The quantitative information (in the absence of standards) from the XWLO steel

in the quenched and tempered condition (just before PIII treatment) and from across

the PIII modefied layer is summarised in Table A4.L and Figure 44.1. This analysis

uses complementary data from the EELS and matching XEDS spectra to find the ratios

of the five elements listed. Representative EELS spectra are shown in Figures 44.2.



I at%l wt9ó

tÞscrlptlon Fe Cr Mo V N FE Cr Mo V N

Matrlx
Plll 5um 77.7 4.4 0.6 0.2 17.1 89 1 4.7 1.1 0.2 4.9
Plll 1Sum 88.2 5.6 0.5 0.4 5.3 91.9 5.4 0.8 0.4 1.4

Plll 50um 81.4 4.7 0.5
(,.9

0.3 13.0 90.2 4.9 1.0 0.3 3.6
Plll 100um 93.3 5.4 0.4 0.0 93.1 5.0 1.5 0.4 0.0

Plll 120um 94.3 4.5 0.9 0.3 0.0 94.0 4.2 1.6 0.3 0.0

QTT 94.0 4.9 o.7 0.5 0.0 93.8 4.5 1.2 o.4 0.0

Preclpitates
100um M23C6 49.6 24.8 3.7 1.3 20.7 58.1 27.O 7.5 1.3 6.1

1Sum Fe4N 73.0 8.0 0.0 0.0 19.0 85.6 8.8 0.0 0.0 5.6

20um CrN 23.7 28.8 0.8 1.2 45.5 36.8 41.7 2.2 1.7 17.7

Tabte A4.'1.: Compositions of coarse precipitates and the matrix at different

depths beneath tlie surface. From high resolution XEDS and EELS'
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Figure A4.7: Compositions of (a) coarse precipitates; and þ) the matrix
at different depths beneath the surface: from high resolution
XEDS and EELS.
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Appendix 5

Input Variables for
Mathematical Model of PIIIa

AS.L TRIM Calculations of Ion Energy, Range and Vacancy production Distributions

with Depth in XW10 Steel:

The "TRIM '90" code 63 was used to find some input parameters to the

mathematical simulations developed in this thesis. A standard of 20,000 Nf ions

were simulated with 50 kV eîetgy, i.e. 25 kV Nitrogen, into targets of the average

XW10 composition and Fe4N, see Table 45.1.

The TRIM results of the percentage of the ion energy converted into lattice

vibrations and the vacancy production rate per ion are given below in Table 45.2.

Seventh order polynomials of the form given below, were fitted to the

statistical data obtained for the ion range, energy release and vacancy production

distributions intensities with depth by using the "Mathematica" software on an Apple

IIcx computer.

Intensity, I(x) = -âo * arx-arx' +arx3 -ànx4 *arxs -àoX6 +arx7

The polynomial coefficients are tabulated in Table 45.3. A sample fit is shown

in figure A5.4, while the polynomial functions are shown in Figs. 45.1.
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Table 45.1: TRIM Input Parameters:

Material Density

G/cm'¡

Binding
Energy (eV)

XW10 avg 7.75 1.5

Fe4N 6.5 7 1 5

Table A5.2: Ion Energy Loss and Vacancy Production:

XW10 avg. FeaN

Energy Loss (%) 10ns recoils ions recoils

ionization 44.51 1 0 1 44.2 10.5

vacanqes 0.1 I 0.75 0.19 0.73

phonons 1.95 42.5 1.98 42.4

Vacancies/Ion 1 76.9 17 4.8

Table A5.3: Polynomial Curve-fitting Coefficients for TRIM Depth Distributions:

Ion Range Ion Energy Release Vacancy Production

XWlO
avg

FeaN xw10
avg

FeaN XWlO
avg

FeaN

ì9 1.76897e-4 2.6388 6e -5 9.51742e-3 '7.74805e-3 1.76897e-4 2.63886e-5

It 2.72728e-3 2.33733e-3 3.67250e-3 3.31 71 0e-3 2.72728e-3 2.33733e-3

l2 2.50967 e-4 2.3857 1e-4 3.17283e-4 2.98352e-4 2.50967 e-4 2.38571e-4

l3 1 .53604e-4 1 .4887 1e-5 1 .561 80e-5 1.54729e-5 1.53604e-4 1.48871e-5

à,4 4.91495e-7 4.6679 9e -7 4.7 8257 e-7 4 .7 5089e-7 4.91495e-7 4.66799e-7

ì5 7 .97141e-9 7.47013e-9 8.227 63e-9 8.0026 1 e-9 7.97141e-9 7.47013e-9

à.5 6.3254e-11 5.9447 e-11 7.1917e-11 6.8236e-11 6.3254e- 1 1 5 .9447 e-11

lZ 1 .9627 e-13 1.8806e-13 2.4858e-13 2.3074e-13 1 .9627e-13 1 .8806e-13
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45.2 PIII Process Parameters:

The setup of the operating parameters of the PIII equipment determines the

target temperature, nitrogen concentration profile, etc, which control the final

microstructural changes to the specimen. As the implantation was done outside of

these laboratories by another research team, and their techniques reported elsewhere,

only a summary of the relevant parameters will be given here.

Impl. temperature, T,-o = 350'C

Dose,D =!.2x1018N / cm'

Ionenergy, E=25keV
Pulse frequency, f =35H2
Pulse duration, tp = 50Lrs

Dwell duration, 
"^ 

= (%S- "r)
=2852\ts

Total time of Pulses, î,*o = 20s

Total treatment time, rto, = ri-p *(%u=-"')
|,.. 'LP 

)

= 3.L7hours

Heat Transfer parameters:

-

Pulse power, Po = 4
1t*o

= 100.8W / cm'

Average power, Pu,, = Po t þxo

= 0.777W / cmz

From the ASSAB technical data sheet on XWLO steel:

DensitY, P=7750kg/mg
Thermal conductivi|y, kro".=26.0W / m.'K

k*o't = 27 'oW / m'" K

SPecific heat, Cp = 4601/ k8.'K

Flence, the Thermal diffusivity, u = 0.0729cm2 / s
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Nitrogen diffusion parameters:

N atom flux during a Pulse, In = +
Tto,o

= 60 xl.01sN / s.cm2

= 1..395 x L0-6g / s.cmz

D
Average N flux, ]u.,u

î,o,

= 0.1.052x101sN / s.cmz

= 2.445 x 1.0-eg / s.cmz

According to MornIT0 the equivalent to the thermal conductivity in mass

diffusion equations equals the atomic diffusivity, hence:

l-al
Diffusivity of N in cr - Fe, Dr = po.s[R r/, (T in 'K)

Do =7.8x1.0-3cm2 /s
and Q = L8.9 x l.03ca1 / mol

N atomic
diffusivity, Drro..

conductivity",k3so.c
= 1..832x10-n cm' / s
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Appendix 6

Numerical Diffusion Methods

46.1. Standard Solution Techniques for Transient Diffusion Problems:

1. Analytical Solution for an Infinite Body with a Constant Surface Heat Flux 93:

r-r, =2q.þtln.rol{l -9ø:(r-".¡}l tr.rlr-ri- k =^r[4crr] t(^ "-'2"lc;lt)

This model assumes the following:

41. Infinite slab geometry with a uniform surface flux.

A2. Constant material properties with temperature: i.e. k, p and Co.

A3. An infinitessimally thin surface layer over which the heat transfer occurs

A4. No internal heat generation.

45. Constant initial temperature.

2. Boundary Element Method (BEM) or Finite Element (FE) or Finite Difference (FD)

Solution to the LD Linear Heat Equation 64:

AT ô27
N-

ât ôx'

3. BEM or FE or FD Solution to the 1D Diffusion Equation with a Variable Diffusion

Coefficient:

4

âc A(^ A.l
ar 

=a"[.'*ñ)

BEM or FE or FD Solution to the lD Transient Reaction-Diffusion Equation 81:

* = **-Kf(c)
ât âx' r'
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^6.2 
The Derívation of the Boundary Integral Solution to the One Dimensional

Linear Heat Equation with Internal Heat Generation:
This solution follows the method given by Hill and Dewynne 64, the only

difference being the treatment of one additional term in the heat equation, the source
term. The same fundamental solution, the Green's function, is assumed valid in this
case.

Consider the LD linear heat equation with internal heat generation:

AT A2T
=- = cr:- + S(x,t) (1.1)
ât ðx'

with the prescribed boundary conditions in the given problem being
AT' r,(t) =1't,Sfr,tl=vz(t)=gz for 0<t<time (1.2)
ç(a,t) = r

and initial condition
T(x,0)=f(x) for a<x<b (1'3)

with the internal heat source term only dependent on positiofl, €.9.

S(x) = S(x,t) (1.4)

At this point, the unknown to determine is the temperature as a function of
position and time. Usual solution techniques involve finding the temperature ove-r

lhe entire space-time grid in order to calculate the final temperature profile with
position. However, with the BEM, it is only necessary to find the boundary
temperatures over the time interval, i.e. T(a,t) and T(b,t), in order to obtain the final
temperature profile.

The derivation proceeds as follows:
Using a Green's function as a fundamental solution to the standard heat

equation, the adjoint equation can be written as

AG A2C

I+"ãÈ=-ð(t-t)ô(x-O (1.s)

Now, multiplying (1.5) by the temperature at point ((,t) and integrating w.r.t. position
and time, we obtain

l, l"'trE,,,t*. "#)o Edr =-r(x,t)
(1.6)

Similarly, multiplying (1.1) by Green's fn. and integrating:

l, l"'.r.,e,r,ù(# - "#- s1E¡laEat = o
\ dt dç- ) 01)

When (1.6) and (L.7) arc summed and simplified, the integral equation for the

temperature at a point can be written:
tb

r(x,t) = l"tfqiat x,l,t,0þl - lþfell,G(x,[,t,tþtd(

+ crJ'u,(t)f(*,a,t,cþt - crJ'..r1c)f{*,U,,,aqx

-crJ'v,(t)G(x,a,t,tþ, * oJ'rrr(t)G(x,b,t,xql (1'8)
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Using, now, the set of non-dimensional variables:
Tx=tc¡cqLr_ -. ,=i, ,=í, q=ii
To'

equation (1.8) can be written over the interval 0 < x < 1 as

-lT1x, T¡ = l,"CElet v, 4,i, l,c¡E - fi sf ell, C1v,1, t, rHtd(

* Jt.r,trlf(i,o,I,tþ, - lr",fr)f{*,r, t,rþr

- J'v, ( r)G (v, 0, t, rþt + J'.rr' 1t ¡Gçv,,J., t, tþr
where

(I, f.or O<x<L
l.=l1'"-I;,for x=0 or Í=l'

and the non dimensional Green's function is

-lx - El'exD--#. t-r>0' 4(t -r) '

(1.e)

(1.10)

Gçx,\,i,r¡ =
H(t -r)

2 æ(T - t)
where the Heaveside unit step function,

0, for (t-r)<0
1., for(t-r)>0

t
I

(1.11)

xH(t

Now, substituting X = 0 and x= 1, B.C.s (1.2) and I.C. (1.3) we obtain the following
integral equations:

å",,r, 
* [",trlf; (0,1',i,rþr

= J'r1q¡G10, E,Î,lyE - J'sfell,G10,q,T,r¡dtdq

- l, q,Gto, o,i,rþr * l, ørGto ,L,Í,rþr

I',rrr- fi ", 
(') 

Ë 
(1, o,î, rþr

¡1 ¡1 ,- rl:.
= J-r16¡Qr, E,i,oYE - J,qglJ,G(t,\,i,rþrd\

- lrø,G1r,o,T rþt * lrørGtr,1',t,rþr

(1,.72)

Note that the all of the known terms are on the r.h.s. of these equations.

Making a numerical approximation that the boundary temperatures are

piecewise constant over time step, i, (1,.12) becomes a set of 2N equations:
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1
N

u, (T, ) + ) u, (i, )Aij (0,1)
2 j=t

1,
N

2
u, (I, ) - ) ", t! )Ai, (1, o)

j=l

where

j=l

The integrals (1.14) can be Performed analytically, e.g.,

= J'r1ç¡G10, E,t,ly1 - fiqEp,,(0,q)d6-i1n,u'f0,0) - q,B'(0,1))
j=t

=fif(É)c(1,6,T,0Þ6 - firrqp,j(1,€)dE -È1n,u,j(1,0) - q,B,j(1,1))
j=1

for l.<i<N

(1.13)

(1.14)

i>j

i = j (1.16)

i<j

ou = j,I,,^,f{x'E'i' 
'xÚx

¡iÅT
uu = Iu-r,^rG1x'6't' 'xY.-

Similarly (L.9) becomes

i.T6,t,¡ = fittqle (v,E,1,,0)d€ - fitfgp,,(x,q)dÉ
N

+i{u,1T,)Aü(1,0) - .rr(!)Atj(x,1) - q,B'(x,0) + qrBl(*,1)} (1.15)

å"''[ J-;.-[
x-q x-6
Æ(i-¡) Æ(i+t-1)

A',F,E) = ],s"1r-6)-;*'[#) ,

0
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4(,-i)"-'[#).ry*"[ )n

n,,{x,E) =

unknowns:

,Æ".'[{#)-ry"4ç) ,

i>j

i=j

1<J0

(7.17)

Equation (1.13) can now be written in matrix form as 2N equations with 2N

Cú,+DíLz-bl
Dú, + Cú,2 =É1

ut(T*)

All(1'o) 0 o

A21(1.'0) All(1,'0) 0

A31(1,0) 421(L'0) All(L'o)

(1.18)

where matrices C and D are given bY:

C = 11, where I is the NxN identity matrix2'
and through the symetry of A',

0

0

0

0

f)=

AN1(L'0)

and the vectors ú, and i, by

u,(T,)

0

All(L'0)

ur(tr)

u1

ur(I*)

and the ith component of vectors br and b, are
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6,1i¡ = J'r1q¡c10,Ë,1,,0ÞE - l,'tf6p,j(0,8)d€ - È{n,u,,,0,0) - q,8,,(0,1)}
j=r

Ë,çi¡ =J'r16¡G1r,q,T,,0Þ€ - l,'tCgp'(1,€)dq - È{n,u'(1,0) - q,B'(1,1)}
i=1

This system of equations can be solved by the method of foward substitution,
yielding the following algorithm:

1. Calculate bt(i) and br(i) for L < i < N

2. Find u,(1.) and ur(1.) e.g.

b,(1) - All(r.,0)b2 ,rllli- [a,,1r,0¡]'

b,(1) - All(r.'o)b1 nllli- [n "1r'o¡]'

ut(1) =

ur(1) =

l-r

l¡

li
3. Then iterate the following while 2 < i < N:

3.1 modifytheb'(i) and br(i) sothat
t-1

b1(i) = b,(i) - )nr(j)4,.'-;,,(1,o)
j=t

i-1

b2(i) = br(i) - )t'(j)1,.'-;,,(1,0)
j=t

3.2 calculate u,(i) and ur(i) using the equations

in point 2 above but replacing the b'(1) and br(1)

for the i'h component of 6r and 6, respectively'

Once the time boundary temperatures, ú, and ú, have been found, the final

temperature-depth profile may be calculated by the use of equation (1'15).

Treatment of Numerical Integrals:

Some of the above space integrals cannot be evaluated analytically, e.g., those

involving S([) and f(O. For S(€) (Appendix 5), the space domain was discretized into

equally spaced elements only over the width of S(() and integrated using Simpson's

rule (n=4). Similar treatment was given to f([) integrals, with the additional feature

of breaking the space domain into blocks of elements which were organised to capture

steep gradients in the temperature-depth profile, i,e,,, the block lengths followed a

geometric progression, increasing the element length away from the surface, Fig. 5.4.
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Abstract

produced by the patented Union
y reported in the literature. The
D-Gun coatings applied to sheep

ses of a magnitr.rde comparable to those to which

Cantilever bending fatigue tests were conducted on single undamaged coated comb teeth. After

L.44xl16 cycles with a surface strain amplitude of 0.4Vo.a network of interconnecting cracks wa.s

detected. Further fatigue cycling resulted in partial coating disintegration accompanied by crack
propagation into the steel substrate.

Examination of the microstructure of the coating indicated that during deposition, substantial

alloying of WC with Co had occurred and the presence of the q phase (Co¡V/¡C) of the W,Co,C

systêmlas established. Crack propagation in the coating due to fatigue cycling occurred largely in

and around the q phase.

The damage sustained in coated combs used in sheep shearing service was consistent with fatigue

damage of the kind induced in the laboratory.

I.. O INTRODUCTION

Wool industry a

cuttin Persists. c

stimu e combs h
clecade has gre factors
determining th of new

developments. face of
the comb [1], 21, has

shown considerable promise. However, field trials* of combs coated by Union Carbide in Japan

have shown a considèrable variation in performance, with the tool life ranging from I to 10 tir¡es

* 
Conducted by Merino Wool Harvesting Pty. Ltd. of Technology Park. Pooraka, South Australia

5095 (Private communication).



that of the uncoated combs when shearing normal wool, and a maximum life 50 times greater when

shearing "clean" wool** .

A typical material used in the manufacture of commerciallygl4þqlg -comþ9 
is a l.2VoC, O.7%oCr,

0.3%Mn steel, quenched and tempered to a hardness of 750-850HV3g. Th-ese uncoated combs
generally have á mean service Hfé of 1-2 hours or 20-40 sheep; the breakdown of the-.shearing

ãction ócurs when the fine tolerances at the cutting edges, essential in severing wool fibres, are

destroyed by sliding wear between the comb and the oscillating_cutter. Both combs and cutters nray

be resharpeied, (co-mbs up to 50 times), giving them a life of -1000 sheep.

When the earing surface is

increase<l this coating can

promote a In this situatiotl,
'the cutte. I as 2 hours (40

sheep).

However, the D-Gun coated combs cannot be resharpened. Hence, for this cornb to be

economically viable, its single service life must not only be eq|al to the accumulated use of a

resharpenabíe standard comb but also be capable of recovering the cost incurred by applying the

coating.

Extensive field trials have shown that the performance of coated combs is improved by a factor of I
to 10, giving them a life of 20 to 20O sheèp. This variation in life is considerablV C_194.1than that

found iittt ä," uncoated combs and suggests that the structure and properties of the WC-Co coating

produced by the D-Gun process may not be consistent.

1.1 Shearing

The shearing action is achieved by the 50Hz oscillation of the cutter over the fixed comb, Fig. 1(a)

and (b), whiih causes sliding contact between the many cutting edge pairs, which trap and sever a

large number of wool fibres, only -20pm in diameter, each cycle. Restrictive tolerances are

required in order to maintain wool fibre severance, such as a maximum clearance of 20pm between

the comb and cutter edges which must have a maximum edge radius of 2pm. To achieve this close

proximity, both tools are "hollow ground" [3], a procedure which dishes the contact faces by 20-

50pm for a comb width of 75mm. The cutter is then maintained in contact with the hollow ground
via a loaded radius arm which acts on the cutter.
to near point contact, which improves the edge

iffså*:'Ji:'åi';y,i:"åti:iffi :iîtil'"'#:l
force, the result is a 3-b uickly wears the cutting edges*** ald
requires higher normal A limit is eventually reached when the

comb and ðutter cannüt ether, at which time they must be removed from

** The bulk of wool growing areas in Australia are in drier climates and hence normal wool
contains silica grit which accumulates next to the sheeps skin where wool severance takes place.
Clean wool is found in regions with high rainfall.
t(** The comb life is marginally longer when shearing clean wool due to the smaller quantity of
hard particles available to abrade the surface



1.2 The D-Gun Process

This process involves the application of a
deposition. A gun barrel-like tube some I
closed end of this tube is injected oxyg
powder. Tho gaseous mixture is then ignited aqq !f
þowder towarãs the substrate at speeds of up to 800m/sec. When the particles impact the substrate

they form a layer -2þm thick and 25mm in diameter. The overall coating is realized by building up

the layer with successive overlapping applications, so that any relatively flat area may be covered
by a ceramic layer of a nominated uniform thickness.

The impinging particles in D-Gun deposited coatings.have sufficient momentum to plastically
deform'thel su-bôtrate and to cause loðalized liquefaction around the impact zones. Thus good

adhesion is achieved through a mechanical keying, not only between the WC-Co particle.s and the

substrate, but also betweén successive depositions of V/C-Co. The impinging particles can

experience rapid cooling rates( up to l05oC/sec) and therefore can contain non-equilibrium and

sometimes amorphous Phases.

An atlvantage of WC-Co cuatings applied by the !-Gun process is that the temperature increase of
the subsratõ is small, so that the beñèfits obtained from having a comparatively hard surface layer
can be obtained without adversly affecting the properties of the substrate.

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Fatigue Testing

In the shearing action, when a cutter tooth passes over a-comb tooth with a normal force between

them, the conib tooth deflects in a cantilevèr fashion. This is 1 c_yc.lic action with the peak comb
the cutter tooth tip is in contact with the comb tooth

nd cutter. This effect was investigated by Perrott
nitude of dynamic comb tooth deflections using
conditions for surface fatigue existed.

The current work has isolated the comb tooth can

a frequency of 50H2, an amplitude of 0.05 to
urface stress developed was -700MPa which

occurred -2mmin front of tlie clamp. These conditions are in close parallel with those found during

the shearing action.

Three single teeth were tested: two for 1.44x106cycles and the third for 4.32xl06cycles'

l.44xl06test cycles is equivalent to the bending fatigue cycling induced by the operation of a
shearing handpiece for 8 hours.

2,2 Tooth Preparation

Single teeth were sectioned from both used gue

testõ and for microscopy. The three teeth us the

microstructure of the cemented carbide layer e to
the hollow ground curvature in each tooth, the c tip,



but was virtually unchanged in the region of maximum bending stress: towards the comb plate.

Mechanical polishing was carried out using 600 and 1200 grades SiC papers, and then on 6pm and

0.lpm diamond laps.

2.3 Microscopy

The microstructure of the polished D-Gun layer was examined using b.ack-scattered electron
(B.S.E.) imaging on a scanning electron microscope (S.E.M.). TlggopPositi-on of each phase was

àetermíned 6y luantitative wavelength dispersive spectra (W.D.S.) analysis on an electron
microprobe.

Surface relief of the D-Gun coating used in shearing trials was revealed by the use of secondary
electron (S.E.) stereo pairs on an S.E'M.

3.0 RESULTS

3.1 The D-Gun Coating Microstructure

A 70 taper section was taken to determine the coating thickness which was found to be 30 +/-

2.5pm, the variation being due to the surface roughness of the substrate and the slight unevenness

of deposition.

The deposited material was heterogeneous_both_in terms qf the__pþ heir
distribuiion. In no portion of the layér was there the conventional WC- [5],
indicating that the total volume of the starting powder had been subjected to cess

of l400oC, as expected of the D-Gun process. The integrity of the coated layer was high with a
void content of approximately 27o.

The bulk of the coating was composed of grains of V/C surrounded by a matrix of Co,W,C alloy.
From V/.D.S. analysií, this mafüx contained between I and lÙVo Co but constituted a small

volume fraction compared to WC. However, as shown in the Þ.f.8. images il lg. l(1) ga-J-U),

an¿ tfre S.E. images ii fig. 4(a) and (b), there were portions of the coating (-lÙEo) with Co,W.,C

^iiãyi -ì"h higñer in Cõ. Fig. 3(a) shows the thrèe major phases present in the matrix with

compositions identified by W.D.S. analysis being, A: WC, B: Co2WaC (0), and C: Co¡W¡C ("rl).

Smalt quantities of CoW3C and Co2\ù/3C were also detected'

The WC particles in contact with these mixed carbide phases generally had rounded edges and were

often coral-like in appearance: Fig. 4(a). The r¡-phase usually appeared in large homogeneous

volumes (10-20pm across) as illustrated in Fig. 3(a) and Fig a0). In contrast, the O-phase seldom

occurred more than 2pm from the boundary of a WC grain.

There is evidence in Fig. 3(b) (point E) which indicates that the mixed carbide phases w-ere molten
at some point in the formation 

-of 
ttre layer. Further S.E.M. iryuggl showed that some.of.the larger

WC particles had fractured on impact witn the substrate and had been subsequently infiltrated by
liquid Co,W,C alloys.

3.2 Hardness Measurements Of The D-Gun Layer

The butk coating hardness, measured using a 5009 load, ranged between 800 to 1400 HVO.S



3.3 The Used D-Gun Coating

F-our D-Gun coated combs which had been used in field trials were inspected to obtain S.E. stereo
pairs and B.S.E. images of the surfaces. Each comb had been used for 3-5 hours to shear sandy
merino wool.

The most noticeable difference between the initial and used condition of the comb was that the

coating had delaminated to a width of 10-20pm along most of the cutting edges of the comb teeth.

At the edges where the steel substrate was exposed there was extensive intergranular fatigue^
cracking ind the remaining areas in which the D-Gun layer was still attached showed signs of
abrasive wear.

In the main body of the deposited layer, there was abrasive wear of the high po-ints in the coating,
leaving them poiished flat, and many of the remaining areas having extensive fatigue damage. As

illustrated in Fig 4., cracks were predominantly found in regions of r¡ phase, both in the mixed

WC/n regions, (a), and in homogeneous volumes, (b).

3.4 The Laboratory Fatigued D-Gun Coating

The surface of the comb tooth subjected to 1.44xI06 fatigue cycles exhibited cracking of a fatigue
nature where bending stresses 

-had 
been induced during testing, although there was no

disintegration of the coating. The fatigue cracks were less than 50pm in length and not usually
interlinled. They were aligned laterally across the comb tooth, a direction which is consistent with
the direction of maximum bending stress.

Cracks appeared in all mixed carbide phases and occasionally in grains of V/C, but were principally

found in areas of r¡ phase and the regions immediately surrounding it. Figure 3(a) shows a fatigue

crack in a large area of r¡ phase which contains a region of 0 phase and small WC grains. The crack

appears ro have initiated from point D and then propagated upwards. lhe gryck path through the t''¡

p-¡är" is substantially linear indicating a large grain structure. Figure 3(b) illustrates another crack

which has selectively propagated through the q phase.

Away from the q phase i.egions, in the bulk of the coating, the only damage found was a few

scattered hairline cracks through the (Co,W,C) matrix between the WC grains'

In the 24 hour fatigued comb tooth, the surface damage induced was much more severe and had all
of the features fouñd in the in service comb tooth, except for edge delamination.

4.0 DISCUSSION

4.1 The D-Gun Coating Microstructure

It is clear from observations of the microstructure
in the formation of the D-Gun layer. The initial t
result of the heat transfer from the combustion ga

oids and assist in the inf,rltration of liquid phases.



As all of the cobalt metal present in the starting powder is converted to Co,Vy',C a-lloys in the
coating within a very short space of time, the temperature rise must be sufficient to form molten
cobalt. This liquid Co is then able to flow under the high pressures and to alloy with WC.

Generally there was a complete cementing of the WC particles by a low percentage Co alloy into a

non-porous structure, indicating a sufficient volume fraction of cobalt. However, at discrete

regions in the coating there were large volumes of the q phase, suggesting that the distribution of

Co in the starting powder was not uniform. The formation of the q phase was studied by Park et al.

[6] who used the infiltration of a sintered WC 3 wt.VoCo surface by eutectic Co rich liquid at

1440oC. They state that the r1 phase has a high nucleation energy which favours the formation of
large near perfect crystals. In the current investigation, lhg V/C particle-s_present in these Co-rich
reglons app-eared to have undergone severe chemical attack leaving coral-like stmctures and in some

cases complete dissolution.

here by Alf,rntseva
t. They found that
original WC, the
carbides Co3V/3C
decarburization is

4,2 Fatigue Performance

It is clear from laboratory tested comb teeth that fatigue cracks had initiated and propagated in-the
coating as the consequeñce of cyclic tensile surface stresses alone. In addition areas of complete
hyer déhmination anã crack propagation into the steel subsrate were observed.

Cracks were generally found in regions containing significant volume fractions of (Co,W,C)

alloys, especially the r1 phase indicating its low relative toughness. The predominance of linear

c.acks in ìhis phase is consistent with a large grain size which will permit relatively easy crack
propagation.

h ng was the rate
e to 24 hours of
b ervice stresses

h as caused by abrasion and high local normal
forces.

The coating on the cutting edges is subjected to a ition to cantilever
bending, námely: Hertzian Stresses and torsional the comb teeth. It
ls ere is a torsional stresses conc s due to the acute

an i there. Therefore this is a fatigue weakness and indeed a likely cause of
co t the cutting edges of the comb teeth.

WC-Co coate have been conducted bY

sence of the b termetallic compounds,
al heterogenei initiating fatigue cracks

Although the phases present and methods of testing of the D-Gun coating in the currext
investigãtion aré different to those of Refs. 7 and 8, simila¡ observations have been made about the
stuctures and fatigue performances.



5.0 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper it was demonstrated that fatigue of the (Co,V/,C) matrix surrounding the WC grains in
the D-Gun deposited coatings as applied to shearing combs, occurred as a result of either the
normal operatibn of the comb in a shearing handpiece or from cyclic cantilev€r bending stresses
alone as ápplied in laboratory tests. The particular fatigue weaknesses in the microstn¡cture of this

coating are (a) large volumes of brittle matrix, especially q phase, which provide low energy crack
paths, and (b) residual stresses resulting from the method of deposition.

The advanced state of surface fatigue was charactenzed by particles of the coating falling out of the

surface and cracks propagating iñto the steel substrate. These effects led to coating delamination
and in tho case of thè in-sérvice comb, ultimately I e loss of shearing performance.

Surface damage occured at a higher rate in the in-service comb teeth compared with the laboratory
tested comb tãeth. This was atdbuted to the more complex cyclic loading system acting on the in-
service comb teeth compared with applying the single load of greatest amplitude to the laboratory
tested comb teeth. Torsiònal stresselin the in-service comb teeth were considered important in the

delamination of the cutting edges.

reakdown of the D-Gun
the above aspects of the
nce of this spray coating
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Fig. 1: Sheep shearing comb, (a), and cutter, (b), viewed from their ground

faces. several comb teeth were sectioned from a wC/Co ,D-gun

coated comb for fatigue tests.

D-GUN LAYER

SECT ION E D
COMB TOOTH

Fig.2: Experimental arrangement for Instron fatígue tests. A punch was
- clamped in the upper hydraulic grip of the machine while a plate

suppãrting the comb tooth clamping assembly was bolted to the lower
grip (attatched to the hydraulic ram).
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Fig.3: Fatigue cracks in polished WC/Co D-
gun coating on shearing comb tooth
(1.44x706 laboratory cycles): (a) and
(b), n phase cracks; (c) crack branch-
ing in a dual phase area.

A, WC; B, Co2WaCi C, n-Co:WsC; D,
mixed phase region; and E, crack
initiation site. (B.S.E. images).

Fig. 4: Fracfure surface of fatigued
WC/Co D-gun coating on shear-
ing comb (laboratory): (a) crack
branch in a direction parallel to
applied stress through coral-like
WC particles; and (b) crack net-
work through a homogeneous
volume of r1 phase.
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